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PREFACE

NASA has relied heavily on the entire scientific community, national and international, in its effort
to provide a better understanding of the upper atmosphere and its perturbation in response to
natural phenomena and human activities. The lists of contributors to the individual sections in this

report axe given in Section I. We are indebted to those who gave their time and knowledge. We
also thank Rose Kendall and Kathy Wolfe for compiling the report and providing editorial support.

Michael J. Kurylo

Philip L. DeCola
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SECTION A

INTRODUCTION

In compliance with the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Public Law 101-549, the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has prepared this report on the state of our

knowledge of the Earth's upper atmosphere, and particularly, of the stratospheric ozone layer. The

present report presents new findings since the last report in 1996 and is printed in two parts. Part I

(Research Summaries) summarizes the objectives, status, and accomplishments of the research

tasks supported under NASA's Upper Atmosphere Research Program (UARP) and Atmospheric

Chemistry Modeling and Analysis Program (ACMAP) for the period of 1997-1999. Part II (this

document) is a compilation of several scientific assessments, reviews, and summaries. Section B

(Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 1998), Section C (a summary of the 1998

Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate/Intergovernmental Ozone Commission/Global

Atmospheric Watch (SPARC/IOC/GAW) Assessment of Trends in the Vertical Distribution of

Ozone SPARC Report No. 1, WMO Ozone Research and Monitoring Project Report No. 43),

Section D (the Policymakers Summary of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC,

special report on Aviation and the Global Atmosphere), and Section E (the executive summary of

the NASA Assessment of the Effects of High-Speed Aircraft in the Stratosphere: 1998) are

summaries of the most recent assessments of our current understanding of the chemical

composition and the physical structure of the stratosphere, with particular emphasis on how the

abundance and distribution of ozone is predicted to change in the future. Section F (the executive

summary of NASA's Second Workshop on Stratospheric Models and Measurements, M&M II)

and Section G (the end-of-mission statement for the Photochemistry of Ozone Loss in the Arctic

Region in Summer, POLARIS, campaign) describe the scientific results for a comprehensive

modeling intercomparison exercise and an aircraft and balloon measurement campaign,

respectively. Section H (Chemical Kinetics and Photochemical Data for Use in Stratospheric

Modeling: Supplement to Evaluation Number 12 of the NASA Panel for Data Evaluation)

highlights the latest of NASA's reviews of this important aspect of the atmospheric sciences.

For over two decades, scientists have postulated that certain pollutants directly associated with

human activity could cause harmful effects by reducing the amount of stratospheric ozone. Initial

concerns focused on supersonic aircraft emissions of NO and NO v and then shifted to the issue of

chlorine and bromine loading of the stratosphere from chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons.

Now there is compelling evidence that human activity has, in fact, changed the atmospheric

environment on a global scale. In recognition of the importance of understanding such

perturbations, Congress directed NASA in June 1975 to "develop and carry out a comprehensive

program of research, technology, and monitoring of the phenomena of the upper atmosphere so as

to provide for an understanding of and to maintain the chemical and physical integrity of Earth's

upper atmosphere." Responding to this Congressional mandate, NASA implemented a long-range

scientific research program, conducted through UARP and ACMAP, aimed at developing a

comprehensive understanding of processes in the upper atmosphere. Additional activities are

carried out through the NASA space flight programs. In the near-term, NASA has the



responsibilityof providingtriennialreportsto Congressandconcernedregulatoryagencieson the
statusof upperatmosphericresearch,includingscientificassessmentsof potentialeffectsof human
activitieson theatmosphere,andparticularly,onstratosphericozone.

Many governmentsaroundtheworld, includingtheUnitedStates,haverecognizedthat theozone
layermustbe protectedin orderto preservehumanhealthand aquaticand terrestrialecosystems
from damagedue to enhancedlevelsof ultravioletradiation. In particular,it was recognizedthat
the Use of chemicals containing chlorine (in the form of-CF-Cs, hydrochi0r0fiubi:ocarbons

(HCFCs), and other chlorinated hydrocarbons such as methyl chloroform and carbon tetrachlodde)

and bromine (mainly in the form of halons and methyl bromide) constitute a potential threat to the

ozone layer. More than twenty nations, including the United States, signed the Vienna Convention

for the Protection of the Ozone Layer in Vienna, Austria, in 1985, and the Montreal Protocol on

SubStances That Deplete the Ozone Layer, in Montreal, Canada, in 1987. Subsequent

Amendments and Adjustments (Londonl UK, 1990; Copenhagen, Denmark, 1992; Vienna,
Austria,: 1995;:and Montreal, Canada,: i997) Strengthened the Montreal Protocol by calling for an

accelerated CFC phase-out schedule and adding to the list of regulated compounds.

The Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol both call for all regulatory decisions_ to be based

on a Scientific understanding-of the _ssues, and the M0n_al Protocol specifically called fo r

international scientific assessments at least every four years. The 1998 scientific assessment was

coordinated by NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the United

Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), and the

European Commission (EC). The executive summary of the overall assessment and scientific

summaries of the assessment chapters are reproduced in Section B.

One of the largest uncertainties in determining the effect of CFCs on stratospheric ozone has been

the magnitude of the trends in the altitude region between 15 and 20 kin. In 1996 the SPARC

panel on Understanding Ozone Trends and the International Ozone Commission decided to

collaborate, under the auspices of the World Climate Research Programme and the World

Meteorological Organisation, on a study to Carefully re-evaluate the ground-based and satellite data

to resolve differences in the interpretation of the various ozone profile data records. The

philosophy of the study was similar to that of the International Ozone Trends Panel of 1988 which

addressed the total ozone measurements. The summary of this report is presented in Section C.

Aviation has experienced rapid expansion as the world ec0nomy has grown. This expansion has

led to an increase in aviation emissions. In light of the concern about the possible effects of aircraft

emissions on global climate and atmospheric ozone, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change has prepared an assessment report addressing these issues. Section D consists of the

policymakers summary from this special report.

The environmental impact of a proposed fleet of high-speed (i. e., supersonic) civil transport

(HSCT) aircraft on the ozone layer has also been assessed. The interim assessment report from

NASA's High-Speed Research Program, issued in January 1995, has been superceded by a more

recent 1998 assessment on the effects of high-speed aircraft in the stratosphere. The executive

summary from this assessment report is included as SectiOn E:0f this document.

%
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NASA's Second Workshop on Stratospheric Models and Measurements (M&M II) is a

continuation of the effort previously started in M&M I held in 1992. As originally stated, the aim

of M&M was to provide a foundation for establishing the credibility of stratospheric models used

in environmental assessments of the ozone response to chlorofluorocarbons, aircraft emissions,

and other climate-chemistry interactions. To accomplish this, a set of measurements of the present

day atmosphere was selected. The intent was that successful simulations of the set of

measurements should become the prerequisite for the acceptance of these models as having a

reliable prediction for future ozone behavior. The executive summary of the M&M II report

comprises Section F of this document.

Process studies conducted via field campaigns, involving focused measurements within a particular

atmospheric region so that specific chemical and physical processes can be understood and theories

can be quantitatively tested, are fundamental to the assessment process. Such campaigns rely

extensively on in situ and remote-sensing aircraft measurements as well as those from ground-,

balloon-, and space-based instruments. Section G describes the results of the Photochemistry of

Ozone Loss in the Arctic Region in Summer (POLARIS) field campaign that was designed to

understand the seasonal behavior of polar stratospheric ozone as it changes from very high

concentrations in spring down to very low concentrations in autumn. This behavior has been

attributed to an increased role of NO x catalytic cycles for ozone destruction during periods of

prolonged solar illumination such as occur at high latitudes during summer. The detail with which

current photochemical models can describe this large natural change in ozone serves as an

indication of how well the role of increased stratospheric NOx from anthropogenic sources can be

quantified. Additional information on the POLARIS measurement campaign, including an

unabridged version of the end-of-mission statement, is available at the following website:

http://cloud 1.arc.nasa.gov/polaris/index.html.

Also fundamental to the assessment process is a solid quantitative foundation of laboratory-

derived photochemical reaction rates for use in predictive models. The periodic review and

evaluation of kinetic and photochemical data by the NASA Panel for Data Evaluation is an

important unifying document for the atmospheric sciences community. It offers a standard

reference database for atmospheric modeling (for both assessment and research) thereby providing

a common focus for laboratory measurements and theoretical studies. The most recent

recommendations of this panel are being published as an update to Evaluation Number 12 of the

NASA Panel for Data Evaluation, and details on the scope of the re-evaluation as well as pertinent

sections are included as Section H of this document.

The contributors to all of the sections mentioned above are listed in Section I.
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SECTION B

SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT OF OZONE DEPLETION: 1998

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer commemorated its

10th anniversary in September 1997. Among the provisions of the Protocol was the requirement

that the Parties to the Protocol base their future decisions on the available scientific,

environmental, technical, and economic information as assessed by the worldwide expert

communities. The advances of the understanding in ozone science over this decade were

assessed in 1988, 1989, 19-91, and 19941 This information was input to the subsequent

Amendments and Adjustments of the 1987 Protocol. The Assessment summarized here is the

fifth in that series.

RECENT MAJOR SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

Since the Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 1994, significant advances have continued

to be made in the understanding of the impact of human activities on the ozone layer, the

influence of changes in chemical composition on the radiative balance of the Earth's climate,

and, indeed, the coupling of the ozone layer and the climate system. Numerous laboratory

investigations, atmospheric observations, and theoretical and modeling studies have produced

several key ozone- and climate-related findings:

The total combined abundance of ozone-depleting compounds in the lower atmosphere

peaked in about 1994 and is now slowly declining. Total chlorine is declining, but total

bromine is still increasing. As forecast in the 1994 Assessment, the long period of

increasing total chlorine abundances - primarily from the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),

carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), and methyl chloroform (CH3CCI 3) - has ended. The peak total

tropospheric chlorine abundance was 3.7 + 0.1 parts per billion (ppb) between mid-1992

and mid-1994. The declining abundance of total chlorine is due principally to reduced

emissions of methyl chloroform. Chlorine from the major CFCs is still increasing slightly.

The abundances of most of the halons continue to increase (for example, Halon-1211,

almost 6% per year in 1996), but the rate has slowed in recent years. These halon increases

are likely to be due to emissions in the !990s from the halon "bank," largely in developed

countries, and new production of halons in developing countries. The observed abundances

of CFCs and chlorocarbons in the lower atmosphere are consistent with reported emissions.

The observed abundances of the substitutes for the CFCs are increasing. The

abundances of the hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are

increasing as a result of a continuation of earlier uses and of their use as substitutes for the

CFCs. In 1996, the HCFCs contributed about 5% to the tropospheric chlorine from the

long-lived gases. This addition from the substitutes offsets some of the decline in

tropospheric chlorine associated with methyl chloroform, but is nevertheless about 10 times

less than that from the total tropospheric chlorine growth rate throughout the 1980s. The



atmospheric abundancesof HCFC-!41b and HCFC-142b calculated from reported
emissionsdataare factorsof 1.3and2, respectively,smallerthanobservations.Observed
andcalculatedabundancesagreefor HCFC-22andHFC-134a.

• The combined abundance of stratospheric chlorine and bromine is expected to peak

before the year 2000. The delay in this peak in the stratosphere compared with the lower

atmosphere reflects the average time required for surface emissions to reach the lower

stratosphere. The observations of key chlorine compounds in the stratosphere up through

the present show the expected slower rate of increase and show that the peak had not

occurred at the time of the most recent observations that were analyzed for this Assessment.

° The role of methyl bromide as an ozone-depleting compound is now considered to be

less than was estimated in the 1994 Assessment, although significant uncertainties

remain. The Current best estimate of the-Ozofie Depieti0n:_otential (ODP) for methyl

bromide (CH3Br) is 014, Compared with an ODP 0_f_0.6 _es_rnated in the preV[6us -

Assessment. The change is due primarily to both an increase in the estimate of ocean

removal processes and the identification of an uptake by soils, with a smaller contribution

from the change in =our estimate =of t]ie-_itrfidspheric removal: ra_e. ==I_6ce-nf rese_irch fi_ig

shown that the science of atmospheric methyl bromide is complex and still not well

understood. The current understanding of the sources and sinks of atmospheric methyl

bromide is incomplete. : ....

• The rate of decline in stratospheric ozone at midlatitudes has slowed; hence, the

projections of ozone loss made in the 1994 Assessment are larger than what has

actually occurred. Total column ozone decreased significantly at midlatitudes (25-60 °)

between 1979 and 1991, with estimated linear downward trends of 4.0, 1.8, and 3.8% per

decade, respectively, for northern midlatltudes in winter/spring, northern midlatitudes in

summer/fall, and southern midlatitudes year round. However, since 1991 the linear trend

observed during the 1980s has not continued, but rather total column ozone has been almost

constant at midlatitudes in both hemispheres since therecovery from the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo

eruption. The observed total column ozone losses from 1979 to the period 1994-1997 are

about 5.4, 2.8, and 5.0%, respectively, for northern midlatitudes in winter/spring, northern

midlafitudes in summer/fail, and southern midiati-tudes year round, rather-than the values

projected in the 1994 Assessment assuming a linear trend: 7.6, 3.4, and 7.2%, respectively.

The understanding of how changes in stratospheric chlorine/bromine and aerosol loading

affect ozone suggests some of the reasons for the unsuitability of using a linear

extrapolation of the pre-1991 ozone trend to the present.

The link between the long-term build-up of chlorine and the decline of ozone in the

upper stratosphere has been firmly established. Model predictions based on the

observed build-up of stratospheric chlorine in the upper stratosphere indicate a depletion of

ozone that is in good quantitative agreement with the altitude and latitude dependence of the

measured ozone decline during the past several decades, which peaks at about 7% per

decade near 40 km at midlatitudes in both hemispheres.

The springtime Antarctic ozone hole continues unabated. The extent of ozone depletion

has remained essentially unchanged since the early 1990s. This behavior is expected given



the near-complete destruction of ozone within the Antarctic lower stratosphere during

springtime. The factors contributing to the continuing depletion are well understood.

The late-winter/spring ozone values in the Arctic were unusually low in 6 out of the

last 9 years, the 6 being years that are characterized by unusually cold and protracted

stratospheric winters. The possibility of such depletions was predicted in the 1989

Assessment. Minimum Arctic vortex temperatures are near the threshold for large chlorine

activation. Therefore, the year-to-year variability in temperature, which is driven by

meteorology, leads to particularly large variability in ozone for current chlorine loading. As

a result, it is not possible to forecast the behavior of Arctic ozone for a particular year.

Elevated stratospheric halogen abundances over the next decade or so imply that the Arctic

will continue to be vulnerable to large ozone losses.

The understanding of the relation between increasing surface UV-B radiation and

decreasing column ozone has been further strengthened by ground-based

observations, and newly developed satellite methods show promise for establishing

global trends in UV radiation. The inverse dependence of surface UV radiation and the

overhead amount of ozone, which was demonstrated in earlier Assessments, has been

further demonstrated and quantified by ground-based measurements under a wide range of

atmospheric conditions. In addition, the influences of other variables, such as clouds,

particles, and surface reflectivity, are better understood. These data have assisted the

development of a satellite-based method to estimate global UV changes, taking into account

the role of cloud cover. The satellite estimates for 1979-1992 indicate that the largest UV

increases occur during spring at high latitudes in both hemispheres.

Stratospheric ozone losses have caused a cooling of the global lower stratosphere and

global-average negative radiative forcing of the climate system, The decadal

temperature trends in the stratosphere have now been better quantified. Model simulations

indicate that much of the observed downward trend in lower stratospheric temperatures

(about 0.6oc per decade over 1979-1994) is attributed to the ozone loss in the lower

stratosphere. A lower stratosphere that is cooler results in less infrared radiation reaching

the surface/troposphere system. Radiative calculations, using extrapolations based on the

ozone trends reported in the 1994 Assessment for reference, indicate that stratospheric

ozone losses since 1980 may have offset about 30% of the positive forcing due to increases

in the well-mixed greenhouse gases (i.e., carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and the

halocarbons) over the same time period. The climatic impact of the slowing of midlatitude

ozone trends and the enhanced ozone loss in the Arctic has not yet been assessed.

Based on past emissions of ozone-depleting substances and a projection of the

maximum allowances under the Montreal Protocol into the future, the maximum

ozone depletion is estimated to lie within the current decade or the next two decades,

but its identification and the evidence for the recovery of the ozone layer lie still

further ahead. The falloff of total chlorine and bromine abundances in the stratosphere in

the next century will be much slower than the rate of increase observed in past decades,

because of the slow rate at which natural processes remove these compounds from the

stratosphere. The most vulnerable period for ozone depletion will be extended into the

7



coming decades. However, extreme perturbations, such as natural events like volcanic

eruptions, could enhance the loss from ozone-depleting chemicals. Detection of the

beginning of the recovery of the ozone layer could be achievable early in the next century if

decreasing chlorine and bromine abundances were the only factor. However, potential

future increases or decreases in other gases important in ozone chemistry (such as nitrous

oxide, methane, and water vapor) and climate change will influence the recovery of the

ozone layer. When combined with the natural variability of the ozone layer, these factors

imply that unambiguous detection of the beginning of the recovery of the ozone layer is

expected to be well after the maximum stratospheric loading of ozone-depleting gases.

SUPPORTING SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE AND RELATED ISSUES

Recent Halogen and Methane Changes

• Tropospheric abundances of total organic chlorine (CI) contained in long- and short-lived
halocarbons reached maximum values of 3.7 + 0.1 parts per billion (ppb) between mid-1992

and mid-1994 and are beginning to decrease slowly in the global troposphere. The decline

in the tropospheric abundance of methyl chloroform (CH3CC13) (at a rate of about 40 to 42

parts per trillion (ppt) C1 yr j in 1996) is the principal cause of the decrease and reversal in

the C1 growth rate. At the same time, chlorine from the sum of the major CFCs grew at 7

ppt Cl yr -_ (CFC-12, 9 ppt C1 yr"; CFC-I 1, -2 ppt CI yr"; CFC-113, 0 ppt CI yr-') and by 10

ppt Cl yr -_ from the three major hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) (HCFC-22, 5 ppt C1

yr-'; HCFC-141b, 4 ppt CI yrl; HCFC-142b, 1 ppt C1 yr_). The rate of decay of CH3CC13 is

expected to slow down to less than 10 ppt CI yr _ by 2005. By that point its concentration
should be so small that it _vill no longer be an important contributor to atmospheric organic

chlorine. _.... :_ : _:
.... =v

• Space-based remote measurements of hydrogen chloride (HCI), hydrogen fluoride (HF),
and total chlorine in the stratosphere, as well as column abundances of HCI, chlorine nitrate

(CIONO2), HF, and carbonyl difluoride (COF2) from the ground, are consistent with the

content and rate of change of the total organic chlorine and fluorine abundance of the

troposphere. These observations provide evidence that the rate of increase of stratospheric

chlorine loading has slowed in recent years.

Growth in the tropospheric concentrations of HCFCs and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) has

been observed as expected from continuation of previous uses and from their use as

replacements for chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Emissions calculated by industry from sales

and use data are in accordance with the current global abundances of HCFC-22 and HFC-

134a. For HCFC-141b and -142b, the industry data underestimate the current global

abundances by factors of approximately 1.3 and 2 respectively. No production and sales

data are currently available for other HCFCs and HFCs being used as CFC alternatives.

• New studies suggest a major reduction in the magnitude of the estimated oceanic source of

methyl chloride (CH3C1). As a result, the sum of known sources is inadequate to explain the

observed atmospheric burden of CH3C1, thus requiring a larger contribution from other

sources, either natural or anthropogenic.

8



Troposphericbromineloading continuesto rise largelybecauseof the ongoinggrowth of
Halon-1211(almost6% yr"), Halon-2402(2% yr-I), and Halon-1301(1% yr-'). Possible
causesarethe large"banking" in developedcountriesof that compoundduring the 1980s
and its subsequentuseandreleaseduring the 1990s,and new production in developing
countries. Continuedincreasesof halonsoverthenext fewyearscouldcausetheabundance
of equivalentchlorineto declinemoreslowly thanpredictedin the 1994Assessment.

Recentmeasurementsandintercomparisonsof calibrationstandardshaveconfirmedthat the
averageglobalmixing ratio of methylbromide(CH3Br)is between9 and 10ppt andthat the
interhemisphericratio is 1.3+ 0.1 (north/south). New estimates of methyl bromide losses

yield magnitudes of 77 Gg yr _ (ranging from 37 to 133 Gg yr 1) for ocean uptake; 42 Gg yr"

(ranging from 10 to 214 Gg yr") for soil uptake; and 86 Gg yr _ (ranging from 65 to 107 Gg

yr _) for removal by hydroxyl radical(OH),: for a total removal rate of 205 Gg yr -t with a

range of about 110 to 450 Gg yr _. The current best estimate of the lifetime of atmospheric

CH3Br, as calculated from losses within the atmosphere, to the ocean, and to soils, is 0.7

years, with a range of 0.4 to 0.9 years. The Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of methyl

bromide is 0.4, with a range of 0.2 to 0.5.

No new important sources of methyl bromide have been identified. The ocean now appears

to be a net sink, with an estimated net flux from the atmosphere of -21 Gg yr" (ranging from

-3 to -32 Gg yr"). Estimates of ocean emissions of order 60 Gg yr" can be directly deduced

from the above estimates for uptake and net ocean flux. The total emission of CH3Br from

identified sources is 122 Gg yr", with a range of 43 to 244 Gg yr t. The best-quantified

source is fumigation, with a magnitude of 41 Gg yr-' and a range of 28 to 64 Gg yr". Other

anthropogenic sources include biomass burning (20 Gg yr _, ranging from 10 to 40 Gg yr -1)

and leaded gasoline use (5 Gg yr _, ranging from negligible to 10 Gg yr-J). Identified

sources of CH3Br thus constitute only about 60% of identified sinks on a globally averaged

basis. This disagreement is difficult to reconcile with estimated uncertainties in the source

and sink terms. The short lifetime of methyl bromide, coupled with the inhomogeneity of

its sources and sinks, complicates the interpretation of its global budget.

Based on the most recent analysis of the methyl chloroform (CH3CCI_) observational record

(including a refinement in calibration), the estimated atmospheric lifetimes (with respect to

reactive removal by OH) of CH3CCI 3, HCFCs, HFCs, and CH4 have been reduced by about

15% since the 1994 Assessment. The 1995 assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) mostly reflected these revisions, with a slightly smaller correction

factor of about 10%. For species whose chemical lifetime is shorter than 1 to 2 years, the

use of a global-mean lifetime may not be appropriate.

The atmospheric abundance of CH4 continues to increase, but with a declining growth rate.

The average growth rate between 1980 and 1992 of about 10 ppb yr 1 can be compared with

the 1996-1997 rate of approximately 3 to 4 ppb yr I. The current best estimate for the total

atmospheric lifetime of methane has been lowered to 8.9 + 0.6 years.
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Stratospheric Particles

° Observations and models have further confirmed that stratospheric sulfate aerosol (SSA)

and polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) play a key role in ozone loss chemistry through

heterogeneous reactions that activate halogen species and deactivate nitrogen species.

• Observations have increased our knowledge of particle formation processes, the dispersal

and decay of volcanic SSA, and particle climatology. They show that supercooled ternary

solution (STS) droplets that form from SSA without a nucleation barrier are an important

Class of psc particles. The formatiOn processes of solid tiSC particles that play a

significant role in denitrification of the polar vortices remain uncertain. Recent studies

suggest that mesoscale temperature fluctuations, especially over mountain ranges, may be

important in PSC formation processes, particularly in the Arctic.

° The two most recent major volcanic eruptions, El Chich6n (1982) and Mt. Pinatubo (1991),

both temporarily increased SSA amounts by more than an order of magnitude.

• There is no clear trend in SSA abundances fr0m:i97_:t6 1997, demonstrating that any

anthropogenic contribution must be smaller than thought in the 1994 Assessment. SSA

models including known tropospheric sulfur Sources underpredict' :I979 values, which were

thoUght to represent the non-volcanic background, but it is not clear that this period was

truly free of volcanic influence.

Ozone in the Midlatitudes and Tropics

• As noted in the 1994 Assessment' Northern Hemisphere midlatitude column ozone

decreaSedm_kedly in 1992-1993, following the large enhancement of stratospheric aerosol

caused by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991. Column ozone has now reached amounts

higher than a linear extrapolation of the pre-Pinatub0 trend would predict. Between 25 and

60°N, ozone abundances for 1994-1997 averaged about 4% below 1979 values, although

with large variability, while extrapolation of the pre-1991 trend would predict current

(1997) abundances about 5.5% below 1979 values. The corresponding winter/spring and

summer/fall losses-average about 5.4 and 2.8%, respectively, while a linear extrapolation

would predict 7.6 and 3.4%, respectively. The average ozone abundances between 25 and

600S are currently about 4% (satellite) or 5% (ground) below 1979 values, while the linear

extrapolation would predict 7.2% (both satellite and ground).

Our understanding of how changes in halogen and aerosol loading affect ozone suggests

Some of the reasons for the unsuitability of using a linear extrapolation of the pre'1991

ozone trend to the present. For example, observations of stratospheric HCI and CIONO2

show a build-up of stratospheric chlorine in recent years consistent with halocarbon

emissions, but slower than would have been predicted by the chlorine trends observed

before 1992. In addition, enhanced stratospheric aerosol was also present throughout much

Of the decade of the 1980sduet0 earlier volcanic eruptions (e.g., E1 Chich6n and Ruiz),

likely enhancing the downward trend of ozone observed even before Pinatubo.
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Thereareno statisticallysignificanttrendsin total ozonein theequatorialregions(20°Sto
200N).

The amplitude of the annual cycle of ozone at middle to high latitudes has decreased by

approximately 15% in the last decades because larger declines have occurred during the
season of maximum ozone values.

For northern midlatitudes, combined vertical profile ozone trends through 1996 are negative

at all altitudes between 12 and 45 km and are statistically significant at the 2c level. The

downward trend is largest near 40 and 15 km (approximately 7% per decade) and is

smallest at 30 km (2% per decade). The bulk of column ozone decline is between the

tropopause and 25 km.

The re-evaluation of the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) I/II satellite

data indicates that there are no significant interhemispheric differences in upper

stratospheric trends through 1996. Agreement is good, within estimated uncertainties,

between SAGE I/II and ozonesonde trends in the lower to middle stratosphere in northern
midlatitudes.

The total ozone and the vertical profile trends derived for the northern midlatitudes are

consistent with each other over the periods studied.

Most of the midlatitude column ozone decline during the last two decades arose because of

depletion in the lower stratosphere. That region is influenced by local chemical ozone loss

that is enhanced by volcanic aerosol, and by transport from other regions. The vertical,

latitudinal, and seasonal characteristics of the depletion of midlatitude ozone are broadly

consistent with the understanding that halogens are the primary cause. The expected low

ozone amounts in the midlatitude lower stratosphere following the Mt. Pinatubo eruption

further strengthened the connection between ozone destruction and anthropogenic chlorine.

Models that represent processes affecting ozone are able to calculate variations in ozone

abundances that are broadly consistent with the observed midlatitude column ozone trend as

well as the response to volcanic enhancement of stratospheric sulfate aerosol. In particular,

models reproduce the lower ozone abundances observed immediately following Mt.

Pinatubo and the subsequent increases as the aerosol disappeared.

Current two-dimensional (2-D) assessment models that allow for the observed build-up of

stratospheric chlorine calculate reductions in ozone that are in good quantitative agreement

with the altitude and latitude dependence of the measured decline in upper stratospheric

ozone during the past several decades. This clearly confirms the hypothesis put forth in

1974 that release of CFCs to the atmosphere would lead to a significant reduction of upper

stratospheric ozone, with the peak percentage decline occurring around 40 km.

Comparison of recent observations and model results shows that the overall partitioning of

reactive nitrogen and chlorine species is well understood for the upper stratosphere. The

previously noted discrepancy for the chlorine monoxide/hydrogen chloride (C10/HCI) ratio
has been resolved based on new kinetic information. Balloonborne observations of OH and
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hydroperoxyl radicals (HO 2) agree well with theory, but satellite and ground-based

observations of these species exhibit systematic differences compared with model

calculations.

An improved understanding of the relevant kinetic processes has resulted in a close balance

between the calculated production and loss of ozone at 40 km (i.e., the long-standing

difference between calculated and observed ozone abundance has been mostly resolved).

Constituent measurements show that the tropics are relatively isolated from midlatitudes in

the lower stratosphere. The extent of isolation affects the budgets (and lifetimes) of

chemical species that affect ozone abundance.

Ozone in High-Latitude Polar Regions

• The large ozone losses in the Southern Hemisphere polar region during spring continued

unabated with approximately the same magnitude and areal extent as in the early 1990s. In

Antarctica, the monthly total ozone in September and October has continued to be 40 to

55% below the pre-ozone-hole values of approximately 320 m-atm cm ("Dobson units"),

with up to a 70% decrease for periods of a week or so. This depletion occurs primarily over
the 12- to 20-km altitude range, with most of the ozone in this layer disappearing during

early October. These ozone changes are consistent overall with our understanding of

chemistry and dynamics.

• In the Arctic vortex, low column ozone values were observed in the late-winter/spring for 6

out of the last 9 years. Monthly mean values were about 100 m-atm cm below 1960-1970

averages, with shorter-period differences exceeding 200 m-atm cm (equivalent to about 20
to 45% of values found in the 1960s and early 1970s). Within the column, the largest ozone

differences were observed in the lower stratosphere.

Years with large seasonal ozone depletion in the late-winter/spring Arctic are characterized

by specific meteorological conditions. These conditions are lower-than-normal late-winter

Arctic temperatures, which lead to enhanced activated chlorine, and a more isolated vortex

and weaker planetary-wave driving, which lead to less transport of ozone-rich air into the

Arctic. Low temperatures, an isolated vortex, and reduced wave driving are coupled

processes that occur in concert in the stratosphere. Chemical ozone losses have been
identified within the Arctic vortex and are associated with activated chlorine augmented by

bromine. The total seasonal chemical ozone losses within the vortex have been estimated to

be approximately 100 m-atm cm.

With the present high abundances of chlorine loading, late-winter/spring Arctic chemical

ozone loss is particularly sensitive to meteorological conditions (temperature and vortex

isolation) because minimum vortex temperatures are at a critical value in terms of activating

chlorine. Winter vortex temperatures in the 1990s have been particularly low. In the

absence of low temperatures and an isolated vortex, reduced chemical ozone loss would be

expected. However, such a reduced ozone loss would not indicate chemical recovery. The
Arctic will remain vulnerable to extreme seasonal loss as long as chlorine loading remains

high.
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Chlorine activationin liquid particlesin the lower stratosphere(bothSSAandliquid PSCs)
increasesstronglywith decreasesin temperatureandis at leastaseffectiveasthat on solid
particles. Thus,chlorineactivationis to a first approximationcontrolledby temperatureand
watervaporpressureandonly secondarilyby particlecomposition.

Rapidpolar ozoneloss requiresenhancedchlorine monoxidein the presenceof sunlight.
Maintenanceof elevatedC10 in late-winter/spring is dependentupon temperatureand
requires either repeatedheterogeneousprocessingor denitrification. Since the 1994
Assessment,new understandinghasshownthat cold liquid aerosolcanmaintainelevated
CIO in non-denitrifiedair.

Stratospheric Temperatures

Radiosondeandsatelliteobservationsindicatea decadal cooling trend of the global, annual-

mean lower stratosphere (approximately 16 to 21 km) since about 1980. Over the period

1979 to 1994, its amplitude is approximately 0.6°C per decade. At midlatitudes the trend is

larger (approximately 0.75°C per decade) and broadly coherent among the various datasets

with regard to the magnitude and statistical significance.

Substantial cooling (approximately 3°C per decade) is observed in the polar lower

stratosphere during late-winter/spring in both hemispheres. A decadal-scale cooling is

evident in the Antarctic since the early 1980s and in the Arctic since the early 1990s.

However, the dynamical variability is large in these regions, particularly in the Arctic, and

this introduces difficulties in establishing the statistical significance of trends.

The vertical profile of the annual-mean stratospheric temperature change observed in the

Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes is robust for the 1979-1994 period within the different

datasets. The trend consists of an approximately 0.75°C per decade cooling of the 15- to

35-km region, a slight reduction in the cooling at about 35 km, and increased cooling with

height above 35 km (approximately 2°C per decade at 50 km).

Model simulations based on known changes in the stratospheric concentrations of various

radiatively active species indicate that the depletion of lower stratospheric ozone is the

dominant radiative factor in the explanation of the observed global-mean lower

stratospheric cooling trends for the period 1979-1990 (approximately 0.5°C per decade).
The contribution to these trends from increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases is estimated

to be less than one-fourth that due to ozone loss.

Model simulations indicate that ozone depletion is an important causal factor in the latitude-

month pattern of the decadal (1979-1990) lower stratospheric cooling. The simulated lower

stratosphere in Northern and Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes and in the Antarctic

springtime generally exhibit a statistically significant cooling trend over this period

consistent with observations.

In the middle and upper stratosphere, both the well-mixed greenhouse gases and ozone

change contribute in an important manner to the cooling. However, the computed cooling

due to these gases underestimates the observed decadal trend.
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Tropospheric Ozone

Trends in tropospheric ozone since 1970 in the Northern Hemisphere show large regional

differences, with increases in Europe and Japan, decreases in Canada, and only small

changes in the United States. The trend in Europe since the mid-1980s has reduced to

virtually zero (at two recording stations). In the Southern Hemisphere, small increases have
now been observed in surface ozone.

Recent field studies have shown that anthropogenic emissions of ozone precursors (nitrogen

oxides, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons) lead to large-scale prOdUction 0foz0ne,

which, through long-range transport, influences the ozone concentration in large regions of

the troposphere in both hemispheres. However, significant uncerta!nties remain in the

budget of tropospheric ozone, its precursors, and the chemical and physical processes

involved. Large spatial and temporal variability is observed in tropospheric ozone, resulting

from important regional differences in the factors controlling its concentration.

Important improvements in global chemical transport models (CTMs) have allowed better

simulations of tropospheric ozone distributions and of ozone perturbations resulting from

anthropogenic emissions.

Considerable progress has been rnade in testing tropospheric photochemistry through field

measurements. Our theoretical understanding of tropospheric OH is nevertheless

incomplete, specifically in regard to sources of upper tropospheric OH and polluted
conditions.

• Increases in air traffic and the resulting emissions could have impacts on atmospheric

chemistry and cloud formation, wida=]mpllcations for the ozone layer and the climate

system. The understanding of the effects of aircraft emissions are currently being assessed

as part of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) special report Aviation

and the Global Atmosphere: 1999. Consequently, this topic is not included in the scope of

the present Assessment.

Changes in UV Radiation ....

• The inverse correlation between ozone column amounts and ultraviolet-B (UV-B)

irradiance has been reconfirmed and firmly established by numerous ground-based

measurements. The ground-based measurements have increased our understanding of

additional effects such as albedo, altitude, clouds and aerosols, and geographic differences

on UV irradianceat the Earth's surface.

• A controversy concerning anomalous UV-trend estimates from the Robertson-Berger (RB)

meter network located in the continental United States. (1974-1985) has been explained in

terms of poor calibration stability. The reanalysis of this U.S. RB-meter dataset shows that

the errors are too large for determining UV-irradiance trends over that period.

Increases in UV-B irradiance (e.g., 1989-1997; 1.5% yr 4 at 300 nm, 0.8% yr 4 at 305 nm)

have been detected with a few ground-based spectroradiometers at midlatitudes (near 40*)

and are consistent with expected changes from the decreasing amounts of ozone. Although
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theseUV changesareconsistentwith thoseestimatedfrom satellitedata,the ground-based
data recordsfrom suitably stableand calibratedinstrumentsare not yet long enoughto
determine decadal trends. Local irradiance changes,not seen in the coarse-spatial-
resolutionsatellitedata,causedby pollution andaerosolshavebeendetectedin bothUV-B
(280to 315nm) andUV-A (315to 400nm).

New satellite estimatesof global (+65*) UV irradiancethat now include cloud, surface
reflectivity, andaerosoleffectshavebeenestimatedfrom measuredbackscatteredradiances
from the Total OzoneMapping Spectrometer(TOMS) using radiative transfer models.
Climatologicalmapsof UV irradiancecanbeproducedfrom thedaily data. In addition,the
satellitedatahavebeenusedto estimatezonallyaveragedglobal andseasonaltrendsin UV
irradiancefrom 1979to 1992. For this period, annualerythemalUV-irradiancedecadal
increaseswere estimatedto be 3.7 + 3% at 60°N and 3 + 2.8% at 40°N. Larger decadal

increases were observed in the Southern Hemisphere: 3.6 + 2% at 40°S and 9 + 6% at 60°S.

No statistically significant trends were observed between +30* latitude. Zonally averaged

UV-A irradiances have not changed.

Current zonal-average UV-irradiance trend estimations from satellite data that include cloud

effects are nearly identical to clear-sky estimates. The currently estimated trends are

slightly lower than the clear-sky trend estimates in the 1994 Assessment because of the new

TOMS retrieval algorithm.

Instrument intercomparison and newly developed calibration and database centers have

improved the quality and availability of ground-based data.

Changes in Climate Parameters

• Increased penetration of UV radiation to the troposphere as a result of stratospheric ozone

depletion influences key photochemical processes in the troposphere. Model results suggest

that a 1% decrease in global total ozone leads to a global increase of 0.7 to 1% in globally

averaged tropospheric OH, which would affect the lifetimes of several climate-related

gases.

The global average radiative forcing due to changes in stratospheric ozone since the late

1970s, using extrapolations based on the ozone trends reported in the 1994 Assessment for

reference, is estimated to be -0.2 + 0.15 Wm 2, which offsets about 30% of the forcing due

to increases in other greenhouse gases over the same period. The climatic impact of the

slowing of midlatitude trends and the enhanced ozone loss in the Arctic has not yet been

assessed. Recovery of stratospheric ozone would reduce the offset to the radiative forcing

of the other greenhouse gases. The ozone recovery will therefore lead to a more rapid

increase in radiative forcing than would have occurred due to increases in other greenhouse

gases alone.

The global average radiative forcing due to increases in tropospheric ozone since

preindustrial times is estimated to be +0.35 + 0.15 Wm 2, which is about 10 to 20% of the

forcing due to long-lived greenhouse gases over the same period.
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Coupledocean-atmospheregeneralcirculationmodels(GCMs) havebeenusedto calculate
the impact of stratosphericozoneloss on the thermal structureof the atmosphere.The
calculatedaltitudeof thetransitionfrom troposphericwarmingto stratosphericcooling due
to increasesin well-mixed greenhousegasesis in betteragreementwith observationswhen
ozonedepletionis takeninto account.

• Radiative forcings and Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) are now available for an
expandedsetof gases.New categoriesincludefluorinatedorganicmolecules.TheCFC-11
radiative forcing has beenrevised by +12% from the value used since IPCC (1990),
primarily becauseof the useof an improvedvertical profile of CFC-11mixing ratio. This
andotherupdatesleadto GWPsrelativeto CO2thatare typically 20% higherthan thosein
IPCC(1995).

Future Halogen Changes

• Large reductions in the production and atmospheric release of ozone?dePleting substances

(ODSs) have been achieved by international regulations (Montreal Protocol and its

Amendments and Adjustments). Without such controls, and assuming a (conservative) 3%

annual growth rate in production, ODSs would have led to an equivalent effective chlorine

loading of around 17 ppb in 2050. The control measures of the original Montreal Protocol

(1987) reduce this to approximately 9 ppb; the Amendments of London (1990) to about 4.6

ppb; and the Amendments of Copenhagen (1992) to approximately 2.2 ppb (but with

stratospheric halogen loading increasing again in the second half of the 21st century). The

Adjustments of Vienna (1995) and the Amendments of Montreal (1997) further reduce this

to about 2.0 ppb (approximately the 1980 abundance) around the year 2050.

Stratospheric halogen loading lags tropospheric loading by up to 6 years. Given that

tropospheric halogen loading peaked around 1994 and assuming a scenario with a 3-yr lag

time, the equTvalent effective stratospheric chloHne loading is estimated to have peaked in

1997, at an abundance [ 17 times higher than in i 980. if annual ozone trends observed in the

1980s are attributed solely to these halogen increases, the peak ozone reductions in 1997,

relative to 1980, are estimated to be about 5% at 45°N and 6% at 45°S. The corresponding

increases in erythemally weighted UV radiation in 1997 are estimated to be 5% at 45°N and
8% at 45°S relative to the 1980 values.

Recovery of the Ozone Layer

In the absence of other changes, stratospheric ozone abundances should rise in the future as

the halogen loading falls in response to regulation. However, the future behavior of ozone

will also be affected by the changing atmospheric abundances of methane (CH4), nitrous

oxide (N20), water vapor (H20), sulfate aerosol, and changing climate. Thus, for a given

halogen loading in the future, the atmospheric ozone abundance may not be the same as

found in the past for that same halogen loading.

Several two-dimensional models were used to look at the response of ozone to past and

future changes in atmospheric composition. Future global ozone abundances are predicted

to recover only slowly toward their 1980 values. The return toward 1980 ozone values in
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the models depends sensitively on the emission scenarios used. The CH 4 scenario used here

has a lower growth rate than in previous assessments, which slows the modeled ozone

recovery significantly. Understanding the methane trend is an important priority for

understanding the future ozone recovery.

Temperatures in the Arctic winter lower stratosphere are generally close to the threshold for

substantial chlorine activation, making Arctic ozone particularly sensitive to small changes

in temperature (e.g., cooling of the lower stratosphere by changes in greenhouse gases).

Preliminary calculations with coupled chemistry/climate models suggest that recovery in the

Arctic could be delayed by this cooling and, because of the large natural variability,

recovery will be difficult to detect unambiguously until well into the next century.

The detection of the onset of ozone recovery from halogen-induced depletion should be

possible earlier in the Antarctic than in the Arctic or globally because there is less

variability in the ozone loss in the Antarctic. Estimates of the timing of the detection of the

onset of ozone recovery are uncertain. However, it is clear that unambiguous detection of

the beginning of recovery will be delayed beyond the maximum loading of stratospheric

halogens.

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY FORMULATION

The results from more than two decades of research have provided a progressively better

understanding of the interaction of human activities and the chemistry and physics of the global

atmosphere. New policy-relevant insights to the roles of trace atmospheric constituents have

been conveyed to decision-makers through the international state-of-the-understanding

assessment process. This information has served as a key input to policy decisions by

governments, industry, and other organizations worldwide to limit the anthropogenic emissions

of gases that cause environmental degradation: (1) the 1987 Montreal Protocol on ozone-

depleting substances, and its subsequent Amendments and Adjustments, and (2) the 1997 Kyoto

Protocol on substances that alter the radiative forcing of the climate system.

The research findings that are summarized above are of direct interest and significance as

scientific input to governmental, industrial, and other policy decisions associated with the

Montreal Protocol (ozone layer) and the Kyoto Protocol (climate change):

The Montreal Protocol is working. Global observations have shown that the combined

abundance of anthropogenic chlorine-containing and bromine-containing ozone-depleting

substances in the lower atmosphere peaked in 1994 and has now started to decline. One

measure of success of the Montreal Protocol and its subsequent Amendments and

Adjustments is the forecast of "the world that was avoided" by the Protocol:

The abundance of ozone-depleting gases in 2050, the approximate time at which the

ozone layer is now projected to recover to pre-1980 levels, would be at least 17 ppb of

equivalent effective chlorine (this is based on the conservative assumption of a 3% per

annum growth in ozone-depleting gases), which is about 5 times larger than today's

value.
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Ozonedepletionwouldbeatleast50%at midlatitudesin theNorthernHemisphereand
70%at midlatitudesin theSouthernHemisphere,about10timeslargerthantoday.

Surface UV-B radiation would at least double at midlatitudes in the Northern
Hemisphereandquadrupleat midlatitudesin theSouthernHemispherecomparedwith
anunperturbedatmosphere.This comparesto the currentincreasesof 5% and 8%in
theNorthernandSouthernHemispheres,respectively,since1980.

Furthermore,all of the aboveimpactswould havecontinuedto grow in the yearsbeyond
2050.i! is_mp0rtant to nOtetflat,while the provlsionsof theoriginal MontrealProtocolin
1987would havelowered the abovegrowth rates,recovery(i.e., an improving situation)
would have beenimpossiblewithout the Amendmentsand Adjustments(London, 1990;
Copenhagen,1992;andVienna,1995).

The ozone layer is currently in its most vulnerable state. Total stratospheric loading of

ozone-depleting substances is expected to maximize before the year 2000. All other things

being equal, the current ozone losses (relative to the values observed in the 1970s) would be
close to the maximum. These are:

- about 6% at Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes in winter/spring;

- about 3% at Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes in summer/fall;
?

- about 5% at Southern He, sphere midlatitudes on a year-round basis;

- about 50% in the Antarctic spring; and

- about 15% in the Arctic spring.

Such changes in ozone are predicted to be accompanied by increases in surface erythemal

radiation Of 7, 4, 6, 130, and 22%, respectively, if other influences suc-has clouds remain

constant. It should be noted that these values for ozone depletion at midlatitudes are nearly

a factor of 2 lower than projected in 1994, primarily because the linear trend in ozone

observed in the 1980s did not continue in the 1990s. However, springtime depletion of

ozone in Antarctica continues unabated at the same levels as observed in the early 1990s,

and large depletions of ozone have been observed in the Arctic in most years since 1990,

which are characterized by unusually cold and protracted winters.

Some natural and anthropogenic processes that do not in themselves cause ozone depletion

can modulate the ozone loss from chlorine and bromine compounds, in some cases very

strongly. For example, in coming decades midlatitude ozone depletion could be enhanced

by major volcanic eruptionS, andArctic ozone depletion could be increased by cold polar

temperatures, which in turn could be linked to greenhouse gases or to natural temperature

fluctuations. On the other hand, increases in methane would tend to decrease chlorine-

cataiyzedozone loss.

The current vulnerability to ozone depletion over the next few decades is primarily due to

past use and emissions of the long'lived ozone-depleting substances. The options to reduce

this vulnerability over the next two decades are thus rather limited. The main drivers of
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ozone change could be natural and anthropogenic processes not related to chlorine and

bromine compounds, but to which the ozone layer is sensitive because of the elevated

abundances of ozone-depleting substances.

The ozone layer will slowly recover over the next 50 years. The stratospheric abundance

of halogenated ozone-depleting substances is expected to return to its pre-1980 (i.e.,

"unperturbed") level of 2 ppb chlorine equivalent by about 2050, assuming full compliance

with the Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments. The atmospheric

abundances of global and Antarctic ozone will start to slowly recover within coming

decades toward their pre-1980 levels once the stratospheric abundances of ozone-depleting

(halogen) gases start to decrease. However, the future abundance of ozone will be

controlled not only by the abundance of halogens, but also by the atmospheric abundances

of methane, nitrous oxide, water vapor, and sulfate aerosols and by the Earth's climate.

Therefore, for a given halogen loading in the future, atmospheric ozone abundance is

unlikely to be the same as found in the past for the same halogen loading.

Few policy options are available to enhance the recovery of the ozone layer. Relative to

the current, but not yet ratified, control measures (Montreal, 1997), the equivalent effective

chlorine loading above the 1980 level, integrated from now until the 1980 level is re-

attained, could be decreased by:

9% by eliminating global Halon-1211 emissions in the year 2000, thus requiring the

complete elimination of all new production and destruction of all Halon-1211 in

existing equipment;

7% by eliminating global Halon-1301 emissions in the year 2000, thus requiring the

complete elimination of all new production and destruction of all Halon-1301 in

existing equipment;

- 5% by eliminating the global production of all HCFCs in the year 2004;

2.5% by eliminating the global production of all CFCs and carbon tetrachloride in the

year 2004;

1.6% by reducing the cap on HCFC production in developed countries from 2.8% to

2.0% in the year 2000, by advancing the phase-out from the year 2030 to 2015, and by

instituting more rapid intermediate reductions; and

- about 1% by eliminating the global production of methyl bromide beginning in 2004.

These policy actions would advance the date at which the abundance of effective chlorine

returns to the 1980 value by 1-3 years. A complete and immediate global elimination of all

emissions of ozone-depleting substances would result in the stratospheric halogen loading

returning to the pre-1980 values by the year 2033. It should also be noted that if the

currently allowed essential uses for metered dose inhalers are extended from the year 2000

to 2004, then the equivalent effective chlorine loading above the 1980 level would increase

by 0.3%.
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Failure to comply with the international agreements of the Montreal Protocol will

affect the recovery of the ozone layer. For example, illegal production of 20-40 ktonnes

per year of CFC-12 and CFC-113 for the next 10-20 years would increase the equivalent

effective chlorine loading above the 1980 abundance, integrated from now until the 1980

abundance is re-attained, by about I-4% and delay the return to pre-1980 abundances by

about a year.

The issues of ozone depletion and climate change are interconnected; hence, so are the

Montreal and Kyoto Protocols. Changes in ozone affect the Earth's climate, and changes

in climate and meteorological conditions affect the ozone layer, because the ozone depletion

and climate change phenomena share a number of common physical and chemical

processes. Hence, decisions taken (Or not taken) under one Protocol have an impact on the
aims of the other Protocol. For example, decisions made under the Kyoto Protocol with

respect to methane, nitrous oxidel and carbon dioxide wiil affect the rate of recovery of

ozone, while decisions regarding controlling HFCs may affect decisions regarding the

ability to phase out ozone-depleting substances.
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SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT OF OZONE DEPLETION: 1998

CHAPTER SUMMARIES

CHAPTER 1: LONG-LIVED OZONE-RELATED COMPOUNDS

Since the previous Assessment (WMO, 1995), significant progress has been achieved in

determining and understanding the distributions of long-lived ozone-related gases in both the

troposphere and stratosphere. In this chapter, we deal primarily with long-lived halocarbons

(chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons, perfluorinated and perchlorinated compounds) and other

significant long-lived non-halocarbon species.

• Tropospheric measurements show that:

(a) International "compliance" with the Montreal Protocol and its Amendments has resulted

in the amounts of most CFC's and chlorocarbons in the atmosphere being equal to or

lower than amounts that are consistent with the Protocol's provisions regarding

production and emission.

(b) The total amount of organic chlorine (CCIy) contained in long- and short-lived

chlorocarbons reached maximum values of 3.7 + 0.1 parts per billion (ppb) between

mid-1992 and mid-1994 and is beginning to decrease slowly in the global troposphere.

This slowing down and reversal in the growth rate resulted primarily from reduced

emissions of methyl chloroform (CH3CC13).

(c) Despite significant reduction in the emission of halons, the total amount of organic

bromine in the troposphere continues to rise, largely because of the ongoing growth of

Halon-1211 (CBrCIF2). Possible causes are releases during the 1990s from the large

halon "bank" that accumulated in developed countries during the 1980s and from

increased production of Halon-1211 in developing countries. The recent observations of

Halon-1211 concentrations are higher and growing faster than concentrations calculated

from emissions derived from industry and United Nations Environment Programme

(UNEP) data. Halon increases over the next few years could delay the time of the

currently expected total organic bromine maximum in the troposphere.

(d) The amount of nitrous oxide (N20) in the troposphere continues to increase at 0.2 to

0.3% per year. As concluded in previous assessments, this trend indicates that the

global sources exceed the sinks by approximately 30%. The imbalance appears to be

caused by anthropogenic sources whose relative strengths remain uncertain.

Stratospheric measurements reflect the tropospheric chlorocarbon changes with a time delay

ranging from 3 to 6 years, depending on latitude and altitude. Assuming the maximum delay,

the peak in chlorine loading in the middle stratosphere (and consequently chlorine-catalyzed

ozone loss) is expected to be reached around the year 2000. The impact of organic bromine

is not going to significantly alter the time of maximum ozone depletion.
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Specifically:

(a) Space-basedmeasurementsof hydrogenchloride(HCI) nearthe stratopauseandof total
chlorine throughoutthe stratosphereareconsistentwith theamountandrateof change
of total CCIy in the troposphere. The rate of increaseof stratosphericchlorine has
slowedin recentyears.

(b) The rateof increaseof the total amountof inorganicchlorine (Cly) in the atmosphere
obtainedby combiningHCI andchlorine nitrate(CIONO2)ground-based_measurements
anda model-computedchlorine monoxide(CIO) backgroundhasslowedsignificantly,
from about3_7%peryearin 1991to 1992to about1.8%peryear in i995 to i996.

(c)

(d)

The long-term remote monitoring of hydrogen fluoride (HF) near 55 km altitude from

space and of total column amounts of HF and carbonyi fluoride (COF/) from the ground,

along with the HCI trends, have confirmed that CFC and chlorocarbon compounds

included in the MontreaI Protocol have been the principal sources of both inorganic

fluorine and Cly in the stratosphere. :

Volcanoes have not contributed significantly in recent decades to the total amount of

chlorine in the stratosphere.

Industrial production, sales data, and end-use modeling indicate that global emissions of the

long-lived CFCs (-11, -12, -1i3, -114, and -1t5), carbon tetrachioride (CC14), and

Halon- 1211 and - 1301 (CBrF 3) are ail in decline. For CFC- 12 (CCI2F_) and Halon- 1211, the

emissions still exceed their atmospheric removal rates; hence, their concentrations are still

increasing.

Estimations using global tropospheric measurements and atmospheric chemical models show

that:

(a) The CFCs whose emissions are accurately known appear to have atmospheric lifetimes

consistent with destruction in the stratosphere being their principal removal mechanism.

(b) cFc and ch!orocarbon emissions inferred from atmospheric observations are consistent,

approximately, with independent estimates of emissions based on industrial production

and sales data. CFC-113 (CCI2FCC1F2) is an exception: emissions based on

atmospheric observations are significantly lower than those calculated by industry.
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(c) While CC14 in the atmosphere is declining at approximately 0.8% per year, the

interhemispheric difference is effectively constant, indicating that there are still

significant Northern Hemispheric (NH) emissions. Atmospheric measurements and

estimates of developed countries' emissions indicate that developing countries have

dominated world releases of CC14 after 1991. A recent investigation of stratospheric

CC14 observations and some three-dimensional (3-D) model studies suggest that its

lifetime is closer to 35 years, instead of the previously reported 42 years; if this shorter

lifetime is correct, then larger emissions are indicated, presumably from developing
countries.

(d) Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) continue to increase in the

background atmosphere. They are not ozone depleters but are of potential concern

because they are strong absorbers of infrared radiation on a per-molecule basis and, once

released, they persist in the atmosphere for millennia.

Simultaneous determinations of the stratospheric mixing ratio of a species and the age of the

air can be used together with tropospheric measurements to estimate steady-state atmospheric

lifetimes for species that lack tropospheric sinks. In general, the lifetimes obtained in this

way are consistent with the model-derived lifetime ranges and lifetimes based on

tropospheric measurements. However, the recommended reference lifetimes for CFC-11

(CC13F) and CC14 are approximately 45 and 35 years, respectively, which are shorter than the

previously recommended estimates (50 and 42 years, respectively); some recent 3-D models

also support these changes. Recommended reference lifetimes for major ozone-depleting

source gases discussed in this chapter and also in Chapter 2 are summarized in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1. Summary of current (WMO, 1998) and previous (WMO, 1995) reference and

observed steady-state lifetimes for several ozone-related source species. Lifetime is
defined as the total amount of a compound in the atmosphere divided either by its total rate of

removal or by its rate of destruction by tropospheric OH alone (values in parentheses).
Additional information on calculated
uncertainties can be found in Tables 1-3,

2-6).

Industrial Name

ranges for different models and lifetime-related
1-4, 1-5, 1-6, and in Chapter 2 (Tables 2-2, 2-4, and

Chemical :: Lifetime, Lifetime, Lifetime,

Formula WMO (1998) a Observed Range WMO (1995)

(years) (years) (years)

Nitrous oxide N20 120 75 to 173 d 120

CFC-11 CCI3F 45f 29 to 76 e 50

CFC- 12 CC12F2 100 77 to 185 e 102

CFC- 113 CC12FCC1F 2 85 54 to 143 d 85

Carbon tetrachloride CC14 35 f 21 to 43 d 42

H-1211 CBrC1F2 11 f 10 to 31 d 20

H- 1301 CBrF3 65 60 to 65 g 65

Methyl chloroform CH3CCI 3 4.8 (5.7) 4.5 to 5.1 b 5.4

HCFC-22 CHCIF2 11.8 (12.3) 7.0 to 14.4 c 13.3

HCFC- 14 lb CH3CC12F 9.2 (10.4) (h) 9.4

HCFC- 142b CH3CCIF2 18.5 (19.5) (h) 19.5

HFC- 134a CH2FCF3 13.6 (14.1) (h) 14

HFC-23 CHF 3 243 (255) (h) 250

Methyl chloride CH3C1 - 1.3 (1.3) (h) 1.5

Methyl bromide CH3Br 0.7. (i.8) (h) 1.3

Methane CH 4 8.91 (9.3) (h) 10

The numbers in parentheses represent lifetimes for removal by tropospheric OH scaled to the total atmospheric lifetime of

CH3CCI 3 (4.8 years) derived by Prinn et al. (1995), and adopting CH3CCI 3 lifetimes for ocean removal of 85 years and

stratospheric removal of 45 years (Kaye et at., 1994). Adopting a shorter stratospheric removal time of 37 years (Prinn et al.,

1995; see also Volk et al., 1997) yields a lifetime for CH3CC13 removal by tropospheric OH of 5.9 years which is within the

uncertainty limits of the above (WMO, 1998) reference value.

Prinn et al., 1995.

Miller et al., 1998.

Volk et aL, 1997. Note that this analysis gives only stratospheric lifetimes. Additional loss of H-1211 in the troposphere (see

Section 1.4.4) reduces its lifetime to 11 years. When considering recently updated emissions of H-1211 (see Figure 1-I 1) and

observations, the Butler et al. (1998) lifetime evaluation approach leads to an H-1211 lifetime of I0 years.

For CFC-11, combined range of Volk et aL (1997) and updated values from Cunnold et al. (1997); for CFC-12, range covered

by the central estimates of Volk et al. (1997) and updated central estimates from Cunnold et al. (1997).

WMO 1998 CFC-I 1, H-1211, and CC14 lifetimes are lower than WMO (1995) values to take account of recent estimates based

on stratospheric observations and models. Note that some calculations in later chapters were carried out before these WMO

(1998) values were finalized and therefore used WMO (1995) values instead.

Butler et al., 1998.

Not available or not applicable.

Lifetime as calculated by Prinn et aL (1995). The adjustment time for CH 4 recovery would be somewhat longer due to CH4

feedback on CO and OH (WMO, 1995).
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CHAPTER 2: SHORT-LIVED OZONE-RELATED COMPOUNDS

Fluorinated and Chlorinated Compounds

The Montreal Protocol and its Amendments have caused dramatic changes in industrial

halocarbon emissions. For example, industrial sales of methyl chloroform (CHaCCI3) have

dropped by more than a factor of 3 from 1990 to 1995, resulting in decreases in its

tropospheric concentration over this same period, approaching 40%. This decline in

tropospheric CH3CCI a (about 40 to 42 parts per trillion (ppt) atomic chlorine (CI) yr "! in

1996) is one of the principal causes for the recent downturn in total tropospheric C1.

Rapid growth in the tropospheric concentrations of several hydrochlorofluorocarbons

(HCFCs) has occurred throughout the 1990s as expected from continuation of previous uses

and from use as replacements for chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). As a result, tropospheric C1

from HCFC-22, -141b, and -142b was increasing in mid-1996 by about 11 ppt yr l and

accounted for an equivalent of approximately 5% of the CI present in long-lived tropospheric

gases. This increasing contribution to tropospheric CI offsets some of the 1996 decline in

tropospheric C1 associated with the decreasing tropospheric burden of CH3CCI 3. This can be

contrasted with the total tropospheric C1 growth rate throughout the 1980s, which exceeded

100 ppt yf t.

Significant growth has also been recorded for some hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). HFC-134a

has increased throughout the 1990s from non-detectable levels to slightly greater than 3 ppt.

HFC-23 (a byproduct of HCFC-22 production) has tracked the tropospheric concentration of

HCFC-22 since 1980 and is growing at about 0.6 ppt yr -1 from a mid-1995 abundance of

approximately 11 ppt.

Based on the most recent analysis of the CH3CCI 3 observational record (including a

refinement in calibration), the atmospheric lifetimes (with respect to reactive removal by

hydroxyl radicals (OH)) of CH3CC13, HCFCs, and HFCs, have been reduced by about 15%

since the 1994 Assessment (WMO, 1995; see Table 2-1). The 1995 Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change Assessment (IPCC, 1996) mostly reflected these revisions, with a slightly

smaller correction factor of about 10%.

Using the recommended lifetimes for HCFCs and HFCs, emissions calculated by industry

from sales and use data are in accordance with the current global abundances of HCFC-22

and HFC-134a. For HCFC-141b and -142b, the industry data underestimate the current

global abundances by factors of approximately 1.3 and 2, respectively.

New measurements of, and improved calibrations for, methyl chloride (CH3C1), the largest

natural source of atmospheric CI, suggest that its global average mixing ratio is about 550

ppt, a slight revision of the 600 ppt given in the 1994 Assessment (WMO, 1995). Despite

new information on CH3CI sources, their sum accounts for only 40 to 80% of the current

atmospheric burden of CH3CI. New information on the marine production of CH3CI

suggests a much lower oceanic source strength than previously assumed (constituting about 7
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to 13%of thetotalsourceflux requiredto balancetheremovalof CHaC1by OH). Thesedata
imply that biomassburning now appearsto be the largest known sourceof atmospheric
CH3CI,approximatelythreetimesgreaterthantheoceansource.

• The total CI determinedfrom the averagetropical tropopauseor lower stratosphericmixing
ratiosof theanthropogenicchlorocarbonsmethylenechloride(CH2C12),chloroform(CHCI3),
and tetrachloroethene(C2C14),and from phosgene(COC12,a product of chlorocarbon
breakdownin the atmosphere),indicatesthat theseshort-livedcompoundscontributeabout
100_+20 pptof CI to the stratosphere, or about 3% of the total organic CI.

Methyl Bromide (cH3Br) _

• Recent measurements and intercomparison - of calibration standards hav e confirmed that the

average global mixing ratio of CH3Br lies between 9 and 10 ppt, and that the

interhemispheric ratio is i.3 + 0.1 (North/South), decreasing seasonally by as much as 0.2.

Available data are not sufficient to determine the magnitude of CH3Br trends since 1992.
=

• The amplitude of the seasonal behavior of CH3Br shows wide geographical variability. The

lack of an appreciable seasonal variation in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) suggests the

existence of seasonality in other processes (sources or sinks) that offsets the signal for

chemical removal by OH.
:

Additional laboratory and shipbQard _measurements carried out since the 1994 Assessment

(WMO, 1995) have changed our understanding of the ocean's role in the CH3Br global

budget. The ocean now appears to be a net sink, with an estimated net flux across the surface

of about -21 Gg yr -l, ranging from 3 to -32 Gg yr-ll There is some evidence of seasonality

in the saturation of CH3Br at high latitudes, which suggests a close interplay between aquatic

sources and sinks of CH3Br and which further complicates narrowing the uncertainty in the

global net flux across the ocean surface.

New laboratory and field measurements and calculations utilizing global climatological data

have increased the estimated total removal rates of CH3Br. The magnitude of ocean uptake

is -77 Gg yr -1, with a range of-37 to -133 Gg yr j. Chemical removal in the ocean accounts

for 70% of this estimate, with a newly identified biological ocean sink contributing the

remaining 30%. Two different studies suggest a significant soil sink for CH3Br. Although

measured deposition velocities in similar soil types are consistent with each other,

extrapolation to a global soil sink for CH3Br yield estimates that differ widely due to

utilization of different global Soil type inyentories, The best estimate for the soil sink for

CH3Br is -42 Gg yr _, with a range of -10 to -214 Gg yr -_. Removal by atmospheric OH has

been increased by 15% over the value in the 1994 Assessment (WMO, 1995) due to the

impact of the recalibration of the CH3CCI 3 data. The current estimate for OH removal is -86

Gg yr -t, ranging from -65 to -107 Gg yr -l. Thus the total removal rate of CH3Br is -205 Gg

yr -I, with a range of -454 to -112 Gg yr -_.
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No newimportantsourcesof CH3Brhavebeenidentified. Thetotalemissionof CHaBrfrom
identified sourcesis 122Gg yrl, with a rangeof 43 to 244 Gg yr-I. The best-quantified
sourceis fumigation,with amagnitudeof 41 Gg yrl anda rangeof 28 to 64 Gg yr-i. Other
anthropogenicsourcesincludebiomassburning(20 Gg yrI, rangingfrom 10 to 40 Gg yrl)
and leaded gasolineuse (5 Gg yrl, ranging from 0 to 10Gg yrl). Estimatesof ocean
emissionsof order 60 Gg yr-1canbedirectly deducedfrom the aboveestimatesfor ocean
uptakeandnetoceanflux.

Thebudgetof atmosphericCH3Br,calculatedfrom ourcurrentunderstandingof sourcesand
sinks, does not balance. Identified sinks (about200 Gg yr-1)outweigh identified sources
(about 120 Gg yr-1). The range in the imbalanceis -315 to +36 Gg yr_, obtained by
combiningestimatedrangesfor eachof thesourcesandsinks. Becausetheserangesdo not
representa statisticaluncertainty,we cannotascribea probability to obtaining a balanced
budget. Still, uncertaintiesin sourcesandsinkscannoteasilyexplainthediscrepancy.

Thecurrentbestestimateof thelifetime of atmosphericCH3Br,calculatedfrom losseswithin
theatmosphere,to theocean,andto soils,is 0.7 (0.4to 0.9) years,contrastedwith 1.3(0.8to
1.7) years given in the 1994 Assessment(WMO, 1995). The range is estimated by
calculatingthe separateimpactsof uncertaintiesin eachof the sinks. The changefrom the
1994Assessmentis dueprimarily to bothanincreasein theoceansinkandtheidentification
of a soil uptake,with a smallercontributionfrom the increasein the atmosphericremoval
rate. The OzoneDepletionPotential(ODP) for CH3Br,calculatedusingthe abovelifetime
anda bromine(Br) efficiency factorof 58, is 0.4,with arangeof 0.2 to 0.5. The ODPrange
is again calculated by considering the separateimpacts of uncertaintiesin each of the
parametersusedfor the ODP estimate. The bromineefficiency factor of 58 is greaterthan
the value of 48 given in the 1994Assessmentdue to improvementsin our knowledgeof
stratosphericbrominechemistry.

Other Brominated Compounds

Measurementsof shorter-livedorganicBr compounds(CH2Br2,CHBr3,CH2BrCI,CHBrCI2,
CHBr2CI, and C2H4Br2) indicate that these chemicals contribute 5 to 10 ppt Br to the

tropospheric organic Br burden. However, such measurements have not been part of long-

term monitoring programs and the data are sporadic in time and location, with a bias toward

coastal and oceanic regions. Variable concentrations of these compounds (ranging from 1.0

to 1.7 ppt ) have been reported at the tropical tropopause, but the paucity of data and the high

variability make it difficult to quantify their contribution to reactive Br in the lower

stratosphere.

Methane (CH4) and Carbon Monoxide (CO)

The current best estimate for the total atmospheric lifetime of CH4 is 8.9 + 0.6 years. The

lifetime decrease since the 1994 Assessment (WMO, 1995) reflects the impact of the

CH3CCI 3 recalibration.
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Theburdenof atmosphericCH 4 continues to increase, but the rate of growth is declining. A

growth rate of about 3 to 4 ppb yr -I was reported for the 1996 to 1997 period, contrasting

with an average increase rate of about 10 ppb yr -_ in the late 1980s. Apart from the

anomalously low growth period after the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, the above growth

rate is the lowest since the mid-1940s. These lower growth rates are in contrast with the

commonly used scenarios of future CH 4 emissions.

• Ground-based networks for carbon monoxide (CO) monitoring continue to expand, with

many laboratories beginning new CO-monitoring programs. A recent intercomparison of

measurements showed that large differences still exist between groups, which may be related

to the calibration scales used in the analyses. '

• The long-term increase in CO observed in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) until the mid- to

late 1980s reversed at that time, with a steady average decrease of 2% yr _ since 1990. This

decrease continues today. No significant long-term trend in the SH has been deduced from

measurements made over the past 20 years. However, periods of sharp decline in 1992 to

1993 and again in 1995 have yielded the lowest SH mixing ratios in the past two decades.
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Table 2-1. Summary of current (WMO, 1998) and previous (WMO, 1995) reference and
observed steady-state lifetimes for several ozone-related source species. Lifetime is
defined as the total amount of a compound in the atmosphere divided by its total rate of removal

(or by its rate of destruction by tropospheric OH alone; values in parentheses). Additional
information on calculated ranges for different models and lifetime-related uncertainties can be
found in Chapter 1 (Tables 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6) and in Tables 2-2, 2-4, and 2-6 of this chapter.

Industrial Name Chemical Formula Lifetime, Lifetime, Lifetime,

WMO (1998) a Observed Range WMO (1995)

(years) (years) (years)

Nitrous oxide N20 120 75 to 173 d 120

: CFC-11 CCI3F 45 f 29 to 76 e 50

CFC- 12 CC12F2 100 77 to 185 e 102

! CFC- 113 CCI2FCCIF2 85 54 to 143 d 85

Carbon tetrachloride CCI4 35 f 21 to 43 d 42

H-1211 CBrCIF 2 11 f 10 to 31 d 20

H- 1301 CBrF 3 65 60 to 65 g 65

Methyl chloroform CH3CCI 3 4.8 (5.7) 4.5 to 5.1 b 5.4

HCFC-22 CHCIF2 11.8 (12.3) 7.0 to 14.4 c 13.3

HCFC- 14 l b CH3CCI2F 9.2 (10.4) (h) 9.4

HCFC- 142b CH3CCIF 2 18.5 (19.5) (h) 19.5

HFC- 134a CH2FCF 3 13.6 (14.1) (h) 14

HFC-23 CHF 3 243 (255) (h) 250

Methyl chloride CH3C1 - 1.3 (1.3) (h) 1.5

Methyl bromide CH3Br 0.7 (1.8) (h) 1.3

Methane CH 4 8.9 i (9.3) (h) 10

'1 The numbers in parentheses represent lifetimes for removal by tropospheric OH scaled to the total atmospheric lifetime of

CH3CC! 3 (4.8 years) derived by Prinn et al. (1995), and adopting CH3CCI 3 lifetimes for ocean removal of 85 years and

stratospheric removal of 45 years (Kaye et aL, 1994). Adopting a shorter stratospheric removal time of 37 years (Prinn et at.,
1995; see also Volk et al., 1997) yields a lifetime for CH3CCi 3 removal by tropospheric OH of 5.9 years, which is within the

uncertainty limits of the above (WMO, 1998) reference value.

b Prinn etal., 1995.

Miller et al., 1998.

Volk et al., 1997. Note that this analysis gives only stratospheric lifetimes. Additional loss of H-1211 in the troposphere (see

Section 1.4.4) reduces its lifetime to I 1 years. When considering recently updated emissions of H-1211 (see Figure 1-11) and

observations, the Butler et al. (1998) lifetime evaluation approach leads to an H-1211 lifetime of 10 years.

For CFC-I 1, combined range of Volk et al. (1997) and updated values from Cunnold et al. (1997); for CFC-12, range covered

by the central estimates of Volk et aL (1997) and updated central estimates from Cunnold eta/. (1997).

f WMO (1998) CFC-I I, H-1211, and CC] 4 lifetimes are lower than WMO (1995) values to take account of recent estimates

based on stratospheric observations and models. Note that some calculations in later chapters of this 1998 Assessment were

carried out before these WMO (1998) values were finalized and therefore used WMO (1995) values instead.

Butler et al., 1998.

Not available or not applicable.

i Lifetime as calculated by Prinn et al. (1995). The adjustment time for CH 4 recovery would be somewhat longer due to CH4

feedback on CO and OH (WMO, 1995).
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CHAPTER 3: GLOBAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND CHANGES IN STRATOSPEHRIC

PARTICLES

Much progress has been made recently in our understanding of the two major classes of

stratospheric particles: stratospheric sulfate aerosol (SSA), and polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs).

Thermodynamic models have provided a clearer picture of particle behavior at low temperatures,

while a richer and longer measurement suite has increased our knowledge of particle formation

processes, the dispersal and decay of volcanic SSA, and particle climatology.

• There is no clear trend in background SSA from i979 to 1997. SSA levels in late 1997 were

below those observed before the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption and are likely still decreasing.

Hence, any anthropogenic contribution to the SSA layer must be smaller than previously

estimated from observed changes from 1979 to 1989. Peak aerosol scattering ratios in 1997

were about 40% greater than those observed-during 1979, but due to uncertainties and natural

variability in the measurements, this difference must be viewed with caution at present.

• It is not clear that the 1979 minimum SSA period was truly free of volcanic influence.

Recent model calculations of SSA production from known tropospheric sulfur sources

significantly underestimate the 1979 observations. Other non-volcanic sources are thought to

be insignificant.

• Post-volcanic SSA decay varies with time, space, and aerosol property. The e -I decay time

for column backscatter following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo was about 1 year until 1994,

and nearly twice as long (1.8 years) from 1994 to 1997. Derived s_urface areas decayed back

to pre-Pinatubo levels in about 3.5 years at 25 km and about 5 years at 15 km_ Surface area

decayed 20-30% more slowly than backscatter or mass.

• PSC observations are still divided into two broad classes: Type 1 PSCs, containing nitric acid

(HNO3) as a major component, that form at temperatures above the water (H20) ice point;

and Type 2 PSCs, containing predominantly H20 ice particles. Most of the observations of

Type 1 PSCs can be subclassified as Type lb liquid particles or Type ia solid particles.

Other types of particles have been proposed to explain some specific observations.

It is now generally accepted that Type lb PSCs are supercooled ternary solution (STS)

droplets that form from SSA without a nucleation barrier. Type la PSC particles are

generally interpreted as solid nitric acid trihydrate (NAT), but understanding of the phase

transition mechanisms leading to their formation is still poor. Better understanding of Type

Ia PSCs is needed because solid particles play a significant role in denitrification.

Many of the Type lb PSC observations occurred during ongoing fast synoptic cooling

events, shortly after the air parcels experienced cold temperatures. Type la PSCs, in

contrast, have been observed when synoptic temperatures were below the NAT existence

temperature for several days. It now appears that theoretical models of Type l a PSC

formation may require knowledge of the air parcel thermal history.
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Mesoscaletemperaturefluctuations,especiallyovermountainrangeswheresuchfluctuations
can reach20 K peak-to-peak,areimportant in PSCformationprocesses,particularly in the
Arctic. Theintegraleffectof suchphenomenaonpolarozonedepletionis still unclear.

Increasesin sourcegasesandcooling of the lower stratospherefrom ozonedepletion and
increasinggreenhousegasesfavor increasedformationandpersistenceof PSCs. However,
anupwardtrend in PSCoccurrenceis not discerniblein thepresentsatellitedatarecorddue
to the relatively short lengthof the recordaswell asthe largevariability in cloud sightings
from yearto year.

CHAPTER 4: OZONE VARIABILITY AND TRENDS

Non-Polar Ozone

TOTAL COLUMN OZONE

The 1994 Assessment noted large negative trends in midlatitude total ozone in the 1980s,

with an additional marked decrease in Northern Hemisphere midlatitude ozone following the

large enhancement of stratospheric aerosol caused by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991.

By 1994, the transient effect on total ozone of the Mt. Pinatubo aerosols had largely

disappeared. Since 1994, non-polar total ozone, while variable, has not shown an overall

negative trend, and total ozone levels_ are - nowat a higher levei than Would be predicted by a

linear extrapolation of the pre-Pinatubo trend. Extrapolation of the pre-Pinatubo trend of -

2.9%/decade in Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes (25°-60 °) would predict an ozone

depletion relative to 1979 of-5.5% at the end of 1997, whereas instead the deviations have

averaged about -4% in th last 2 or 3 years. Seasonally, the corresponding winter/spring

(December-May) and summer/fall (June-November) changes averaged about -5.5% and -

2.8%, respectively, whereas a linear extrapolation of the pre-Pinatubo trend would predict -

7.6% and -3.4%, respectively. In the Southern Hemisphere (25°-600), trend extrapolation

would predict -7.2% depletion at the end of 1997, whereas the smoothed data indicate a 1997

value of about -4% (satellite) or-5% (ground).

• As shown in Table 4-1, trends in total ozone from January 1979 updated through the end of

1997 exhibit the now-familiar pattern of negative trends with the following features:

1. Trends in both hemispheres in mid and high latitudes in all seasons are negative, large,

and statistically significant.

2. Trends in the equatorial regions (20°S to 20*N) are statistically nonsignificant.
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Table 4-1. Total ozone trends in percent per decade and uncertainties (two standard errors)

from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) data*.

Trend (%/decade)

Latitudes Annual Dec-May' Jun-Nov 2

North 50°-65 ° -3.7 + 1.6 -4.4 + 2.6 -2.8 + 1.3

North 30°-50 ° -2.8 + 1.7 -3.8 + 2.4 -1.7 + 1.3

Equatorial 20°-20 ° -0.5 + 1.3 -0.3 + 1.6 -0.7 + 1.3
South 30°-50 ° -1.9 + 1.3 -2.4 q- 1.2 -1.4 + 1.9

South 50°-65 ° -4.4 +_ 1.8 -3.4 + 1.6 -5.2 + 2.6

' Values in table are averages from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) trends in Table 4-5. Ground-
based trends are shown in Table 4-4 for somewhat different latitude bands.

North winter/spring and south summer/fall.

2 North summer/fall and south winter/spring.

Ozone Trends

• In the middle and high latitudes, the overall ozone amount has declined during all months_.... of

the year, and the amplitude of the annualcyclefor staiions has decreased by abou_-[5%

mainly as a result of a decline in the maximum. In the Northern Hemisphere, the trends are

much larger (more negative) in the winter and spring seasons (December-January-February,

March-April-May) about -3 to -6%ldecade, than in summer and fall (June-July-August,

September-October-November), about - 1 to -3%/decade.

• Regional trends in total ozone show some systematic differences among continental-scale

regions at the same latitudes, e.g., Siberia, Europe, and North America. The longitudinal

trend calculations using gridded data from TOMS show the strongest negative trends over

Siberia in spring and large negative trends over Europe in winter and spring. North America

shows relatively smaller trends in winter/spring.

Total ozone levels at 60°N-60°S were at their lowest in 1993 in the aftermath of the Mt.

Pinatubo eruption. Since that time, ground-based ozone values have remained fairly

constant, whereas the Earth Probe (EP)-TOMS record, which began in 1996, shows global

ozone to be about 2% higher. This discrepancy, which is not seen in the northern

midlatitudes (the region where we have most confidence in the observational record) has not

been resolved.

New scientific understanding shows that quasi-decadal ozone oscillations have been induced

by major volcanic eruptions in the past 20 years. The confounding influences of solar and

volcanic effects on ozone time-series analyses could affect the interpretation of recent

changes.
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Vertical Ozone Distribution

Based on the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE HI) Version 5.96 data, there

is no significant inter-hemispheric difference in upper stratospheric trends for data extended

through 1996.

Combined trends and uncertainties (including both statistical and systemic error) have been

estimated from all available measurement systems. This was done only for the northern

midlatitudes. The combined trends are negative at all altitudes between 10 and 50 km and

are statistically significant at the 2-sigma level. The combined trend has two local maxima, -

7.4 + 4.6%/decade at 15 km. The smallest trend deduced, -2.0 + 1.8%/decade. Occurred at

30 km. This combined trend, representing the results from all the independent data sources,

is an indicator of the robustness of the trend results.

Statistically significant trends of-6 to 8%/decade have been found at 40-50 km altitude for

the midlatitudes. There is good agreement between SAGE I/II and Umkehr. The Solar

Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV/SBUV2) spectrometer combined record shows less-negative
trends. There is a factor of 2 seasonal variation in the trends, with the maximum value in

winter.

Trends in the colum amount of ozone above 20 km deduced from SAGE I/II are much less

than the column trends deduced from TOMS. However, the TOMS-SAGE differences are

consistent with the sonde trends below 20 km. There is also a consistent seasonal variation

for the satellite and sonde data.

There is good agreement between SAGE I/II trends and sonde trends over the altitude region

from 15 to 27 km at northern latitudes for the time period 1980 to 1996. This is a significant

improvement compared with previous comparisons due principally to the revision of the

SAGE dataset. The agreement in the derived trends from SAGE II-only and the sondes is

excellent for the period 1984-1996.

Both sonde and SAGE data show that most of the column ozone loss at midlatitudes occurs

between 10 and 25 km altitude, with peak Ioss between 15 and 20 kin. The seasonal

variation of the trend occurs primarily between 10 and 20 km, with largest trends in winter

and spring.

Polar Ozone

ARCTIC OZONE

In the Arctic vortex, extremely low ozone values were deduced in late-winter/spring (a loss

of about 100 Dobson units (DU; m-atm cm) with extremes exceeding -200 DU below the

1964-1976 averages) in 6 out of the last 9 years. They are comparable with the values

recorded (episodically) in the areas adjacent to the vortex. The ozone deficiencies are

observed mostly in the layer a few kilometers above the tropopause.
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• In the spring seasonsof 1993, 1995, 1996, and 1997, the difference in total ozone from the

pre-1976 level was comparable with differences observed in the austral spring.

ANTARCTIC OZONE

• The large ozone losses continued at high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. The trends

from 1979 in winter (June-July-August) are up to -6%/decade, and especially, in spring

(September-Oct0ber-November), up to-10%/decade, due to the influence of the Antarctic

ozone hole. Trends in the summer months are smaller (-2 to -5%).

• Since the last Assessment, the monthly total ozone in September and October in Antarctica

continued at a level of 40 to 55% below the pre-ozone-hole values, with up to a 70%

decrease for periods of a week or so.

• At maximum expansion, the size of the ozone hole (defined as the area containing ozone

values less than 220 DU) was nearly the same as during the early 1990s (>20 ×10 6 km2).
r

• In the lower stratosphere, between 12 and 20 km, over the September-November period, the

monthly-mean ozone content was, on the average, between 60 and 90% below the pre-ozone-

hole values and at times nearly completely destroyed.

CHAPTER 5: TRENDS IN STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES

Observations

Datasets available for analyzing stratospheric temperature trends comprise measurements by

radiosonde (i940s-present), Satelfite (1979-present), lidar (1979-present), and rocketsonde

(periods varying with location, but most terminating by -mid-1990s); meteorological

analyses based on radiosonde and/or satellite data; and products based on assimilating

observations using a general circulation model (GCM).

The temporary global, annual-mean lower stratospheric (-50-100 hPa) warming (peak value

-1 K) associated with the aerosols from the Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption (see WMO,

1992, 1995), which lasted up to about 1993, has now given way to a relatively colder

stratosphere.

• Radiosonde and satellite data indicate a cooling trend of the global, annual-mean lower

stratosphere since -1980. Over the period 1979-1994, the trend is -0.6 K/decade. For the

period prior to 1980, the radiosonde data exhibit a substantially weaker long-term cooling

trend.
.......... L

• Over the period 1979-1994 there is an annual-mean=cooling of the Northern Hemisphere

midlatitude lower stratosphere (-0.75 K/decade at 30-60°N). This trend is coherent amongst

the various datasets with regard to the magnitude and statistical significance. Over the longer

period 1966-1994, the available datasets indicate an annual-mean cooling at 30-600N of-0.3
K/decade.
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In the -15-45° latitudebelt of theSouthernHemisphere,theradiosonderecordindicatesan
annual-meancooling of the lower stratosphereof up to -0.5-1 K/decadeover the period
1979-1994. The satellite recordalso indicatesa cooling of the lower stratospherein this
latitudebelt; thecoolingis statisticallysignificantbetweenaboutNovemberandApril.

Substantialcooling (-3-4 K/decade)is observedin the polar lower stratosphereduring late
winter/springtime in both hemispheres. An approximatedecadal-scalecooling trend is
evident in the Antarctic sinceabouttheearly 1980s,and in theArctic sinceaboutthe early
1990s. However, the dynamical variability is large in theseregions, particularly in the
Arctic, and this introducesdifficulties in establishinga high statistical significanceof the
trends.

A cooling of the upperstratosphere(pressure< 3 hPa;altitude> 40 km) is apparentover the
60°N-60°Sregion from the annual-meanStratosphericSoundingUnit (SSU) satellite data
over the 1979-1994period (up to --3K/decadenear50 km). There is a slight minimum in
cooling in themiddle stratosphere(-30-40 km) betweenthe maximain the lower andupper
stratosphere.

Lidar androcketdataavailablefrom specificsitesgenerallyshowa cooling overmostof the
middle and upper stratosphere(-30-50 kin) of 1 to 2 K/decadesince -1970, with the
magnitudeincreasingwith altitude. The influence of the 11-yearsolar cycle is relatively
large(>1K) atthesealtitudes(>30km).

The vertical profile of the annual-meanstratospherictemperaturechangeobservedin the
Northern Hemispheremidlatitude (45°N) over the 1979-1994period is robust amongthe
different datasets.The overall trend (Figure5A) consistsof a -0.8 K/decadecooling of the
-20-35 km region,with thecooling trendincreasingwith heightabove(-2.5 K/decadeat 50
km).

Model Results and Model-Observation Comparisons

Model simulations based on the known changes in the stratospheric concentrations of various

radiatively active species indicate that the depletion of lower stratospheric ozone is the

dominant factor in the explanation of the observed global-mean lower stratospheric cooling

trend (-0.5-0.6 K/decade) for the period 1979-1990. The contribution to this trend from

increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases is estimated to be less than one-fourth that due to

ozone loss.

Model simulations indicate that ozone depletion is an important causal factor in the latitude-

month pattern of the decadal (1979-1990) lower stratospheric cooling. The simulated lower

stratosphere in Northern and Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes, and in the Antarctic

springtime, generally exhibits a statistically significant cooling trend over this period,

consistent with observations.
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Figure 5A. Summary figure illustrating the overall mean Vertical'profile of temperature trend (K/decade)
over the 1979-1994 period in the stratosphere at 45"N, as compiled using radiosonde, satellite, and
analyzed datasets (Section 5.2.3.3). The vertical profile of the averaged trend estimate was computed as
a weighted mean of the individual system trends shown in Figure 5-9, with the weighting being inversely
proportional to the individual uncertainty. The solid line indicates the weighted trend estimate while the

dashed lines derlot_e__theuncertainty at the 2-sigma level (note: Table 5-6 lists the numerica! values of the
trends and the uncertainty at the one-sigma level). (Figure assembled for this chapter in cooperation with
the SPARC-Stratospheric Temperature Trends Assessment project.)

The Fixed Dynamical Heating (FDH; equivalently, the pure radiative response) calculations

yield a mid- to high-latitude annual'mean cooling that is approximately consistent with a

GCM's radiative-dynamical response (Figure 5B); however, changes in circulation simulated

by the GCM cause an additional cooling in the tropics, besides affecting the meridional

pattern of the temperature decrease.

FDH model results indicate that both well-mixed greenhouse gases and ozone changes are

important contributors to the cooling in the middle and upper stratosphere; however, the

computed upper stratospheric cooling is smaller than the observed decadal trend. Increased

water vapor in the lower to upper stratosphere domain could also be an important contributor

to the coolingi however, decadal-scale global stratospheric water vapor trends have not yet

been determified. _,
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Figure 5B. Top panel: Idealized, annual-mean stratospheric 6zone loss profile, based on Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) satellite-
observed ozone trends. Middle panel: Corresponding temperature change, as obtained using a Fixed
Dynamical Heating (FDH) model, which illustrates the pure radiative response, and (bottom panel) a
general circulation model (GCM), which illustrates the radiative-dynamical response (Section 5.3.3.1).
(Adapted from Ramaswamy et al., 1992, 1996).
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• Model simulations of the response to the observed global lower stratospheric ozone loss in

mid to high latitudes suggest a radiative-dynamical feedback leading to a warming of the

middle and upper stratospheric regions, especially during springtime; however, while the

modeled warming is large and can be statistically significant during the Antarctic spring, it is

not statistically significant during the Arctic spring. Antarctic radiosonde observations

indicate a statistically significant w_arming trend in spring at -30 hPa (24 km) and extending

possibly to even higher altitudes; this region lies above a domain of strong cooling that is

approximately collocated with the altitude of the observed ozone depletion.

• There is little evidence to suggest that tropospheric climate changes (e.g., induced by

greenhouse gas increases in the troposphere) and sea surface temperature variations have

been dominant factors in the global-mean stratospheric temperature trend over the 1979-t994

period. The effect of potential shifts in atmospheric circulation patterns upon the decadal

trends in global stratospheric temperatures remains to be determined.

CHAPTER 6: UPPER STRATOSPHERIC PROCESSES

Since the previous Assessment (WMO, 1995), an improved understanding of upper stratospheric

processes has been gained through numerous atmospheric observations that have better defined

long-term changes in ozone and better constrained our understanding of reactive hydrogen,

nitrogen, and chlorine gases. The original hypothesis put forth in 1974 _that a release of industrial

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) to the atmosphere would lead to a significant reduction of upper

stratospheric ozone, with the peak percentage decline occurring around 40 km, is now clearly

confirmed.

The global distributions calculated by current two-dimensional "assessment models" of the

long-lived source gases (e.g., H20, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20), CFCs) of the

radicals that catalyze ozone loss compare well with global observations. Consequently, the

simplified representations of dynamics used by these models have proved to be useful for

studies of the observed changes in upper stratospheric ozone (03) during the past several

decades.

• Several independent recent studies show increases in upper stratospheric H20 of about 55 to

150 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) per year from 1992 to 1996/1997, which cannot be

explained by a concurrently observed downward trend in upper stratospheric CH4 (about 15

ppbv/year). Should this rise in H20 continue to occur, it could have important long-term

radiative and photochemical consequences. However, changes in H20 do not contribute a

large fraction to the observed decline in upper stratospheric ozone over the last decades.

• Balloonborne observations of hydroxyl radicals (OH) and hydroperoxyl radicals (HO2) near

40 km agree with calculated concentrations to within +20%. Ground-based column

observations of OH, which have a substantial contribution from the mesosphere, exhibit

larger discrepancies with models. Satellite observations of OH near 50 km are considerably
less than calculated using standard photochemical k_inetics. These dlscrepanc-ies are Unlikely

to have a substantial effect on calculated trends of upper stratospheric ozone.
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Comparisons of recent observations and model calculations show that the overall partitioning

of reactive nitrogen and chlorine species is well understood. The previously noted

discrepancy for the chlorine monoxide/hydrogen chloride ratio (C10/HCI) has been resolved,

provided allowance is made for production of HCI from a minor channel of the CIO + OH

reaction, which is consistent with a recent laboratory study.

Measurements of the total stratospheric chlorine loading demonstrate that long-lived organic

chlorine compounds (mainly CFCs) released by anthropogenic activity are the dominant

source of CIO, the chlorine compound that depletes 03. The observed increases in upper

stratospheric hydrogen chloride (HCI) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) are in excellent agreement

with the rise of the chlorine and fluorine content of their organic source gases in the

troposphere.

An improved understanding of the relevant kinetic processes has resulted in close balance

between the calculated production and loss of 03 at 40 km (i.e., the long-standing difference

between calculated and observed ozone abundance, the so-called "ozone deficit problem,"

has been resolved at this altitude): Although there are remaining uncertainties regarding a

possible ozone deficit at higher altitudes, the severity of this problem has been substantially

reduced throughout the upper stratosphere.

Several independent long-term datasets show a decline of the concentration of 03 that peaks
around 40 km altitude at a value of 7.4 + 1.0%/decade. Photochemical model simulations

likewise reveal a long-term decline of ozone throughout the upper stratosphere that is driven

by the accumulation of anthropogenic chlorine. There is good quantitative agreement

between the observed and simulated meridional and vertical structure of the long-term

reductions in upper stratospheric ozone.

CHAPTER 7: LOWER STRATOSPHERIC PROCESSES

Chemical, microphysical, radiative-dynamical, and transport processes all play important roles in

determining ozone abundance in the lower stratosphere. Since the last Assessment (WMO,

1995), there have been significant advances in our understanding of these processes and of the

way in which they couple together to produce the observed distribution of ozone, and changes in

this distribution.

Current Understanding of Lower Stratospheric Ozone Depletion

The large ozone losses during spring over Antarctica continue unabated, with approximately

the same magnitude and areal extent as in the early 1990s. The near-constant extent of

seasonal column ozone losses from year to year reflects the near-complete destruction of

ozone within the Antarctic lower stratosphere during springtime, and is consistent with our

understanding of polar processes.

Low abundances of late-winter/spring column ozone have been recorded both inside and

outside the Arctic vortex in six of the last nine years. Observations show those years to be

characterized by specific meteorological conditions: lower-than-normal late-winter/spring
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Arctic temperatures,which leadto enhancedactivatedchlorine;and a moreisolatedvortex
and weakerplanetary-wavedriving, which leadto lesstransportof ozone-richair into the
Arctic. Under thesemeteorologicalconditions,bothchemistryanddynamicsact to reduce
theseasonallevelsof columnozone.

During theseyears of low late-winter/springcolumn ozone, high abundancesof active
chlorine havebeenobservedinsidethe Arctic vortexl andchemicalOzonelossesinside the
vortex have beenunambiguously identified. Thesechemical lossesare associatedwith
activatedchlorine augmentedby bromine. Thetotal seasonalchemicalozonelosseswithin
the vortex have been estimatedto be approximately 100 milli-atm cm (Dobson units),
althoughthis magnitudeis subjectto considerableuncertainty.

Low polar temperatures,an isolatedvortex, andreducedwavedriving arecoupledprocesses
thatoccur in concertin thestratosphere;but their intensityanddurationarehighly variable.
With the presenthigh chlorine loadingandwinter]springtemperaturescloseto thethreshold
for significant chlorine activation, late-winter/spring Arctic chemical ozone loss is
particularly sensitiveto meteorologicalConditions(temperatureandvortex isolation). Thus,
it is not possibleto predicttheyear-to-yearvariations.

Thedecadaltrendin springtimeArctic depletionduringthe 1990sis reminiscentof theearly
yearsof the Antarcticozonehole. However,while thedecadaltrend in the Antarctic during
the late 1970sand 1980swasdrivenby thetrendin chlorineloading,thedecadaltrendin the
Arctic during the 1990s has been driven by a decadal change in late-winter/spring
meteorologicalconditionsin thepresenceof alreadyhighchlorine loading. Thus,a reduced
chemicalozoneloss in the comingyearswould not necessarilyindicatechemicalrecovery.
The Arctic will remain vulnerable to extremeseasonalloss as long as chlorine loading
remainshigh.

The major contributionto themidlatitudecolumnozonedeclineduring thelast two decades
has come from decreasesin the lower stratosphere. This region is influenced by local
chemicalozoneloss,enhancedby volcan-ic aerosol,andby transportfrom other regions.
The vertical, latitudinal, andseasonalcharacteristicsof the decadaldepletionof midlatitude
ozonearebroadly consistentwith the understandingthat halogensare the primary cause.
The expectedlow ozoneamountsin the midlatitude lower stratospherefollowing the Mt.
Pinatuboeruption, and the progressivelysmallerdecreasesin the following yearsas the
volcanic aerosol loading decreased,further strengthenedthe connectionbetweenozone
destructionand anthropogenicchlorine. (In the absenceof chlorine,an increasein sulfate
loadingis expectedto increaseozoneabundance.)

The apparentleveling-off in midIatitudecolumn ozonelossessincethe last Assessmentis
consistentwith recovery from the large lossesfollowing theMt. Pinatuboeruption asthe
volcanicaerosolloadingslowly declined. Recentmodelingstudieshaveshownthat it takes
severalyearsfor thechemicaleffectsof avolcaniceruptionto disappear.Indeed,thetrendin
midlatitudeozonedepletionduring the 1980s(prior to Mt. Pinatubo)is now understoodto
havebeenexacerbatedby volcanicinfluencesduringthatdecade.
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Processes

Chlorine activation in or on liquid particles in the lower stratosphere (both stratospheric

sulfate aerosol (SSA) and supercooled ternary solutions (STS)) increases strongly with

decreases in temperature. The rate coefficients are at least as large as those on solid polar

stratospheric clouds (PSCs) close to nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) equilibrium temperatures.

Thus, chlorine activation is to a first approximation controlled by temperature and water

vapor pressure, and only secondarily by the phase of the condensed matter.

Rapid polar ozone loss requires elevated chlorine monoxide (CIO) in the presence of

sunlight. Maintenance of elevated CIO in late-winter/spring was previously thought to

require denitrification. Since the last Assessment, new understanding has shown that cold

liquid aerosol and/or repeated heterogeneous processing can also maintain elevated C10 in
non-denitrified air.

Some rate coefficients and photochemical parameters have been revised since the last

Assessment. Although the impact of these findings has not yet been fully evaluated, our

understanding of the lower stratosphere is not expected to change significantly. The lower
measured rate coefficients for the reactions of iodine monoxide (IO) radicals mean that

iodine may not contribute very significantly to the observed ozone depletion in the lower

stratosphere.

One of the most important new heterogeneous reactions identified since the last Assessment

is the hydrolysis of bromine nitrate (BrONO2), which serves to enhance odd hydrogen

radicals (HO_) and suppress nitrogen oxides (NO0 and thereby plays a significant role in the

midlatitude ozone chemistry.

An individual stratospheric air parcel is made up of molecules that have spent differing

amounts of time in the stratosphere. To calculate the composition of a given air parcel, one

therefore needs to know the distribution of such times. The distribution varies as a function

of height and latitude of the parcel. Different two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional

(3-D) model calculations of the distributions vary greatly and are generally inconsistent with

measurements.

The balance between radiation and dynamics controls upwelling and temperature in the

tropics, and hence the amount of water vapor entering the stratosphere. This represents a

potentially important mechanism by which stratospheric ozone depletion could be altered by

changes in climate. The nature of this radiative-dynamical control is better understood since

the last Assessment, although some important details remain unresolved.

Constituent measurements show that the tropics are relatively isolated from midlatitudes, in

some ways analogous to the wintertime polar vortex. The extent of isolation affects the

budgets (and lifetimes) of chemical species. Simplified models that represent this dynamical

feature (e.g., a leaky tropical pipe model) have been used to provide rough estimates of

mixing time scales.
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Small-scalechemicaltracerstructurein the lower stratosphere,manifestedasfilaments or
laminae,canarisefrom stirring by thelarge-scaleflow. Theimportanceof this processhas
beendemonstratedsincethelast Assessmentthroughtransportcalculationssupportedby in
situ measurements. There have been significant advancesin our understanding and
quantificationof this process,whichaffectsmixing timescalesin the lowerstratosphere.

Observationstogetherwith process-basedmodelingsuggestthat mesoscalePSCformation
can activate chlorine in lee wave clouds. It is estimatedthat ozone can be destroyed
downstream of such clouds for many days. Mesoscale chemical structure due to
filamentationmayalsosystematicallyimpactratesof reactions(e.g.,chlorinedeactivationor
ozoneloss)on a larger spatialscale. However,thecontributionof thesetwo phenomenato
midlatitudeor polarozonechangesisyet to bequantified.

Quantification and Prediction of Ozone Changes

Field measurements of the abundances of free radical catalysts involved in lower

stratospheric ozone loss are consistent with model calculations and have enabled calculation

of ozone loss rates in certain parts of the lower stratosphere. For example, it is now known

that HO x is the dominant catalytic ozone destroyer in the midiatitude stratosphere below -20

km. However, observations in the lowest part of the extratropical stratosphere within a few

km above the tropopause remain very limited.

Two-dimensional models, despite their shortcomings, are useful for characterizing

radiative/chemical effects in the present climate system. They are able to calculate variations

in total ozone amounts that are broadly consistent with the observed midlatitude column

ozone trend. In particular, the models reproduce the lower ozone amounts observed

immediately following Mt. Pinatubo and the subsequent increases as the aerosol disappeared.

• The major hindrance for future prognosis of ozone levels in the Arctic is the limited ability of

models to predict the dynamics (hence temperatures and transport), due to the inherent

chaotic variability of the atmospheric circulation on interannual and decadal time scales.

• Dynamical forcing of the stratosphere by gravity-wave drag is now believed to be a more

important effect than was previously realized. Most gravity-wave drag parameterizations

remain crude. This represents a significant obstacle for general circulation modeling and

prediction of stratospheric climate change.

CHAPTER 8: TROPOSPHERIC OZONE AND RELATED PROCESSES

A concerted effort continues in the deduction of trends in tropospheric ozone from the sparse in

situ record. Trends are reported regionally or at stations where monitoring is conducted. Surface

ozone increases, typically observed in Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, have slowed

considerably in the past decade. At the South Pole, there continues to be a decrease in surface

ozone associated with the Antarctic lower stratospheric ozone depletion.
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• Since the 1994Assessment(WMO, 1995),a thoroughevaluation of troposphericozone
profilescanbesummarizedasfollows:

Midlatitude: ThreestationsoverEurope,which havehadthe greatestincreasesin free
troposphericozonesince1970,showa majorchangein trendssince1980. Only Payerne
shows an increase during the period 1980-1996; Uccle shows no change and
Hohenpeissenberga statisticallymarginaldecrease.The two U.S. stationswith regular
ozonesondelaunches(WallopsIslandandBoulder)alsoshownosignificant changeor a
slight decreasesince 1980. Of three Japanesestations, two show increasesof
5-15%/decade,thoughnot all significant;onestationshowsno trend. Canadianstations
showasmalldecreasein freetroposphericozonesince1980.

TropicsandSouthernHemisphere:Thereis only onetropicalsitewith sufficientdatafor
trends:Natal,Brazil, showsa 10-20%/decadeincreaseonly in themiddletroposphereand
possiblynotsignificant; therecordbecomestoo sparsefor trendsafter 1992. Thereis no
trend in free troposphericozoneat Lauder,New Zealand,where the record began in
1986.

Observationsof ozoneand otherphotochemicallyreactivespeciesduring field campaigns
have been made with greater focus on understandingthe interaction of chemistry and
dynamicson local scales.Processesaffectingreactivenitrogenspecieshavebeenelucidated
on severalintensivecampaigns.The free troposphericnitric oxide (NO) andtotal reactive
nitrogenclimatologyhasbeenextendedin aircraftcampaignsin bothNorthernandSouthern
Hemispheres.SystematicsamplinghasextendedtheNO databasealongcommercialaviation
routes. Continental outflow downwind of industrial activity in Northern Hemisphere
midlatitudes strongly enhancesozonebudgetsover largeregionsof theNorth Atlantic and
North Pacific. Measurementcampaignsin the tropics and subtropics show continental
influences from long-range transport of biomass-burningemissions,although NO from
lightning mayalsoplay asignificantrole in thetropicalozonebudget.

Reliable instrumentationfor hydroxyl radicals(OH), hydroperoxyl radicals (HO2),and
organic peroxyl radicals (RO2)hasbeen a breakthroughdevelopmentsince the last
Assessment.Intercomparisonson theground,andmodel interpretationof ground-based
and airborneOH andrelatedmeasurementsshow that our theoreticalunderstandingof
OH is not complete. With theconstraintof ancillarymeasurements,it canbeshownthat
data-model discrepanciestend to be greatestunder polluted conditions and that odd
hydrogen(HOx) sinks,ratherthansources,areprobablynot accountedfor. In theupper
troposphere,undercertainconditions,acetoneandtherecyclingof peroxidesfollowing
deep convective transport appearto be important HOx sources. On a global scale,
inferencesaboutthetotal OH budgetrangefrom no trendin thepastdecadeto a slightly
positivetrend.
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- Model intercomparisons and uncertainty studies show that photolysis rates,
representationsof stratospheric-troposphericexchange,and imprecise pathways in
organicoxidation chainscontinueto limit the reliability of modelsusedin interpretive
ozonestudiesand predictions. Models continueto suggestintriguing possibilities for
heterogeneousandmultiphasereactionsaffectingozonein a majorway, butexperimental
confirmationis lacking for themostpart.

Large-scaleozonedistributionscalculatedin global chemistry-transportmodels(CTMs)
are in fair accordwith the sparsemeasurementsandhistoricalozonedata. However,the
agreementbetweenmodelsand measurementson regional and smaller scalesis more
difficult to achieve. Thequality of simulationsis probablymostlimited by thetreatment
of convection and other sub-grid dynamical processesas well as complex chemical
pathwaysnearozone precursor source regions ....

CHAI_ER 9: ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION AT THE EARTH'S SURFACE

The advances and new findings that have occurred in the ultraviolet (UV) radiation field since

the publication of the previous Assessment (WMO, 1995) include the following:

• The inverse relationship between decreasing ozone amount and increasing UV-B radiation

has been reconfirmed and firmly established in both theory and measurements. The

measured effects of ozone, albedo, altitude, clouds and aerosols, and geographic differences

are much better understood .....

.... :.. .

• The number, distribution, and quality of UV-irradiance (energy per unit area per unit time)

instruments have greatly improved throughout the world. However, there are still regions of

sparse coverage.

• Well-calibrated UV-irradiance spectral time series are now available at some ground sites for

periods of up to 9 years, where changes in UV-B irradiance have been detected (e.g., 1.5%

per year at 300 nm, 0.8% per year at 305 nm) at midlatitudes (near 40 °) that are consistent

with expected changes from the decreasing amounts of ozone. However, the long-term

stability needed for trend estimates has been demonstrated for only a few ground-based UV

instruments. Either the records are not long enough or the instrument stability is insufficient

to reliably determine decadal change at most midlatitude Sites. Other factors limiting the

detection of long-term trends are that clouds, albedo, aerosols, and short-term ozone changes

produce local daily, monthly, and interannual changes that are larger than the long-term
trend. It is important for long-term irend detection that both UV-A and UV-B be measured

separately along with ancillary data (e.g., ozone and aerosols).

The anomalous UV-trend estimates from the Robertson-Berger (RB) meter network located

in the United States are now understood. Corrections have been applied to the data, which

now show no significant trends for the latitude range of the instruments' locations. It was
concluded that the data from the U.S. RB network alone are unsuitable for trend detection.
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• Increasesin UV-B irradiance in the Northern Hemisphereat high latitudes have been
attributedto the low ozoneamountsin thewinter andspringof 1995,1996,and 1997.

New typesof filter instrumentshavebeendeveloped,using narrowerband passat a few
selectedwavelengthsand greater filter stability specificationsthan previous broadband
instruments.Thesesimpler instrumentsmayyield resultswith accuracycomparableto that
of gratingspectroradiometers(5 to 10%)andshouldpermit awider geographicaldistribution
of measuringsites for UV irradiance. This is especially important to addressthe lack of
sufficientobservingsitesin someregions.

New satelliteestimatesof global (latitude +65*) UV irradiance, which now include cloud,

surface albedo, and aerosol effects, are available using radiative transfer models and

measured radiances from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instruments. The

satellite-estimated UV irradiances have been compared with ground-based measurements at a

single site, Toronto. The weekly-average results agree to within 5% for snow-free

conditions. Further comparisons at other sites are necessary to validate the accuracy and

applicability of the techniques over a wide range of observing conditions. This may be

especially important when accounting for local aerosol extinctions.

TOMS satellite data have been used to estimate long-term decadal changes in zonally

averaged global and seasonal patterns in UV irradiance from 1979 to 1992. The results

showed that the UV-B irradiances increased (see table below), while UV-A irradiances

remained unchanged. At individual sites, changes in UV-A irradiances have occurred

because of changes in local cloudiness and aerosol amounts.

Zonal Average UV-Erythemal Trends (Percent Increase per Decade) 1979 to 1992.

Latitude January April July October Annual + 2_

50 ° to 65°N 6 4 2 4 3.7 + 3

35 ° to50°N 3 3 2 2 3 +2.8

30°S to30°N 0 0 0 0 0 + 2

35 ° to 50°S 4 2 2 6 3.6 + 2

50 ° to 65°S 4 5 8 14 9 + 6

Zonally averaged UV-irradiance trend determinations from satellite data that include cloud

effects yield numbers nearly identical to those from clear-sky estimates. However, the

currently estimated UV trends are slightly lower than the clear-sky values in the 1994

Assessment because of the new TOMS ozone algorithm (see Chapter 4).
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• Measurementsat severalgroundsiteshaveindicateddifferencesbetweenUV irradiancesin
the Northern and Southern Hemispheresthat are larger than explained by the known
differencesin ozoneamountandSun-Earthseparation.This mayindicatethat other factors
suchasaerosolscould be involved. Satelliteestimatesshowsmaller irradiancedifferences
betweenthehemispheresthando ground-basedmeasurements.

Several intercomparisons of UV-irradiance instruments of different types have been
conducted in various countries. Thesehave helped identify instrument capabilities and
limitations. Currently,thebestintercomparisonsof different instrumentsatthesamelocation
are within +5% absolute accuracy. However, this "best" accuracy estimate does not

represent the general level of agreement between geographically distributed networks of

similar and different instruments over extended periods of time. Significant improvements

have been made to reduce errors in the cosine response, stray light rejection, and wavelength

alignment.

Expansion of the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre (WOUDC) in Canada

and the European database, Scientific UV Data Management/UV Radiation in the Arctic;

Past, Present, and Future (SUVDAMA/UVRAPPF), has significantly improved the

availability and distribution of data to researchers studying the effects and behavior of UV-B

radiation. Extensive sources of UV information have become available on the Intemet.

• Significant improvements have been made in calibration Of ground-based instruments. This

has been achieved through instrument intercomparisons and the use of newly developed

central calibration facilities, although additional calibration facilities would continue to meet

needs. After validation, satellite estimations of UV irradiance may serve as a comparison

standard between widely separated ground-based instruments in a manner similar to that used

for the ground-based ozone network.

• Different classes of radiative transfer models have been intercompared and found to agree

within 1% for irradiances. However, for some radiative transfer approximations (e.g., delta-

Eddington) the gains in computational speed are offset by losses in accuracy. Two-stream

models have accuracies on the order of 5% for moderate optical depths and can have errors

exceeding 10% for large optical depths (small irradiances).

• Public interest related to UV exposure has been addressed by establishing a standardized UV

index in many countries, based on estimates of ozone and, in some cases, cloud cover and

surface albedo, :!o provide daily information about the intensity of UV radiation.

CHAPTER 10: cLIMATE EFFECTS OF OZONE AND HALOCARBON CHANGES

• Increased penetration of UV radiation to the troposphere as a result of stratospheric

ozone depletion leads to changes in key photochemical processes in the troposphere.

Model simulations have been used to estimate that a 1% decrease in global total ozone leads

to a global increase of about 1.5% in the photolytic production of the first excited state of

atomic oxygen, O(_D), from ozone. This results in a 0.7 to 1% increase in globally averaged

tropospheric hydroxyl radical (OH). Since OH is the main oxidant for climatically important
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gases,suchasmethane(CH4), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and hydrofluorocarbons

(HFCs), this change would be expected to decrease their lifetimes. Stratospheric ozone

depletion may have contributed 20 to 40% of the reduction in CH4 growth rate, and 25 to

40% of the carbon monoxide (CO) surface concentration decrease during the two years

following the Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption in 1991. The effect on those species whose

lifetimes depend on OH has not yet been quantified.

The first systematic calculations of the effects of ozone changes on climate using a

general circulation model (GCM) have been reported. Previous assessments highlighted

the climatic importance of ozone changes near the tropopause. When taking into account the

impact of ozone changes on cloudiness, this GCM study suggests that changes in lower

tropospheric ozone are of similar importance to changes near the tropopause. This study

suggests that, because of the cloud interactions, the ozone change since the late 1970s may

have resulted in a surface temperature change 20-30% smaller than that implied by radiative

forcing. Given the known difficulties in modeling cloud processes in GCMs, the generality

of conclusions drawn from a single model must be treated with caution.

The global-average radiative forcing due to changes in stratospheric ozone since the late

1970s is estimated to be -0.2 + 0.15 Wm 2. The central value of this forcing estimate is

about double the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1996) estimate, partly

because the calculations now include the increased ozone losses during the 1990s. There

remain uncertainties due to difficulties in defining the vertical profile of ozone change and in

calculating the stratospheric temperature response to this change. The stratospheric ozone

forcing may have offset about 30% of the forcing due to the increases in the well-mixed

greenhouse gases since the late 1970s.

Recovery of stratospheric ozone would reduce the offset to the radiative forcing of the

other greenhouse gases. The ozone recovery will therefore lead to a more rapid increase in

radiative forcing than would have occurred due to increases in other greenhouse gases alone.

The global-average radiative forcing due to increases in tropospheric ozone since

preindustrial times is estimated to be +0,35 + 0.15 Wm _. This estimate is consistent with

the IPCC (1996) estimate of 0.4 + 0.2 Wm 2, but is based on a much wider range of model

studies; significant uncertainties remain because of inter-model differences and the lack of

data for evaluating the model results. Since the forcing due to the increases in "well-mixed"

greenhouse gases since preindustrial times is about 2.5 Wm 2, the tropospheric ozone changes

may have enhanced this forcing by 10-20%.

Coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs have been used to calculate the impact of

stratospheric ozone loss on the thermal structure of the atmosphere. The observed

stratospheric ozone depletion appears to explain much of the observed temperature decrease

in the lower stratosphere. The calculated altitude of the transition from tropospheric

warming to stratospheric cooling is in better agreement with observations when ozone

depletion is taken into account. The global average surface temperature is estimated to be

about 0.1 °C cooler over the past two decades as a result of the stratospheric ozone loss; this
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can be compared with the calculated warming of about 0.3°C over the same period, due to

well-mixed greenhouse gas increases.

• The CFC-11 radiative forcing has been revised. The currently recommended

chlorofluorocarbon-11 (CFC-11) radiative forcing is 12% higher than the value used in IPCC

(1990) and subsequent assessments] The change is primarily due to the use of an improved

vertical profile of CFC- 11. Because this gas was used as a reference in previous assessments

to calculate the forcing for many other molecules, its change leads to revised rad]ative

forcings recommendations for these gases.

• Radiative forcings and Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) are presented for an

expanded set of gases. New categories of gases in the radiative forcing set include

fluorinated organic molecules. For some of these gases, GWPs are not reliable, because

laboratory data are not available for determination of the lifetimes. The direct GWPs have

been calculated relative to carbon dioxide (CO2) using an improved calculation of the CO2

radiative forcing, the IPCC (1996) response function for a CO2 pulse, and new values for the

radiative forcing and lifetimes for a number of halocarbons. As a consequence of changes in

the radiafiv e forcing for CO2 and CFC-11, the revised GWPs are typically 20% higher tharr
listed in IPCC (1996). Indirect GWPs are also presented. The direct GWPs, for those

species whose lifetimes are well characterized, are estimated to be accurate within+35%, but
the indirect GWPs are less certain.

CHAPTER 11: HALOCARBON SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE OZONE LAYER

AND RELATED CONSEQUENCES

• Different future scenarios for the release of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) into the

atmosphere will have different consequences f0 r atmos=pheric haiogen loading and
therefore for stratospheric ozone and surface ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Such scenarios

indicate the sensitivity of the ozone layer to possible additional future control measures and

illustrate the effects of compliance with the Montreal Protocol. The scenarios are not

designed to yield exact predictions of future ozone amounts, which are affected also by other

factors including possible interactions Withcilmate change associated with the increasing

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols. These factors are not

considered here, both because of uncertainties in predictability and to enable a more direct

and simple comparison of the relative impacts of different future ODS production/emission

scenarios.

Large reductions in the production and atmospheric release of ODSs have been

achieved by international regulations (Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and

Adjustments). Without such controls, and assuming a (perhaps conservative) 3% annual

growth rate in production, ODSs would have led to an equivalent effective stratospheric

chlorine (EESC) loading of about 17 parts per billion (ppb) in 2050. The control measures of

the original Montreal Protocol (1987) reduce this to about 9 ppb; the London Amendments

(1990) to about 4.6 ppb; and the Copenhagen Amendments (1992) to about 2.2 ppb (but with

effective chlorine loading increasing again in the second half of the 21 st century). The
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Vienna Adjustments (1995) and the Montreal Amendments (1997) further reduce this to

about 2.0 ppb (approximately the 1980 level) around the year 2050.

If there were to be an immediate stop to all emissions of human-made ODSs, including

those currently in use, the future stratospheric halogen loading would not return to the

1980 level until about 2033. On the other hand, with maximum production allowed by the

current Protocol (Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments as of 1997), the

future stratospheric halogen loading is expected to decrease after about 1997 and to drop

below the 1980 level in 2052.

Additional scenarios may affect the future ozone layer, although by amounts generally

smaller than those already expected to be achieved by current regulations. Relative to

the current regulations (Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments as of 1997),

the equivalent effective chlorine loading above the 1980 level, integrated from now until the

1980 level is re-attained, could be decreased by

9% by eliminating global Halon-1211 emissions in the year 2000, thus requiring the

complete elimination of all new production and destruction of all Halon- 1211 in existing

equipment;

7% by eliminating global Halon-1301 emissions in the year 2000, thus requiring the

complete elimination of all new production and destruction of all Halon-1301 in existing

equipment;

5% by eliminating the global production of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) in the year

2OO4;

2.5% by eliminating the global production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and carbon

tetrachloride in the year 2004;

1.6% by reducing the cap on HCFC production in developed countries from 2.8% to 2.0%

and advancing the phase-out from the year 2030 to 2015, as well as more rapid intermediate

reductions;

about 1% by eliminating the global production of methyl bromide in 2004.

The policy actions would advance the date at which the level of effective chlorine returns to

the 1980 level by 1-3 years. It should be noted that if the currently allowed essential uses for

metered dose inhalers (CFC-I 1, CFC-12, CFC-114) are extended from the year 2000 to

2004, the effective chlorine loading above the 1980 level would increase by 0.3%.

Illegal production of ozone-depleting substances may delay the recovery of the ozone

layer. For example, illegal production of, in total, 20-40 ktonnes per year of CFC-12 and

CFC-113 for the next 10-20 years would increase the equivalent effective chlorine loading

above the 1980 level, integrated from now until the year the 1980 level is re-attained, by 1%-
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4% and delay the return to pre-1980 levels by about a year. Significant additional
contributionsmaycomefrom illegal productionof halons.

• Different scenarios of future effective chlorine loading lead to correspondingly different

scenarios of future ozone amounts. The exact ozone response is difficult to predict because

of possible interactions with other global atmospheric changes. However, for the purpose of

comparing the different scenarios, a simple scaling relationship between equivalent effective

stratospheric chlorine loading and ozone depletion can be used if it is assumed that the ozone

reductions observed during 1979-1991 were caused exclusively by the simultaneous increase

in stratospheric effective chlorine. Within this approximation, the future evolution of ozone

reductions follows closely the increases of effective chl9r!ne above 1980 levels, with lowest

ozone in about 1997, contemporaneous with maximum effective chlorine loading, and retum

to baseline (1980) values in 2052 (maximum production scenario) and 2033 (zero emissions

scenario). At 45°N, the maximum reduction in the annually averaged ozone is expected to be

about 15 Dobson units (DU), or about 4.3% lower than the 1980 value. At 45°S, the

maximum reduction in the annually averaged ozone is expected to be about 20 DU, or about

6.2% lower than the 1980 value.

• Decreases in the ozone column cause increases in surface UV radiation, if other factors

(e.g., clouds, aerosols) remain unchanged. For erythemally effective UV radiation (UVery,

the integral of the product of the spectral irradiance and the spectral erythemal sensitivity),

the temporal evolution of the scenario follows closely the increases of effective chlorine

above 1980 levels, with highest UV irradiances in about 1997, contemporaneous with

maximum effective chlorine loading, returning to baseline (1980) values in 2052 (maximum

production scenario) and 2033 (zero emissions scenario). At 45°N, the maximum

enhancement in the annually averaged UVery is expected to be about 4.7%, while at 45°S it
is estimated to be about 8.1%.

• Many other biological effects of UV exposure are recognized in addition to erythema

and skin cancer induction. These have a broad range of sensitivity to ozone changes,

primarily because of different sensitivities of the biological effects to various wavelengths of

radiation. In the few cases for which the biological spectral sensitivity functions (action

spectra) are known, scaling factors are derived that allow estimation of the effective

biological radiation for each of these effects, relative to the changes in erythemal radiation

expected from future changes in effective stratospheric chlorine loading. The potential

impacts of higher UV irradiances at the Earth's surface are discussed in detail by the UNEP

Panel on the Environmental Effects of Ozone Depletion (UNEP, 1998b).

• The compilation of Ozone Depletion Potentials (ODPs) has been updated and expanded.

The ODPs of halogen-containing molecules have been updated, relative to the previous

Assessment, based on new estimates of atmospheric lifetimes.
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CHAPTER 12: PREDICTING FUTURE OZONE CHANGES AND DETECTION OF

RECOVERY

A range of models has been used to investigate future changes in ozone in response to changing

atmospheric emissions of source gases and greenhouse gases. A significant advance is the use of

three-dimensional (3-D) models in these studies. The detection of the beginning of recovery of

ozone (where recovery is defined as the response of ozone to reductions in chemical ozone loss

due to the halogens) is considered for the first time in this Assessment.

All other things being equal, stratospheric ozone levels should rise as the halogen loading

falls in response to regulation. However, the future behavior of ozone will also be affected

by the changing atmospheric abundances of methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20), sulfate

aerosol, and changing climate. Thus, for a given halogen loading in the future, the

atmospheric ozone abundance will not be the same as found for that loading in the past.

Because of these additional factors, observation of the beginning of ozone recovery is

expected to be delayed beyond the time of maximum stratospheric halogen loading.

Model Predictions of Future Ozone

Ten two-dimensional (2-D) models were used to investigate the response of ozone to past

and future changes in halogen loading as well as CH4, N20, and sulfate aerosol. The models

provide a reasonable representation of the general structure of recent observed local and

column ozone trends, giving credence to their ability to represent future ozone change.

In integrations to 2050, excluding the possibility of major volcanic eruptions in the

future, the lowest global ozone is predicted to have occurred in the years immediately

following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991.

After 2000, ozone levels are predicted to recover slowly toward their pre-1980 values.

The modeled recovery depends sensitively on the emission scenarios for the halogens,

and for CH4, N20, and sulfate aerosol density.

Increases in future CH 4 will shorten the recovery period. Increases in N_O and sulfate

aerosol surface area density will extend the recovery period. In one model that tested the

effects of projected future COs increases, the recovery period was shortened.

The methane scenario used here as a baseline had a lower growth rate than in previous

Assessments and lengthened the modeled ozone recovery significantly. Understanding

the methane trend is an important priority for understanding the future ozone recovery.

- Model simulations show that future volcanic events at low inorganic chlorine (Cly)

abundances will not significantly affect the rate of recovery.
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Polar ozone loss in recent Northern Hemisphere winters has demonstrated a Iarge
dependenceon meteorologicalconditions,and especiallytemperature.Thosewinterswith
the lowestpolar lower stratospherictemperatureshaveshownlargestozonelosses.Recovery
of ozoneisevidently stronglydependentonmeteorologicalconditions.

Advancesin computing power have allowed the first simulations of future ozoneusing
coupled3-D models.

- Three-dimensionalmodelshighlight that future Arctic ozoneloss is very sensitiveto
changesin thestrength,frequency,andtiming of suddenwarnings.

Three-dimensionalmodelssuggestthat recoveryof Arctic ozoneis likely to be delayed
pastthemaximumin stratosphericchlorineabundancesandbeyondthat predictedby 2-D
models. For example,coupledchemlstry-61imatemodelsshowgreaterozonedepletionin
theArctic in 2015than1995.Thesinglemodelthathaspredictedtrendsoutbeyond2015
showsa recoveryof Arctic ozone begiriiairig iii the 2020S. _

- Model simulations indicate that observations of the onset of ozone recovery from

halogen-induced depletion should be possible earlier in the Antarctic than in the Arctic.

- At high latitudes throughout the stratosphere, there are considerable differences in the

temperature response of general circulation models (GCMs) to increasing greenhouse

gases that are associated with differences in modeled circulation changes.

Further validation of stratospheric GCMs is necessary for them to reach a consensus on

predictions of chemistry-climate interactions in the stratosphere such as that now seen in

predictions of surface parameters by climate models.

Detection of Recovery

Observation of the beginning of ozone recovery, defined as the unambiguous detection of an

increase toward pre-1980 ozone values, will be possible in the Antarctic before either the

Arctic or midlatitudes. This is due to at least two factors: the smaller degree of variability in

the Antarctic ozone loss phenomenon and the relatively smaller effect that future climate

change will have on ozone loss in Antarctica.

Antarctic ozone recovery indicators that have been identified include the geographical extent

of the ozone hole region as measured by the 220-Dobson unit (DU) ozone contour, the total

column ozone during October at South Pole and Halley stations, the amount of ozone

depletion at the top of the ozone hole, in the 22-24 km region where the depletion chemistry

is not saturated, and the rate of ozone decline during September in the 12-20 km region of

maximum polar stratospheric cloud formation.

Comparison of modeled ozone recovery with observations, and taking into account ozone

variability, suggests that the beginning of recovery of the Antarctic ozone hole will likely not

be detected before about 2020. The onset of the recovery of the bulk of the global ozone
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layer may possibly not be unambiguouslydetectedbefore 2030. Becauseof the large
uncertaintiesin modelpredictionsassociatedwith changesin CH4,N20, sulfateaerosol,and
climate, theseestimatesare likewise uncertain;however,it is clear that the onsetof ozone
recoverywill bedelayedbeyondthemaximumin stratospherichalogens.

A pre-recoveryperiod,definedasa cessationof the worseningof global ozonedepletion,
may be observedduring the next decade;however,a major volcanic eruption during this
periodwouldcausestratosphericchemicalperturbationsthat would resultin afurtherdecline
in ozonefor severalyears. Over the longer term,future majorvolcaniceruptionsoccurring
at decadalintervalswouldnotbeexpectedto altereventualozonelayerrecovery.

Recoveryof ozone from the effects of chlorine may be observed at an earlier time in the 40-

km region, where the chemistry affecting ozone is relatively simple and volcanic effects are

absent. However, climate change will likewise cause an increase in ozone in this region,

possibly masking ozone recovery. In addition, because ozone in this region contributes only

a few percent to the total column, observation of recovery at 40 km should not be interpreted

as evidence for the recovery of the global ozone layer.
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SECTION C

SUMMARY OF THE STRATOSPHERIC PROCESSES AND THEIR

ROLE IN CLIMATE/INTERNATIONAL OZONE

COMMISSION/GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC WATCH

(SPARC/IOC/GAW) ASSESSMENT OF TRENDS IN THE

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OZONE

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the largest uncertainties in determining the effect of CFC's on stratospheric ozone has

been the magnitude of the trends in the altitude region between 15 and 20 km. In the 1994

WMO-UNEP ozone assessment, SAGE was reported as giving trends up to -0&-_8% per decade at

northern mid-latitudes, while the ozonesonde stations gave a trend of -+3% per decade. In 1996

the SPARC panel on Understanding Ozone Trends and the International Ozone Commission

decided to collaborate, under the auspices of the World Climate Research Programme and the

World Meteorological Organisation, on a study to carefully re-evaluate the ground-based and

satellite data to resolve this discrepancy. The philosophy of the study was similar to that of the
International Ozone Trends Panel of 1988 which addressed the total ozone measurements. The

published literature was not simply reviewed, but a critical re-analysis and interpretation of the

vertical profiles of ozone was performed. One of the principal aims of the report was to

determine if there was sufficient confidence in the long-term measurement systems to use them

for accurate determination of ozone trends in the stratosphere and troposphere. A major purpose

of the study was to validate the quality of the data including quantification of the errors and to

determine if there were any limitations in altitude or latitude.

The report is divided into three main chapters. Chapter 1 contains a description of how the

various instruments work, and how ozone concentrations are calculated from the raw

measurement. Particular attention is paid to the true vertical resolution of each instrument's

measurement and to its long term calibration drift as well as to its precision and accuracy.

Chapter 2 assesses how well the various measurements agree through a series of rigorous data

comparisons. Traditional techniques based on zonal averages and on close matches in time and

space are augmented by new techniques which classify the air mass according to its dynamic

history. Chapter 3 discusses and uses the various methods available for calculating trends, as

well as investigating how well the causes of the trends can be determined by statistical

approaches.
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2. FINDINGS

2.1 Validity of the Data Sets

Only four measurement techniques were identified that had produced records long enough to

assess long term trends, SAGE (I and II), SBUV and SBUV2, Umkehr/Dobson and ozonesondes.

The SAGE I and II satellite series extends from February 1979 to June 1996, with a three year

interruption beginning November 1981. This series provides altitude coverage from the lower

stratosphere to the stratopause. The SBUV-SBUV2 satellites (1978 to present) and the ground-

based Umkehr/Dobson instruments (1957 to present) provide data sets for examining trends in

the middle and upper stratosphere. Data from the ozonesonde network, started in the early

1960's, and extend to the present. This data set has the potential for providing trends in the

lower stratosphere and troposphere. The report also assessed the ozone data quality from

measurement systems which have operated over shorter time periods to validate the long term

measurement systems above. The purpose of this approach was two-fold, (1) Was there any

evidence that the SAGE algorithms produced errors in the measured ozone?, and (2) Was there

any evidence for a long-term systematic error in the SAGE data which could affect the derived

trends?

The measurement techniques of all the data sets were critically analysed from an instrumental

and theoretical perspective. Changes in instrument performance and operation were considered

as well as any errors or uncertainties produced in the algorithms used. Important issues include

the correction in the SAGE data for the presence of aerosol (principally important below 20 km

and in the aftermath of volcanic eruptions) and the pump correction for ozonesondes (important

above 25 kin). Tables of uncertainties have been composed which include not only the accuracy

and precision of individual measurements, but also, for the first time for measurements of the

vertical profile of ozone, estimates of the stability of the various systems overtime. These were

given as a function of altitude and latitude where appropriate and are being included in the
estimates of the uncertainties in the trends given below. The drift uncertainties (2c_) are

estimated to be less than 5% per decade for all measurements systems considered, with the

exception of the Brewer-Mast ozonesonde in the troposphere (at 5 km).

The inter-comparisons were used to see if the drifts found between instruments with long term

records were consistent with these estimates of stability. These inter-comparisons also included

data covering shorter periods from the HALOE and MLS instruments on the UARS satellite and

ground-based LIDAR and microwave instruments including those in the NDSC.

All SAGE II data used in the report were derived using the version 5.96 algorithm. The known

error in the altitude registration of the SAGE I data was corrected according to Wang et al.

(1996). It was found that the most important screening consideration was to eliminate SAGE II

data contaminated by Mt. Pinatubo aerosol absorption. SAGE II ozone retrievals are affected by

an inability to remove all the aerosol interference (although the current algorithm is better than

previous versions). Based on comparisons with MLS, which is almost unaffected by high

aerosol loading, it is recommended that between 1.5 and 2,5 years of data following the Pinatubo

eruption be omitted from the SAGE II ozone data at pressures greater than I0 hPa. The detailed

recommendations are given in the report as a function of pressure.
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The upper altitude limit of SAGE II data for use in detecting trends was determined to be on the

order of 50 km based on noise in SAGE II and inter-comparisons with HALOE. The lower

altitude limit is less well determined, most likely because of low altitude atmospheric variability

and aerosol effects on both the SAGE II measurements and the data used for comparisons. In

most instances, the drifts and their associated uncertainties between SAGE II and correlative data

start to increase below about 20 km, and they become much more variable thus limiting the

lower altitude that can be validated. This is not to say that long-term trends derived from

SAGE II are invalid in this range, only that for the measurements systems used in the inter-

comparisons, a less definitive statement can be made about trend validity. The smallest long-

term drifts that can be verified over the 20 km to 50 km altitude interval are in the range of

0.3%year" when viewed as a function of latitude.

Between 20 and 40 kin, the Dobson/Umkehr measurements constrain SAGE I/II drifts in a

narrow latitude band in the northern mid-latitudes to 0.2+0.2%year" and in the southern mid-

latitudes to 0.3 i-0.3%year" at the 95% confidence level. Globally averaged SAGE HI trends

over this altitude range are constrained by both ground-based and satellite measurements to be

valid to a level on the order of 0.2%year _ at the 95% confidence level. It appears that the best

agreement in trends occurs for SAGE II cQmparisons with other satellite data; although the

Dobson/Umkehr comparisons provide equally good constraints in the northern and southern mid-

latitudes.

The drifts for time series of coincident differences between SAGE II and other measurements for

individual stations or latitudes are summarised in Figure 1. Values range from _< 0.3

+0.15%year _ to ~0.5 +0.7%year-' (sondes, lidar, Umkehr, HALOE) for altitudes between 20 km

and 35 km and < 0.5 +0.5%year _ to -1 + l%year-' for altitudes between 35 km and 50 km. Only

two systems (sondes and lidar) provide useful trend comparison data for the altitude range

between 15 km and 20 km. Trends of matched pair (i.e. sonde minus SAGE II) differences at

individual stations show significant variability, ranging up to 3%year 1 at 15 km for Lauder;

however, best agreement was obtained when the matched pair differences from the eight sonde

stations used in the trend analyses (see section 2.2) were combined into a single time series to

calculate the regression slope of the differences. No statistically significant differences were

obtained for the combined time series, but the mean difference was about 0.25% + 0.4%year-' in

this lower stratosphere range above -15 km altitude. This suggests that there is a fair degree of

noise in the differences at individual stations due either to atmospheric variability, sampling, or

instrumental effects; but it also suggests that SAGE II trends in the lower stratosphere are

accurate to the 0.25%year" level.

While no statistically significant drift was found between SAGE and the ozonesondes,
differences in the absolute values of the measured ozone were found. The SAGE II absolute

values agree with sondes in the altitude region between 20 km and 28 km to within a few %, but
below 20 km SAGE II values start to increase relative to the sondes and reach values which are

15% to 20% larger at 15 km. The low altitude differences are latitudinally dependent which

could indicate a problem with using the data for global trend calculations.
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Theglobally averageddrifts of SAGEII versusSBUV,HALOE andMLS rangefrom -0.06%to
-0.4% + - 0.6%year _, i.e. SAGE II ozone has become more negative compared to the other

instruments. These differences, although statistically insignificant, give a slight indication of a

SAGE II drift with time (SAGE II trend is larger). SBUV2 differences with SAGE II are of

opposite sign to SBUV, HALOE and MLS, but this is most likely due to algorithm effects

brought on by a drifting orbit. Globally averaged analyses of the longest satellite time series -

SBUV compared with the composite time series of SAGE I (1979-1981) and SAGE II (1984-

89), designated SBUV(*) in Figure 1, shows agreement to (-0.2% to 0.2%) + 0.2%year -_ in the

altitude region between 20 km and 50 km.
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Figure 1. Trends of differences (i.e. drifts) between ozone measurements made by various ozone
profiling instruments and SAGE II in % per year [(Sounding - SAGE II)/SAGE II]. Trends with
ozonesondes are for the eight northern mid-latitude sounding stations used in Chapter 3 covering 36°N to

56°N. Umkehr differences are averages for eight Northern and Southern Hemisphere stations. Lidar
differences are averages for the three stations witfitt_e longest records and number of Cofncidence-s

exceeding 100 (Hohenpeissenberg, OHP and TMF). Trends of satellite differences (SBUV, SBUV2,

HALOE and MLS) are presented as global means. The average differences are indicated by the dots

and the bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of the drift estimations.
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The results of a novel coordinate mapping (CM) study show general agreementwith the
conventionalinter-comparisons,which rely on measurementspaceandtime coincidence.Near
25km, both the CM andconventionaltechniquesshowstatisticallysignificantregressionslopes
of differences in the 40-50°S(1-1.5%year"_)and60-70°S(-0.5%year"_)regions. Differences
betweenthetwo satellitemeasurementsalsoappearin theCM analysisnear40-50°Nin thesame
altitude range with the CM techniqueindicating a marginally significant positive drift of
SAGEII relative to HALOE of -1 +0.75%year _. At higher altitudes, CM results show

insignificant drifts of less than 0.5%year -_ in all regions except the polar summer latitudes.

Differences in this region, which cannot be directly compared to conventional results, indicate

statistically significant trends of differences, with SAGE ozone trends being larger relative to

HALOE. A Lagrangian approach was tested which used air parcel trajectories to link

measurements. This technique was only tested for a limited time period and so was unsuitable

for use in assessing long-term stability, but it also shows great promise for applications in the

future.Some evidence exists to suggest that SAGE I and SAGE II overlapping measurements are

inconsistent (e.g., the comparisons with the ozonesonde measurements at Hohenpeissenberg,

Payerne and Uccle), but the results are not statistically significant. It is recalled that SAGE I

data have been corrected for a systematic reference height error of approximately 300 m (latitude

dependent). The uncertainty in this correction for each latitude is approximately 100 m. Below

20 km altitude a simple upward shift of the SAGE I profiles (as assumed for this report) may be

incorrect because of the large Rayleigh scattering contribution to the 0.6 nm extinction at these

altitudes. A new inversion of the SAGE I data to correct the altitude registration problem would

be preferable. Data can be used for trends with caution below 20 km, but more inter-

comparisons are needed to draw firm conclusions.

Comparisons of ozonesondes in the stratosphere with other ozone profiling techniques show

consistent results with agreement of about +(3-5)% at altitudes between the tropopause and

28 km. The precision of the different sonde types is better than +3%. Above 28 km the results

are not consistent due to instrumental uncertainties (e.g. pump corrections and sensing solution

changes) and caution must be used, at least for the non-ECC types of sondes, when applying the

data for long-term trend determinations.

There is a dearth of sonde validation studies for the troposphere. Because of the small number of

comparisons, only estimates about the reliability of the sonde data records below the tropopause

can be made. In general, ECC-sondes provide much more consistent results than the other two

types of sondes considered in the report. The precision of the ECC-sonde is better than + (5-

10)% and shows a small positive bias of about 3%. Brewer Mast and KC79-sondes are less

precise (+(10-20)%), but there are no indications of any bias larger than +5%. Key issues of

uncertainty are the background correction and the use of the total ozone normalisation factor.

The main reasons for observed differences between different sonde results from sounding

stations using the same type of ozone sonde are believed to be due to differences in the

preparation and correction procedures applied at the different launch sites. Although much

progress has been made to improve the quality and homogeneity of the ozonesonde data since

the last WMO Scientific Assessment of Stratospheric Ozone in 1994, there is still an urgent need
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to investigateandintercomparetheinstrumentalperformanceof thedifferent sondetypesaswell
asa needto reviseandagreeonproceduresfor preparationanddataprocessing.

1.2 Trend Analyses

The statistical models used in the report were inter-compared using three test data sets. This

comparison revealed only minor differences in trends obtained by the models. Somewhat greater
differences were found in the uncertainties estimated for the trends and other variables included

in the models. Results are most sensitive to the details of the models for time series with

significant missing data. Quasi-decadal variations are a ubiquitous feature of ozone

observations, in addition to QBO and faster time scale dynamical variability. Inclusion of these

terms does not have a strong influence on the calculated trends for long time series. Much of the

observed decadal change is approximately in phase with the solar cycle for the observational

record, suggesting a solar mechanism. However, current model calculations of the solar effect

show some inconsistencies with observations (in terms of magnitude and lower stratospheric

response), and this limits confidence in our detailed understanding. It is also likely l;ha_t a

confusion exists between solar and volcanic signals for the recent record. Although these effects

have relatively small impacts on the linear trend estimates, it does limit the ability to interpret

decadal variability. :: :

Figure 2 shows the mean trend vs. altitude at northern mid-latitudes obtained for combined

measurement systems including estimated uncertainties from both the statistical and instrumental

analyses. This averaging of trends from SAGE I/II, ozonesondes, Umkehr and SBUV is possible

for the first time in a major assessment because there is now agreement between the systems in

the regions where the measurements overlap. A few points are worth noting before discussing

the trend findings further:

(a) The trends below 20 km shown in figure 2 are found from the ozonesondes alone. There is

now reasonable agreement in the trends at these =altitudes between ozonesondes and

SAGE I/II (which has occurred mainly as a result of the revised SAGE aerosol correction),

but uncertainties in the SAGE I altitude registration below 20 km are considered too large for

the SAGE UII trends to be used in this context,

(b) The ozone losses are statistically significant at all altitudes between 12 and 50 km,

(c) There are two clear maxima in the trends, one around 40 km altitude, the other at about

15 km. _ :

The upper stratosphere (altitudes between about 30 and 50 km) is a region where changes in

ozone were originally predicted to occur. This is a region in which the chemistry should be

dominated by gas-phase reactions. When the upper stratospheric data are fit to a standard

statistical model, negative trends are found throughout the region with statistically significant

peak values of -6 to -8% per decade at 40-45 km altitude. There is a factor of two seasonal

variation, with a maximum negative trend in winterl There is no significant inter-hemispheric

difference in upper stratospheric trends based on SAGE UII version 5.96 data extended through

1996. There is good agreement between SAGE UII and Umkehr. The SBUV-SBUV2 combined
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recordshowslessnegativetrends. Lessconfidenceis placedin theSBUV-SBUV2 result dueto
potential problemswith thepresentversion(6.1.2)of theNOAA-11 SBUV2data.
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Figure 2. Estimate of the mean trend in the vertical distribution of ozone that has occurred over northern

mid-latitudes from 1980-1996 (heavy solid line) calculated using the trends derived from SAGE 1/11,

ozonesondes, SBUV and Umkehr measurements. Combined uncertainties are shown as lo (light solid
lines) and 2o (dashed lines). The combined trends and uncertainties are extended down to 10 km as
shown by the light dotted lines. The results below 15 km are a mixture of stratospheric and tropospheric
trends and the exact numbers should be viewed with caution. Combined trends have not been extended

lower into the troposphere because there are concerns regarding the representativeness of any mean
trends derived from the small sample of sonde stations.

The lower stratosphere (altitudes below 30 km) is the region where much of the trend which has

been deduced from column data is expected to occur. The primary trend instruments in this

region are sondes (up to 27 km) and SAGE (20-30 km). For sondes, sampling of the data prior

to trend analysis has as much or more effect on derived trends than do the details of the statistical

model. The optimal selection criteria for the use of sonde data in trend analyses is a subject of

debate. Trends from 8 individual stations in the northern mid-latitudes are negative throughout

the lower stratosphere. They range from -3 to -11% per decade at 20 km and are statistically

significant at all stations. The trends show little seasonal variability above 20 kin. The seasonal

variability in the trend in the ozone profile occurs mostly in the altitude range of 10-20 km. The

exact time dependence of this seasonal variability is uncertain. European stations show a winter-

spring maximum, while Canadian stations show a spring-summer maximum. Details of this

seasonal maximum were somewhat different in the two analyses of the sonde data. There is a

reasonable agreement between SAGE I/II trends and sonde trends over the altitude region from

15 to 27 km at northern mid-latitudes. The agreement between 15 and 20 km may be fortuitous.
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SAGEII trends in the 15-20km region in the tropics are muchmore negativethan those in
northern mid-latitudes but thereare insufficient sonderecords with which to comparethese
results(or thoseat southernmid-latitudes).

It is difficult to makegeneralisationsconcerningtrendsin troposphericozone. The only data
from which to make conclusions is sondedata from a small number of stations. Trends
calculatedfor Canadianstationsarenegativeor nearzerofor theperiod from 1970through 1996
andalso for the period from 1980through1996. Trendscalculatedfor 3 Europeanstationsare
strongly positive for the period 1970 through 1996but are essentially zero at two of these
stationswhendatafrom 1980through 1996areconsidered.Trendscalculatedfor theJapanese
stationsshowamixtureof positiveandinsignificantfor bothtimeperiods.

Trendsin the columnamountof Ozoneabove20km deducedfrom SAGE UII are much smaller

than the column trends deduced from TOMS. The TOMS/SAGE differences are consistent with

the sonde trends below 20 km. There is also a consistent seasonal variation between satellite and

sonde data. Both indicate that the primary seasonal variation in mid-latitude ozone trends occurs

at altitudes between 10 and 20 km with a clear maximum over northern mid-latitudes during the

local winter-spring period and a much smaller seasonal cycle in the southern hemisphere.
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SECTION D

POLICYMAKERS SUMMARY OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL

PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) SPECIAL REPORT

ON AVIATION AND THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE

This summary, approved in detail at a joint session of IPCC Working Groups I and III (San Jos6,

Costa Rica • 12-14 April 1999), represents the formally agreed statement of the IPCC concerning

current understanding of aviation and the global atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report assesses the effects of aircraft on climate and atmospheric ozone and is the first

IPCC report for a specific industrial subsector. It was prepared by IPCC in collaboration with

the Scientific Assessment Panel to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone

Layer, in response to a request by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) I

because of the potential impact of aviation emissions. These are the predominant anthropogenic

emissions deposited directly into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.

Aviation has experienced rapid expansion as the world economy has grown. Passenger traffic

(expressed as revenue passenger-kilometers 2) has grown since 1960 at nearly 9% per year, 2.4

times the average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate. Freight traffic, approximately

80% of which is carried by passenger airplanes, has also grown over the same time period. The

rate of growth of passenger traffic has slowed to about 5% in 1997 as the industry is maturing.

Total aviation emissions have increased, because increased demand for air transport has

outpaced the reductions in specific emissions 3 from the continuing improvements in technology

and operational procedures. Passenger traffic, assuming unconstrained demand, is projected to

grow at rates in excess of GDP for the period assessed in this report.

The effects of current aviation and of a range of unconstrained growth projections for aviation

(which include passenger, freight, and military) are examined in this report, including the

possible effects of a fleet of second generation, commercial supersonic aircraft. The report also

describes current aircraft technology, operating procedures, and options for mitigating aviation's

future impact on the global atmosphere. The report does not consider the local environmental

effects of aircraft engine emissions or any of the indirect environmental effects of aviation

operations such as energy usage by ground transportation at airports.

ICAO is the UN specialized agency that has global responsibility for the establishment of standards, recommended practices,

and guidance on various aspects of international civil aviation, including environmental protection.

_-The revenue passenger-km is a measure of the traffic carried by commercial aviation: one revenue-paying passenger carded !
km.

3 Specific emissions are emissions per unit of traffic carded, for instance, per revenue passenger-kin.]
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2. HOW DO AIRCRAFT AFFECT CLIMATE AND OZONE?

Aircraft emit gases and particles directly into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere

where they have an impact on atmospheric composition. These gases and particles alter the

concentration of atmospheric greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide (C02), ozone (03),

and methane (CH4); trigger formation of condensation trails (contrails); and may increase

cirrus cloudiness--all of which contribute to climate change (see Box 1).

The principal emissions of aircraft include the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide and water vapor

(H20). Other major emissions are nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO/) (which together

are termed NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and soot. The total amount of aviation fuel burned, as well

as the total emissions of carbon dioxide, NOx, and water vapor by aircraft, are well known

relative to other parameters important to this assessment.

The climate impacts of the gases and particles emitted and formed as a result of aviation are

more difficult to quantify than the emissions; however, they can be compared to each other and

to climate effects from other sectors by using the concept of radiative forcing. 4 Because carbon

dioxide has a long atmospheric residence time (--100 years) and so becomes well mixed

throughout the atmosphere, the effects of its emissions from aircraft are indistinguishable from

the same quantity of carbon dioxide emitted by any other source. The other gases (e.g., NO_,

SO_, water vapor) and particles have shorter atmospheric residence times and remain

concentrated near flight routes, mainly in the northern mid-latitudes. These emissions can lead

to radiative forcing that is regionally located near the flight routes for some components (e.g.,

ozone and contrails) in contrast to emissions that are globally mixed (e.g., carbon dioxide and

methane).

The global mean climate change is reasonably well represented by the global average radiative

forcing, for example, when evaluating the contributions of aviation to the rise in globally

averaged temperature or sea level. However, because some of aviation's key contributions to

radiative forcing are located mainly in the northern mid-latitudes, the regional climate response

may differ from that derived from a global mean radiative forcing. The impact of aircraft on

regional climate could be important, but has not been assessed in this report.

Ozone is a greenhouse gas. It also shields the surface of the earth from harmful ultraviolet (UV)

radiation, and is a common air pollutant. Aircraft-emitted NO, participates in ozone chemistry.

Subsonic aircraft fly in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (at altitudes of about 9 to 13

km), whereas supersonic aircraft cruise several kiIometers higher (at about 17 to 20 km) in the

stratosphere. Ozone in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere is expected to increase in

response to NO_ increases and methane is expected to decrease. At higher altitudes, increases in

NO, lead to decreases in the stratospheric ozone layer. Ozone precursor (NOy) lifetimes in these

regions increase with altitude, hence perturbations to ozone by aircraft depend on the altitude of

NO_ injection and vary from regional in scale in the troposphere to global in scale in the

stratosphere.

Radiative forcing is a measure of the importance of a potential climate change mechanism. It expresses the perturbaiion or

change to the energy balance of the Earlh-atmosphere system in watts per square meter (Win2). Positive values of radiative

forcing imply a net warming, while negative values imply cooling.

Z
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Box 1. The Science of Climate Change

Some of the main conclusions of the Summary for Policymakers of Working Group I of the IPCC Second

Assessment Report, published in 1995, which concerns the effects of all anthropogenic emissions on climate change,

are the following:

• Increases in greenhouse gas concentrations since pre-industrial times (i.e., since about 1750) have led to a

positive radiative forcing of climate, tending to warm the surface of the Earth and produce other changes of
climate.

• The atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide (N20),

among others, have grown significantly: by about 30, 145, and 15% respectively (values for 1992). These
trends can be attributed largely to human activities, mostly fossil fuel use, land-use change, and agriculture.

• Many greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for a long time (for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide, many
decades to centuries). As a result of this, if carbon dioxide emissions were maintained at near current (1994)

levels, they would lead to a nearly constant rate of increase in atmospheric concentrations for at least two

centuries, reaching about 500 ppmv (approximately twice the pre-industrial concentration of 280 ppmv) by the
end of the 21 st century.

• Tropospheric aerosols resulting from combustion of fossil fuels, biomass burning, and other sources have led to

a negative radiative forcing, which, while focused in particular regions and subcontinental areas, can have
continental to hemispheric effects on climate patterns. In contrast to the long-lived greenhouse gases,

anthropogenic aerosols are very short-lived in the atmosphere; hence, their radiative forcing adjusts rapidly to
increases or decreases in emissions.

• Our ability from the observed climate record to quantify the human influence on global climate is currently
limited because the expected signal is still emerging from the noise of natural variability, and because there are

uncertainties in key factors. These include the magnitude and patterns of long-term natural variability and the

time-evolving pattern of forcing by, and response to, changes in concentrations of greenhouse gases and
aerosols, and land-surface changes. Nevertheless, the balance of evidence suggests that there is a discernible

human influence on global climate.

• The IPCC has developed a range of scenarios, IS92a-f, for future greenhouse gas and aerosol precursor

emissions based on assumptions concerning population and economic growth, land use, technological changes,

energy availability, and fuel mix during the period 1990 to 2100. Through understanding of the global carbon
cycle and of atmospheric chemistry, these emissions can be used to project atmospheric concentrations of

greenhouse gases and aerosols and the perturbation of natural radiative forcing. Climate models can then be

used to develop projections of future climate.

• Estimates of the rise in global average surface air temperature by 2100 relative to 1990 for the IS92 scenarios
range from 1 to 3.5°C. In all cases the average rate of warming would probably be greater than any seen in the

last 10,000 years. Regional temperature changes could differ substantially from the global mean and the actual
annual to decadal changes would include considerable natural variability. A general warming is expected to

lead to an increase in the occurrence of extremely hot days and a decrease in the occurrence of extremely cold

days.

• Average sea level is expected to rise as a result of thermal expansion of the oceans and melting of glaciers and
ice-sheets. Estimates of the sea level rise by 2100 relative to 1990 for the IS92 scenarios range from 15 to 95

cm.

• Warmer temperatures will lead to a more vigorous hydrological cycle; this translates into prospects for more
severe droughts and/or floods in some places and less severe droughts and/or floods in other places. Several
models indicate an increase in precipitation intensity, suggesting a possibility for more extreme rainfall events.

Water vapor, SOx (which form sulfate particles) and soot s play both direct and indirect roles in

climate change and ozone chemistry.

s Airborne sulfate particles and soot particles are both examples of aerosols. Aerosols are microscopic particles suspended in air.]
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3. HOW ARE AVIATION EMISSIONS PROJECTED TO GROW IN THE FUTURE?

Global passenger air travel, as measured in revenue passenger-km, is projected to grow by

about 5% per year between 1990 and 2015, whereas total aviation fuel use--including

passenger, freight, and military6----is projected to increase by 3% per year, over the same period,

the difference being due largely to improved aircraft efficiency. Projections beyond this time are

more uncertain so a range of future unconstrained emission scenarios is examined in this report

(see Table 1 and Figure 1). All of these scenarios assume that technological improvements

leading to reduced emissions per revenue passenger-km will continue in the future and that

optimal use of airspace availability (i.e., ideal air traffic management) is achieved by 2050. If

these improvements do not materialize then fuel use and emissions will be higher. It is further
assumed that the number of aircraft as well as the number of airports and associated

infrastructure will continue to grow and not limit the growth in demand for air travel, if the

infrastructure were not available, the growth of traffic reflected in these scenarios would not

materialize.
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Figure 1. Total aviation carbon dioxide emissions resulting from six different scenarios for aircraft fuel
use. Emissions are given in Gt C [or billion (iC) tonnes of carbon] per year. To convert Gt C to Gt CO2

multiply but 3.67. The scale on the righthand axis represents the percentage growth from 1900 to 2050.
Aircraft emissions of carbon dioxide represent 2.4% of total fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide in 1992
or 2% of total anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions. (Note: Fa2 has not been drawn because the
difference from scenario Fal would not be discernible on the figure.)

IPCC [1992] 7 developed a range of scenarios, IS92a-f, of future greenhouse gas and aerosol

precursor emissions based on assumptions concerning population and economic growth, land

use, technological changes, energy availability, and fuel mix during the period 1990 to 2100.

Scenario IS92a is a mid-range emissions scenario. Scenarios of future emissions are not

predictions of the future. They are inherently uncertainbecause they are based on different

assumptions about the future, and the longer the time horizon the more uncertain these scenarios

become. The aircraft emissions scenarios developed here used the economic growth and

The historical breakdown of aviation fuel burn for civil (passenger plus cargo) and military aviation was 64 and 36%,

respectively, in 1976, and 82 and 18%, respectively, in 1992. These are projected to change to 93 and 7%, respectively, in
2015, and to 97 and 3%, respectively, in 2050.

7 IPCC, 1992: Climate Change 1992: The Supplementary Report to the IPCC Scientific Assessment [Houghton, J.T., B.A.

Callander, and S.K.Varney (eds.)]. Cambridge University Pressl Cambridge, UK, 200 pp.



population assumptions found in the IS92 scenario range (see Table 1 and Figure 1). In the

following sections, scenario Fal is utilized to illustrate the possible effects of aircraft and is

called the reference scenario. Its assumptions are linked to those of IS92a. The other aircraft

emissions scenarios were built from a range of economic and population projections from

IS92a-e. These scenarios represent a range of plausible growth for aviation and provide a basis

Table 1: Summary of future global aircraft scenarios used in this report.

Avg. Traffic Avg. Annual Avg. Annual Avg. Annual

Growth Growth Rate Economic Population Ratio of

Scenario per year of Fuel Burn Growth Growth Traffic
Name (1990.2050) I (1990-2050) 2 Rate Rate 2050/1990

Ratio of

Fuel Burn

205011990 Notes

Fal 3.1% 1.7% 2.9% 1.4% 6.4
1990-2025 1990-2025

2.3% 0.7%
1990-2025 1990-2025

FalH 3.1% 1.7% 2.9% 1.4% 6.4
1990-2025 1990-2025

2.3% 0.7%
1990-2100 1990-2100

Fa2 3.1% 1.7% 2.9% 1.4% 6.4
1990-2025 1990-2025

2.3% 0.7%

1990-2100 1990-2100

Fcl 3.1% 1.7% 2.9% !.4% 6.4
1990-2025 1990-2025

2.3% 0.7%
1990-2100 1990-2100

Fe 1 3.1% 1.7% 2.9% 1.4% 6.4
1990-2025 1990-2025

2.3% 0.7%
1990-2100 1990-2100

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

Eab 4.0% 3.2% 10.7 6.6

Edh 4.7% 3.8% 15.5 9.4

Reference scenario developed by
ICAO Forecasting and Economic
Support Group (FESG); mid-range
economic growth from IPCC
[ 1992]; technology for both
improved fuel efficiency and NO,
reduction

Fal traffic and technology scenario
with a fleet of supersonic aircraft
replacing some of the subsonic
fleet

Fal traffic scenario; technology
with greater emphasis on NO,
reduction, but slightly smaller fuel
efficiency improvement

FESG low-growth scenario
technology as for Fal scenario

FESG high-growth scenario
technology as for Fal scenario

Traffic-growth scenario based on
IS92a developed by Environmental
Defense Fund (EDF); technology

for very low NO, assumed

High traffic-growth EDF scenario;
Technology for very low NO,
assumed

_Traffic measured in terms of revenue passenger-km.
: All aviation (passenger, freight, and military).

for sensitivity analysis for climate modeling. However, the high growth scenario Edh is believed

to be less plausible and the low growth scenario Fc 1 is likely to be exceeded given the present

state of the industry and planned developments.
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4. WHAT ARE THE CURRENT AND FUTURE IMPACTS OF SUBSONIC AVIATION
ON RADIATIVE FORCING AND UV RADIATION?

The summary of radiative effects resulting from aircraft engine emissions is given in Figures 2

and 3. As shown in Figure 2, the uncertainty associated with several of these effects is large.

4.1. Carbon Dioxide

Emissions of carbon dioxide by aircraft were 0.14 Gt C/year in 1992. This is about 2% of totai

anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions in 1992 or about 13% of carbon dioxide emissions from

all transportation sources. The range of scenarios considered here projects that aircraft

emissions of carbon dioxide will continue to grow and by 2050 will be 0.23 to 1.45 Gt C/year. _

For the reference scenario (Fal) this emission increases 3-foMby2050 to 0.40 Gt C/year, or 3%

of the projected total anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions relative to the mid-range IPCC

emission scenario (IS92a). For the range of scenarios, the range of increase in carbon dioxide

emissions to 2050 would be 1.6 to 10 times the value in 1992.

Concentrations of and radiative forcing from carbon dioxide today are those resulting from

emissions during the last 100 years or so. The carbon dioxide concentration attributable to

aviation in the 1992 atmosphere is 1 ppmv, a little more than 1% of the total anthropogenic

increase. This percentage is lower than the percentage for emissions (2%) because the emissions

occurred only in the last 50 years. For the range of scenarios in Figure 1, the accumulation of

atmospheric carbon dioxide due to aircraft over the next 50 years is projected to increase to 5 to

13 ppmv. For the reference scenario (Fal) this is 4% of that from all human activities assuming

the mid-range iPCC scenario (IS92a).

4.2. Ozone

The NO x emissions from subsonic aircraft in 1992 are estimated to have increased ozone

concentrations at cruise altitudes in northern mid-latitudes by up to 6%, compared to an

atmosphere without aircraft emissions. This ozone increase is projected to rise to about 13% by

2050 in the reference scenario (Fal). The impact on ozone concentrations in other regions of

the world is substantially less. These increases will, on average, tend to warm the surface of the
Earth.

Aircraft emissions of NOx are more effective at producing ozone in the upper troposphere than

an equivalent amount of emission at the surface. Also increases in ozone in the upper

troposphere are more effective at increasing radiative forcing than increases at lower altitudes.

Due to these increases the calculated total ozone column in northern mid-latitudes is projected to

grow by approximately 0.4 and 1.2% in 1992 and 2050, respectively. However, aircraft sulfur

and water emissions in the stratosphere tend to deplete ozone, partially offsetting the NOx-

induced ozone increases. The degree to which this occurs is, as yet, unquantified. Therefore, the

impact of subsonic aircraft emissions on stratospheric ozone requires further evalua!ion. The

largest increases in ozone concentration due to aircraft emissions are calculated to occur near the

tropopause where natural variability is high. Such changes are not apparent from observations at

this time.
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4.3. Methane

In addition to increasing tropospheric ozone concentrations, aircraft NOx emissions are expected

to decrease the concentration of methane, which is also a greenhouse gas. These reductions in

methane tend to coot the surface of the Earth. The methane concentration in 1992 is estimated

here to be about 2% less than that in an atmosphere without aircraft. This aircraft-induced
reduction of methane concentration is much smaller than the observed overall 2.5-fold increase

since pre-industrial times. Uncertainties in the sources and sinks of methane preclude testing the

impact of aviation on methane concentrations with atmospheric observations. In the reference

scenario (Fal) methanewould be about 5% less than that calculated for a 2050 atmosphere

without aircraft.

Changes in tropospheric ozone are mainly in the Northern Hemisphere, while those of methane

are global in extent so that, even though the global average radiative forcings are of similar

magnitude and opposite in sign, the latitudinal structure of the forcing is different so that the net

regional radiative effects do not cancel.

4.4. Water Vapor

Most subsonic aircraft water vapor emissions are released in the troposphere where they are

rapidly removed by precipitation within I to 2 weeks. A smaller fraction of water vapor

emissions is released in the lower stratosphere where it can build up to larger concentrations.

Because water vapor is a greenhouse gas, these increases tend to warm the Earth's surface,

though for subsonic aircraft this effect is smaller than those of other aircraft emissions such as

carbon dioxide and NOx.

4.5. Contrails

In 1992, aircraft line-shaped contrails are estimated to cover about O.1% of the Earth's surface

on an annually averaged basis with larger regional values. Contrails tend to warm the Earth's

surface, similar to thin high clouds. The contrail cover is projected to grow to 0.5% by 2050 in

the reference scenario (Fal), at a rate which is faster than the rate of growth in aviation fuel

consumption. This faster growth in contrail cover is expected because air traffic will increase

mainly in the upper troposphere where contrails form preferentially, and may also occur as a

result of improvements in aircraft fuel efficiency. Contrails are triggered from the water vapor

emitted by aircraft and their optical properties depend on the particles emitted or formed in the

aircraft plume and on the ambient atmospheric conditions. The radiative effect of contrails

depends on their optical properties and global cover, both of which are uncertain. Contrails have

been observed as line-shaped clouds by satellites over heavy air traffic areas and covered on

average about 0.5% of the area over Central Europe in 1996 and 1997.

4.6. Cirrus Clouds

Extensive cirrus clouds have been observed to develop after the formation of persistent contrails.

Increases in cirrus cloud cover (beyond those identified as line-shaped contrails) are found to be

positively correlated with aircraft emissions in a limited number of studies. About 30% of the
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Earth is coveredwith cirruscloud. On average an increase in cirrus cloud cover tends to warm

the surface of the Earth. An estimate for aircraft-induced cirrus cover for the late 1990s ranges

from 0 to 0.2% of the surface of the Earth. For the Fal scenario, this may possibly increase by a

factor of 4 (0 to 0.8%) by 2050; however, the mechanisms associated with increases in cirrus

cover are not well understood and need further investigation.

4.7. Sulfate and Soot Aerosols

The aerosol mass concentrations in 1992 resulting from aircraft are small relative to those

caused by surface sources. Although aerosol accumulation will grow with aviation fuel use,

aerosol mass concentrations from aircraft in 2050 are projected to remain small compared to

surface sources. Increases in soot tend to warm while increases in sulfate tend to cool the Earth's

surface. The direct radiative forcing of sulfate and soot aerosols from aircraft is small compared

to those of other aircraft emissions. Because aerosols influence the formation of clouds, the

accumulation of aerosols from aircraft may play a role in enhanced cloud formation and change

the radiative properties of clouds.

4.8. What are the Overall Climate Effects of Subsonic Aircraft?

The climate impacts of different anthropogenic emissions can be compared using the concept of

radiative forcing. The best estimate of the radiative forcing in 1992 by aircraft is 0.05 Wm 2 or

about 3.5% of the total radiative forcing by all anthropogenic activities. For the reference

scenario (Fal), the radiative forcing by aircraft in 2050 is O. 19 Wm 2 or 5% of the radiative

forcing in the mid-range IS92a scenario (3.8 times the value in 1992). According to the range of

scenarios considered here, the forcing is projected to grow to 0.13 to 0.56 Wm 2 in 2050, which

is a factor of 1.5 less to a factor of 3 greater than that for Fal and from 2.6 to 11 times the value
in 1992. These estimates of forcing combine the effects from changes in concentrations of

carbon dioxide, ozone, methane, water vapor, line-shaped contrails, and aerosols, but do not

include possible changes in cirrus clouds.

Globally averaged values of the radiative forcing from different components in 1992 and in 2050

under the reference scenario (Fal) are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 indicates the best estimates of

the forcing for each component and the two-thirds uncertainty range. The derivation of these

uncertainty ranges involves expert scientific judgment and may also include objective statistical

models. The uncertainty range in the radiative forcing stated here combines the uncertainty in

calculating the atmospheric change to greenhouse gases and aerosols with that of calculating

radiative forcing. For additional cirrus clouds, only a range for the best estimate is given; this is

not included in the total radiative forcing.

The state of scientific understanding is evaluated for each component. This is not the same as

the confidence level expressed in previous IPCC documents. This evaluation is separate from

the uncertainty range and is a relative appraisal of the scientific understanding for each

component. The evaluation is based on the amount of evidence available to support the best

estimate and its uncertainty, the degree of c0nsensus in the scientific literature, and the scope of

the analysis. The total radiative forcing under each of the six scenarios for the growth of aviation

is shown in Figure 3 for the period 1990 to 2050.
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Figure 2. Estimates of the globally and annually averaged radiative forcing (Wm 2) (see Footnote 4) from

subsonic aircraft emissions in 1992 (2a) and in 2050 for scenario Fal (2b). The scale in Figure 2b is

greater than the scale in 2a by about a factor of 4. The bars indicate the best estimate of forcing while

the line associated with each bar is a two-thirds uncertainty range developed using the best knowledge

and tools available at the present time. (The two-thirds uncertainty range means that there is a 67%

probability that the true value falls within this range.) The available information on cirrus clouds in

insufficient to determine either a best estimate or an uncertainty range; the dashed line indicates a range

of possible best estimates. The estimate for total forcing does not include the effect of changes in cirrus

cloudiness• The uncertainty estimate for the total radiative forcing (without additional cirrus) is calculated

as the square root of the sums of the squares of the upper and lower ranges for the individual

components. The evaluation below the graph ("good," "fair," "poor," "very poor") are a relative appraisal

associated with each component and indicates the level of scientific understanding. It is based on the

amount of evidence available to support the best estimate and its uncertainty, the degree of consensus in

the scientific literature, and the scope of the analysis. This evaluation is separate from the evaluation of

uncertainty range represented by the lines associated with each bar. This method of presentation is

different and more meaningful than the confidence level presented in similar graphs from Climate Change

1995: The Science of Climate Change.

The total radiative forcing due to aviation (without forcing from additional cirrus) is likely to lie

within the range from 0.01 to 0.1 Wm 2 in 1992, with the largest uncertainties coming from

contrails and methane. Hence the total radiative forcing may be about 2 times larger or 5 times

smaller than the best estimate. For any scenario at 2050, the uncertainty range of radiative

forcing is slightly larger than for 1992, but the largest variations of projected radiative forcing

come from the range of scenarios.

Over the period from 1992 to 2050, the overall radiative forcing by aircraft (excluding that from

changes in cirrus clouds) for all scenarios in this report is a factor of 2 to 4 larger than the forcing

by aircraft carbon dioxide alone. The overall radiative forcing for the sum of all human activities

is estimated to be at most a factor of 1.5 larger than that of carbon dioxide alone.
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Figure 3. Estimates of the globally and annually averaged total radiative forcing (without cirrus clouds)
associated with aviation emissions under each of six scenarios for the growth of aviation over the time
period t990 to 2050. (Fa2 has not been drawn because the difference from scenario Fal would not be
discernible on the figure.)

The emissions of NOx cause Changes in_rnethane and ozone, with influence on radiative forcing

estimated to be of similar magnitude but of opposite sign. However, as noted above, the

geographical distribution of the aircraft ozone forcing is far more regional than that of the

aircraft methane forcing.

The effect of aircraft on climate is superimposed on that caused by other anthropogenic

emissions of greenhouse gases and particles, and on the background natural variability. The

radiative forcing from aviation is about 3.5% of the total radiative forcing in 1992. It has not

been possible to separate the influence on global climate change of aviation (or any other sector

with similar radiative forcing) from all other anthropogenic activities. Aircraft contribute to

global change approximately in proportion to their contribution to radiative forcing.

4.9. What are the Overall Effects of Subsonic Aircraft on UV-B?

Ozone, most of which resides in the stratosphere, provides a shield against solar ultraviolet

radiation. The erythemal dose rate, defined as UV irradiance weighted according to how

effectively it causes suunburn, is estimatedto be decreased by aircraft in 1992_by aboutO.5% at

45°N in July. For comparison, the calculated increase in the erythemal dose rate due to

observed ozone depletion is about 4% over the period 1970 to 1992 at 45°N in July.SThe net

effect of subsonic aircraft appears to be an increase in column- ozone and a decrease in Uv

radiation, which is mainly due to aircraft NO, emissions. Much smaller changes in UV radiation
are associated with aircraft contrails, aerosols, and induced cloudiness. In the Southern

Hemisphere, the calculated effects of aircraft emission on the erythemal dose rate are about a

factor of 4 lower than for the Northern Hemisphere.

This value is based on satellite observations and model calculations. See Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 1998,

WMO Global Ozone Research and Monitoring Project- Report No. 44, 1999.
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For the reference scenario (Fal), the change in erythemal dose rate at 45°N in July in 2050

compared to a simulation with no aircraft is -1.3% (with a two-thirds uncertainty range9 from -

0.7 to -2.6%). For comparison, the calculated change in the erythemal dose rate due to changes

in the concentrations of trace species, other than those from aircraft, between 1970 to 2050 at

45°N is about -3%, a decrease that is the net result of two opposing effects: (1) the incomplete

recovery of stratospheric ozone to 1970 levels because of the persistence of long-lived halogen-

containing compounds, and (2) increases in projected surface emissions of shorter lived

pollutants that produce ozone in the troposphere.

5. WHAT ARE THE CURRENT AND FUTURE IMPACTS OF SUPERSONIC

AVIATION ON RADIATIVE FORCING AND UV RADIATION?

One possibility for the future is the development of a fleet of second generation supersonic, high
speed civil transport (HscT) aircraft, although there is considerable uncertainty whether any

such fleet will be developed. These supersonic aircraft are projected to cruise at an altitude of

about 19 km, about 8 km higher than subsonic aircraft, and to emit carbon dioxide, water vapor,

NO_, SO_, and soot into the stratosphere. NOx, water vapor, and SOx from supersonic aircraft

emissions all contribute to changes in stratospheric ozone. The radiative forcing of civil

supersonic aircraft is estimated to be about a factor of 5 larger than that of the displaced subsonic

aircraft in the FalH scenario. The calculated radiative forcing of supersonic aircraft depends on

the treatment of water vapor and ozone in models. This effect is difficult to simulate in current

models and so is highly uncertain.

Scenario FalH considers the addition of a fleet of civil supersonic aircraft that was assumed to

begin operation in the year 2015 and grow to a maximum of 1,000 aircraft by the year 2040. For

reference, the civil subsonic fleet at the end of the year 1997 contained approximately 12,000

aircraft. In this scenario, the. aircraft are designed tO Cruis e at Mach 2.4, and new technologies

are assumed that maintain emissions of 5 g NO2 per kg fuel (lower than today's civil supersonic

aircraft which has emissions of about 22 g NO2 per kg fuel). These supersonic aircraft are

assumed to replace part of the subsonic fleet (11%, in terms of emissions in scenario Fal).

Supersonic aircraft consume more than twice the fuel per passenger-km compared to subsonic

aircraft. By the year 2050, the combined fleet (scenario FalH) is projected to add a further 0.08

Wm 2 (42%) to the 0.19 Wm 2 radiative forcing from scenario Fal (see Figure 4). Most of this

additional forcing is due to accumulation of stratospheric water vapor.

The effect of introducing a civil supersonic fleet to form the combined fleet (FalH) is also to

reduce stratospheric ozone and increase erythemal dose rate. The maximum calculated effect is

at 45°N where, in July, the ozone column change in 2050 from the combined subsonic and

supersonic fleet relative to no aircraft is -0.4%. The effect on the ozone column of the

supersonic component by itself is -1.3% while the subsonic component is +0.9%.

The combined fleet would change the erythemal dose rate at 45_N in July by +0.3% compared to

the 2050 atmosphere without aircraft. The two-thirds uncertainty range for the combined fleet is

-1.7% to +3.3%. This may be compared to the projected change of -1.3% for Fal. Flying

The two-thirds uncertainty range means that there is a 67% probability that the true value falls within this range.
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higher leads to larger ozone column decreases, while flying lower leads to smaller ozone column

decreases and may even result in an ozone column increase for flight in the lowermost

stratosphere. In addition, emissions from supersonic aircraft in the Northern Hemisphere

stratosphere may be transported to the Southern Hemisphere where they cause ozone depletion.
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Figure 4. Estimates of the globally and annually averaged radiative forcing from a combined fleet of_
subsonic and supersonic aircraft (in Wm2) due to changes in greenhouse gases, aerosols, and contrails
in 2050 under the scenarios FalH. In this scenario, the supersonic airct:aft are assumed-to replace part
of the subsonic fleet (11%, in terms of emissions in scenario Fal). The bars indicate the best estimate of
forcing while the line associated with each is a two-thirds uncertainty range developed using the best
knowledge and tools available at the present time. (The two-thirds uncertainty range means that there is
a 67% probability that the true value falls within this range.) The available information on cirrus clouds is
insufficient to determine either a best estimate or an uncertainty range; the dashed line indicates a range
of possible best estimatesl The estimaie fol: iot-._lforcing does noi inciudeihe -effec-t-b]=changes in cirrus
cloudiness. The uncertainty estimate for the total radiative forcing (without additional cirrus) is calculated
as the square root of the sums of the squares of the upper and lower ranges. The level of scientific
understanding for the supersonic components are carbon dioxide, "good;" ozone, =poor;" and water vapor,
=poor." .....

6. WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS TO REDUCE EMISSIONS AND IMPACTS?

There is a range of options to reduce the impact of aviation emissions, including changes in

aircraft and engine technology, fuel, operational practices, and regulatory and economic

measures. These could be implemented either singly or in combination by the public and�or

private sector. Substantial aircraft and engine technology advances and the air traffic

management improvements described in this report are already incorporated in the aircraft

emissions scenarios used for climate change calculations. Other operational measures, which

have the potential to reduce emissions, and alternative fuels were not assumed/n the scenarios.

Further technology advances have the potential to provide additional fuel and emissions

reductions. In practice, some of the improvements are expected to take place for commercial

reasons. The timing and scope of regulatory, economic, and other options may affect the

introduction of improvements and may affect demand for air transport. Mitigation options for

water vapor and cloudiness have not been fully addressed.
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Safety of operation, operational and environmental performance, and costs are dominant

considerations for the aviation industry when assessing any new aircraft purchase or potential

engineering or operational changes. The typical life expectancy of an aircraft is 25 to 35 years.

These factors have to be taken into account when assessing the rate at which technology

advances and policy options related to technology can reduce aviation emissions.

6.1. Aircraft and Engine Technology Options

Technology advances have substantially reduced most emissions per passenger-km. However,

there is potential for further improvements. Any technological change may involve a balance

among a range of environmental impacts.

Subsonic aircraft being produced today are about 70% more fuel-efficient per passenger-km than

40 years ago. The majority of this gain has been achieved through engine improvements and the

remainder from airframe design improvement. A 20% improvement in fuel efficiency is

projected by 2015 and a 40 to 50% improvement by 2050 relative to aircraft produced today.

The 2050 scenarios developed for this report already incorporate these fuel efficiency gains

when estimating fuel use and emissions. Engine efficiency improvements reduce the specific

fuel consumption and most types of emissions; however, contrails may increase and without

advances in combuster technology NO, emissions may also increase.

Future engine and airframe design involves a complex decision-making process and a balance of

considerations among many factors (e.g., carbon dioxide emissions, NOx emissions at ground

level, NO, emissions at altitude, water vapor emissions, contrail/cirrus production, and noise).

These aspects have not been adequately characterized or quantified in this report.

Internationally, substantial research programs are in progress, with goals to reduce Landing and

Take-off cycle (LTO) emissions of NOx by up to 70% from today's regulatory standards, while

also improving engine fuel consumption by 8 to 10%, over the most recently produced engines,

by about 2010. Reduction of NOx emissions would also be achieved at cruise altitude, though

not necessarily by the same proportion as for Landing and Take-off. Assuming that the goals

can be achieved, the transfer of this technology to significant numbers of newly produced aircraft

will take longer--typically a decade. Research programs addressing NOx emissions from

supersonic aircraft are also in progress.

6.2. Fuel Options

There would not appear to be any practical alternatives to kerosene-based fuels for commercial

jet aircraft for the next several decades. Reducing sulfur content of kerosene will reduce SO_

emissions and sulfate particle formation.

Jet aircraft require fuel with a high energy density, especially for long-haul flights. Other fuel

options, such as hydrogen, may be viable in the long term, but would require new aircraft

designs and new infrastructure for supply. Hydrogen fuel would eliminate emissions of carbon

dioxide from aircraft, but would increase those of water vapor. The overall environmental
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impactsandtheenvironmentalsustainabilityof theproductionanduseof hydrogenor anyother
alternativefuelshavenotbeendetermined.

The formation of sulfateparticlesfrom aircraft emissions,which dependson engineandplume
characteristics,is reducedas fuel sulfur contentdecreases.While technologyexists to remove
virtually all sulfur from fuel, its removalresultsin areductionin lubricity.

6.3. Operational Options

Improvements in air traffic management (ATM) and other operational procedures could reduce

aviation fuel burn by between 8 and 18%. The large majori_ (6 to 12%) of these reductions

comes from ATM improvements which it is anticipated will be fully implemented in the next 20

years. All engine emissions will be reduced as a consequence. In all aviation emission

scenarios considered in this report the reductions from ATM improvements have already been

taken into account. The rate of introduction of improved ATM will depend on the

implementation of the essential institutional arrangementsat an international level.

Air traffic management systems are used for the guidance, separation, coordination, and control

of aircraft movements. Existing national and international air traffic management systems have

limitations which result, for example, in holding (aircraft flying in a fixed pattern waiting for

permission to land), inefficient routings, and sub-optimal flight profiles. These limitations result

in excess fuel burn and consequently excess emissions.

........ z.

For the current aircraft fleet and operations, addressing the above mentioned limitations in air

traffic management systems could reduce fuel burned in the range of 6 to 12%. It is anticipated

that the improvement needed for these fuel burn reductions will be fully implemented in the next

20 years, provided that the necessary institutional and regulatory arrangements have been put in

place in time. The scenarios developed in this report assume the timely implementation of these

ATM improvements, when estimating fuel use.

Other operational measures to reduce the amount of fuel burned per passenger-km include

increasing load factors (carrying more passengers or freight on a given aircraft), eliminating non-

essential weight, optimizing aircraft speed, limiting the use of auxiliary power (e.g., for heating,

ventilation), and reducing taxiing. The potential improvements in these operational measures

could reduce fuel burned, and emissions, in the range 2 to 6%.

Improved operational efficiency may result in attracting additional air traffic, although no studies

providing evidence on the existence of this effect have been identified.

6.4. Regulatory, Economic, and Other Options

Although improvements in aircraft and engine technology and in the efficiency of the air traffic

system will bring environmental benefits, these will not fully offset the effects of the increased

emissions resulting from the projected growth in aviation. Policy options to reduce emissions

further include more stringent aircraft engine emissions regulations, removal of subsidies and

incentives that have negative environmental consequences, market-based options such as
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environmental levies (charges and taxes) and emissions trading, voluntary agreements, research

programs, and substitution of aviation by rail and coach. Most of these options would lead to

increased airline costs and fares. Some of these approaches have not been fully investigated or
tested in aviation and their outcomes are uncertain.

Engine emissions certification is a means for reducing specific emissions. The aviation

authorities currently use this approach to regulate emissions for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,

NOx, and smoke. The International Civil Aviation Organization has begun work to assess the

need for standards for aircraft emissions at cruise altitude to complement existing Landing and

Take-off standards for NO_ and other emissions.

Market-based options, such as environmental levies (charges and taxes) and emissions trading,

have the potential to encourage technological innovation and to improve efficiency, and may

reduce demand for air travel. Many of these approaches have not been fully investigated or
tested in aviation and their outcomes are uncertain.

Environmental levies (charges and taxes) could be a means for reducing growth of aircraft

emissions by further stimulating the development and use of more efficient aircraft and by

reducing growth in demand for aviation transportation. Studies show that to be environmentally

effective, levies would need to be addressed in an international framework.

Another approach that could be considered for mitigating aviation emissions is emissions

trading, a market-based approach which enables participants to cooperatively minimize the costs

of reducing emissions. Emissions trading has not been tested in aviation though it has been used

for sulfur dioxide (SOz) in the United States of America and is possible for ozone-depleting

substances in the Montreal Protocol. This approach is one of the provisions of the Kyoto

Protocol where it applies to Annex B Parties.

Voluntary agreements are also currently being explored as a means of achieving reductions in

emissions from the aviation sector. Such agreements have been used in other sectors to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions or to enhance sinks.

Measures that can also be considered are removal of subsidies or incentives, which would have

negative environmental consequences, and research programs.

Substitution by rail and coach could result in the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions per

passenger-km. The scope for this reduction is limited to high density, short haul routes, which

could have coach or rail links. Estimates show that up to 10% of the travelers-in Europe could be

transferred from aircraft to high-speed trains. Further analysis, including trade-offs between a

wide range of environmental effects (elg., noise exposure, local air quality, and global

atmospheric effects) is needed to explore the potential of substitution.
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7. ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

This report has assessed the potential climate and ozone changes due to aircraft to the year 2050

under different scenarios. It recognizes that the effects of some types of aircraft emissions are

well understood. It also reveals that the effects of others are not, because of the many scientific

uncertainties. There has been a steady improvement in characterizing the potential impacts of

human activities, including the effects of aviation on the global atmosphere. The report has also

examined technological advances, infrastructure improvements, and regulatory or market-based

measures to reduce aviation emissions. Further work is required to reduce scientific and other

uncertainties, to understand better the options for reducing emissions, to better inform

decisionmakers, and to improve the understanding of the social and economic issues associated

with the demand for air transport.

There are a number of key areas of scientific uncertainty that limit our ability to project aviation

impacts on climate and ozone:

• The influence of contrails and aerosols on cirrus clouds

• The role of NOx in changing ozone and methane concentrations

• The ability of aerosols to alter chemical processes

• The transport of atmospheric gases and particles in the upper troposphere/lower

stratosphere

• The climate response to regional forcings and stratospheric perturbations.

There are a number of key socio-economic and technological issues that need greater definition,

including inter alia the following:

• Characterization of demand for commercial aviation services, including airport and airway

infrastructure constraints and associated technological change

Methods to assess external costs and the environmental benefits of regulatory and market-

based options

Assessment of the macroeconomic effects of emission reductions in the aviation industry

that might result from mitigation measures

Technological capabilities........... and operational practices to reduce emissions leading to the
formation of contrails and increased cloudiness

The understanding of the economic and environmental effects of meeting potential

stabilization scenarios (for atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases), including

measures to reduce emissions from aviation and also including such issues as the relative

environmental impacts of different transportation modes.
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SECTION E

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF HIGH-SPEED

AIRCRAFT IN THE STRATOSPHERE: 1998

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

This report assesses the potential atmospheric impacts of a proposed hypothetical fleet of high

speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft. Civil supersonic transport aircraft were first developed in

the 1970s, but, due to economic and environmental concerns, the number of commercial

supersonic aircraft in regular service has been small (fewer than 20 aircraft). Recent developments

in aviation technology and passenger demand, however, indicate that a substantially larger fleet of

HSCTs may be environmentally and economically feasible in the next few decades. During the

1990s, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the aerospace industry

have embarked on a technology research and development program, the High-Speed Research

Program, to facilitate technology development and help make widespread supersonic travel

possible. The purpose of this report is to assess the effects of HSCTs on atmospheric composition

and climate in order to provide a scientific basis for making technical, commercial, and

environmental policy decisions regarding the HSCT fleet.

The work summarized here was carried out as part of NASA's Atmospheric Effects of Aviation

Project (AEAP) (a component of the High-Speed Research Program) as well as other NASA,

United States, and international research programs. Impacts of supersonic aircraft have been

assessed previously in 1975 by the Climate Impact Assessment Program and by NASA in 1993

and 1995. Here we describe progress in understanding atmospheric processes and the current state

of understanding of the atmospheric effects of HSCTs. The principal focus is on change in

stratospheric ozone concentrations. The impact on climate change is also a concern. We delineate

the principal uncertainties in atmospheric predictions and estimate the associated errors in predicted

effects of HSCTs. The findings represent a broad consensus of the atmospheric research

community, comprising the authors, contributors, and reviewers.

A. What are the emissions of greatest concern for the HSCT aircraft
fleet?

The HSCT emissions of primary concern for stratospheric ozone and climate are oxides of

nitrogen (NOx), water (H20), and aerosol particles and particle precursor gases.

NOx

Nitrogen oxides participate in a wide range of chemical processes that affect ozone. (a) The

principal loss process for ozone in the middle and upper stratosphere involves NO, radicals, and

thus, exhaust that is transported to these regions will reduce ozone. The transport of NO, from
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HSCTs to altitudesabove22 km andaccumulationat thesealtitudesis a critical questionfor the
assessment.(b) In the lower stratosphere,NO, radicalsmoderateozonelossdueto otherradical
species(hydrogenoxides(HO,), chlorineoxides(CIO,),bromineoxides(BrO,)); thusadditionof
NOx from HCST exhaustcaneitherincreaseor decreaseozonein this regiondependingon the
relativebalanceamongtheradicals. (c)In thepolarwinter stratosphere,nitrogenoxidesparticipate
in formationof polarstratosphericclouds(PSCs),which leadto largeseasonalozoneloss in these
regions,e.g.,theAntarcticozone"hole." Theneteffectof increasingNOxdependson interactions
betweentransport,heterogeneouschemistry,homogeneouschemistry,andthecompositionof the
unperturbedatmosphere.

.W=ATE=R .............. =: : ............ _ ...... _ = : :

HSCT emissions could increase lower stratospheric water vapor by about 0.5 parts per million by

volume (ppmv) (10 to 15% for a fleet of 500 aircraft) affecting climate, aerosol processes, and

rates for chemical reactions. Warming of the lower atmosphere a_s a result of incre_ed

stratospheric water is predicted to be the main climatic effect of HSCTs, although the magnitude of

this effect is not well determined at this time. The composition and growth of aerosol particles,

including PSCs, is influenced because increased water vapor raises the condensation temperature.
Increased water also increases the reactivity of aerosol toward gases, such as hydrogen chloride

(HC1) and chlorine nitrate (CIONO2), thus influencing the relative concentrations of radical species.

Since water is the source of HO, radicals, increased water leads directly to higher concentrations of

HO,. Model calculations suggest that the associated increase in HO, is as important as changing

NO, for enhancing ozone loss.

AEROSOL PARTICLES : : ..... ::::: :

Repeated obs_ervati0ns since 1994 consistent!y sho w that a large number of ultrafine (<20 nm

diameter) aerosol particles exist in je[ engine exhaust plumes, and that particle production increases

as the sulfur content of fuel increases. Emission of small particles and sulfur dioxide (SO 2) can

potentially increase aerosol surface area throughout the stratosphere which suppresses NO, and

enhances ozone loss by C10, and HO,. Proposed mechanisms for small particle formation are still

controversial, and the effects on particle abundance throughout the stratosphere are uncertain, but

atmospheric ozone is definitely sensitive to changing aerosol conditions.

B. What factors determine the impact of HSCTs on stratospheric ozone?

The impacts of HSCTs depend on:
=£ :17 77Z: 7: ..... z..... _ ::

• The quantity of exhaust deposited (water, NO,, particle mass and surface area) and its location

in altitude and latitude;

Atmospheric transport, especially the eventual accumulation of exhaust products in various

parts of the stratosphere. The integration of changes in chemical rates for ozone loss and

transport of ozone produces the perturbed ozone distribution;
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• Microphysics (formation, growth, coagulation,and settling) of aerosol particles in the
atmosphere;

• Chemical reactions of the exhaust products with aerosols, atmospheric radicals, and ozone; and

• The background state (meteorology and composition) of the future atmosphere onto which the

HSCT perturbation is superimposed.

The linkage between transport, chemistry, aerosol microphysics, and the atmospheric background

makes predicting ozone change due to HSCT emissions challenging.

C. What major progress has been accomplished since the previous
HSCT assessment?

Great progress has been made in ozone assessment science since the previous HSCT assessment.

Progress is led by new atmospheric observations and numerical model development. Observations

pave the way for improved understanding and simulation of transport, chemistry, and emission

processes. Models have been developed which are more soundly based in physical principles with

fewer restrictive assumptions.

TRANSPORT DIAGNOSIS

Observations of chemical tracers, studies using analyzed meteorological fields and idealized

models, and advances in theory have improved understanding and quantification of several key

components of transport necessary to predicting the distribution of HSCT exhaust. In situ

measurements of chemical tracers have been obtained within the previously data-sparse tropics.

These observations permit quantitative diagnosis of key pathways for dispersal of HSCT exhaust

into the upper stratosphere where chemical sensitivity to NO X is high. Measurements of carbon

dioxide (CO2), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and hydrogen fluoride (HF) over a range of latitude and

altitude have enabled mean ages of air in the stratosphere to be determined. Age of air is a directly

measured diagnostic related to stratospheric residence time and hence to the potential accumulation

of HSCT exhaust in the stratosphere. The quantitative analysis of tropical transport and mean age

provide stringent new tests of transport within numerical models. Comparison between

observations and models is essential for assessing the uncertainty in the ozone perturbation and in

developing more accurate models.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Three-dimensional (3-D) atmospheric models have been applied to the HSCT assessment for the

first time. Three-dimensional models incorporate a more physically realistic representation of the

atmosphere than two-dimensional (2-D) models. The modular design of the Global Modeling

Initiative 3-D model has made it possible to test the different components of the model (e.g., the

numerical transport algorithm and the source of the wind and temperature fields). Objective criteria

for performance with respect to data have been applied. Thus, we discern differences among

models in their response to the HSCT perturbation and begin to weigh their results. A major

model-measurement comparison and model intercomparison (M&M II) has been conducted, and all
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models in this assessmenthave beentestedin comparisonto a standardset of performance
benchmarks. Also, the 2-D modelshave incorporatedmore completeprocessrepresentations
includingthosefor aircraftaerosolexhaust,PSCs,heterogeneousreactionrates,andwave-driven
mixing. Thesemodeldevelopmentsgiveus moreconfidencein our physicalrepresentationof the
stratosphericsystem.

CHEMISTRY

Improved confidence in chemistry has come about largely through observational data on chemicals

not previously measured and more accurate data over a more comprehensive range of conditions,

including the first in summer polar regions. Observations of key species and new laboratory

measurements, placed in a diagnostic model framework, show good accuracy in partitioning

components of reactive nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen in the models. This establishes

confidence that we are not missing significant reactions or unknown species that would alter the

calculated response of the chemical system to the HSCT perturbation.

EMISSIONS .............. - ._ ..........

The most important progress on emissions comes in confirming the importance of near-field

production of small sulfate aerosol particles by HSCTs. New direct measurements for existing
aircraft show formation of volatile ultra-fine aerosol particles in exhaust plumes from all aircraft

sampled. In-flight measurements indicate that the number of particles is dependent on fuel sulfur

content, while _titude chambermeasurements show that sulfur emissions at the engine exit plane

are primarily SO 2. These observations support earlier inferences of a composition-of sulfuric acid

(H2SO4)/H20 for the volatile particles detected in the plume. Soot emissions from current air c_raft

engines are roughly two orders of magnitude lower in particle number density than volatile

aerosols, and soot from HSCTs is expected to have a negligible effect on ozone and climate.

Measurements of gaseous constituents, including HO x and NO_, emitted from current aircraft are

consistent with expected emissions and plume models of gas-phase chemistry and dispersion.

This reduces our uncertainty in applying current knowledge of emissions to the proposed future

fleet.

D. What are the predicted impacts of the HSCT fleet on stratospheric

ozone and climate?

Predictions of the impact of the future HSCT fleet have been calculated using a set of numerical

models of chemistry and transport. Model calculations have been performed for a variety of

scenarios to test a range of HSCT design parameters and atmospheric variations.

Based on a combination of model calculations and expert judgement, the est_ima_ted column ozone

change in the Northern Hemisphere is -0.4% for a fleet of 500 HSCTs flying Mach 2.4 with an

NO_ emission index (EINOx) of 5 g/kg, EIso2 of 0.4 g/kg, and 10% of fuel sulfur-converted to

particles. Based on the same combination of model calculations and expert judgement for the

uncertainty in component processes, the hemispheric ozone response will likely be in the range of

-2.5 to +0.5%.
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We alsonotethat the maximumseasonaland latitudinalozone changes will be greater than the

hemispheric annual mean. Polar regions are a special concern. All models show their largest

amount of column ozone loss at high latitudes and a minimum change in the tropics. The column

ozone change is the sum of an ozone increase at lower stratospheric/upper tropospheric altitudes

plus a decrease generally at and above the HSCT flight altitude. This balance between net

production and loss is different for different models and depends strongly on latitude. The season

of maximum change is not consistent among the models, with most predicting a springtime
maximum ozone decrease but others a maximum in the summer or fall. These variations are

connected to the models' sensitivity to chemical reactions in cold polar regions and PSC processes.

The climate forcing attributable to an HSCT fleet in the year 2050 is predicted to result in a

warming which is small relative to that expected from other anthropogenic sources. The total

radiative forcing from 1000 HSCTs is calculated to be +0.1 W m 2 in 2050. This HSCT number is

a concern because the radiative forcing is disproportionately large for the amount of fuel used and

equivalent to about 50% of the forcing from the entire projected subsonic fleet. Climate forcing is

sensitive to HSCT emissions because the H20 accumulation is localized in the lower stratosphere.

The uncertainty in the HSCT climate forcing is estimated to be about a factor of 3 due to

uncertainty in the exhaust accumulation and uncertainty in the temperature adjustment to a non-

uniform perturbation of radiatively active gases in the stratosphere.

Several findings relevant to HSCT design issues come out of the atmospheric assessment. These

are considered reliable notwithstanding uncertainties in model results, because they derive from

basic understanding of stratospheric processes.

• The HSCT impact on ozone depends directly on total emissions, i.e., fleet size and fuel use.

Water vapor, which is inherent to jet fuel combustion, accounts for a major part of the

calculated stratospheric ozone impact. Increased water vapor in the stratosphere may also

contribute to global climate warming.

NO_ emissions are important. Although current atmospheric models do not show much

relative sensitivity to very low (EINOx = 5 to 10) emissions, higher NO, emissions clearly

increase the impact, especially for larger fleet sizes.

Production of sulfate aerosol particles makes a significant contribution to the calculated ozone

impact. This implies that low-sulfur fuel options and methods to control production of particle

precursors should be explored.

• Flying the HSCT at lower altitudes reduces stratospheric impacts. The atmospheric residence

time of the exhaust is decreased and the chemical sensitivity is reduced.

• Special issues are associated with exhaust build-up in polar regions, both winter and summer.

Under current HSCT route scenarios, direct emissions into the polar vortex are minimal.
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E. What are the major uncertainties in the prediction of HSCT impacts?

In several key areas, comparisons of model simulations and observational data challenge current

model predictions.

TRANSPORT

Most exhaust will be emitted in the lower stratosphere in the Northern Hemisphere. Observations

and models show that much of this exhaust will be carried downward into the troposphere and

lost, but a fraction will be transported into the tropics, where it will be carried upward and mixed

back into the mid-latitudes at higher altitudes. This material will increase stratospheric

concentrations of total reactive nitrogen (N0y), water vapor, and small particles globally.

Predicting the magnitude of the fraction dispersed globally, and its residence time in the

stratosphere, is a critical part of the assessment. There is a large difference among the models in

the calculated accumulation of HSCT exhaust. Current models, both 2-D and 3-D, differ from

diagnostic observations that test global stratospheric residence times. In particular, models predict

a smaller mean age of stratospheric air, by about a factor of two, than inferred from observations.

This tendency suggests that models may underestimate stratospheric residence times and the =actual

accumulation of exhaust that would occur in the atmosphere.

Transport uncertainties are also primarily responsible for models differing in their simulation of

key trace specie_s distributions, both -from eaCh other and from- observations. :To the extent that

these model distributions do not match reality, the HgCT perturbation is superimposed on _

incorrect background atmosphere. In particular, the model background NOy controls the HSCT

ozone response to a large extent, and no solution is known to simultaneously fix model

comparisons to mean age and NOy measurements.

AEROSOL EMISSIONS

The impact of HSCT emissions on stratospheric sulfate aerosol and the resultant effect on

chemistry and ozone has emerged as one of the most important effects of aircraft in the

stratosphere. Multi-phase reactions on sulfate particles strongly influence the balance among

chemical ozone loss pathways in the lower stratosphere globally. More small volatile particles are

formed in jet aircraft exhaust than previously expected, =and the mechanism and control of this

production are currently not well understood. Particle production has been shown to depend on

fuel sulfur, but the particle emission yield for the HSCT is still very uncertain. Model calculations

testing the atmospheric sensitivity to a range of particle emissions under differing atmospheric

aerosol loadings, which are mainly controlled by volcanic eruptions, result in a range of impacts

larger than that attributed to nitrogen oxides or water.

POLAR PROCESSES

Processes occurring at cold polar temperatures in winter are important to ozone because they

initiate chlorine-catalyzed ozone destruction that is responsible for large seasonal ozone depletions

(e.g., the "ozone hole"). Properly predicting the interaction of aircraft water, nitrogen oxides, and
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particleswith cold polarprocessesis animportantcomponentof theHSCTassessment.However,
our basicunderstandingof how polarstratosphericclouds,sulfateaerosol,and gasesinteractto
producerapidpolarozoneloss is not completeandsimulationin globalmodelsis difficult. Test
calculationsshowthatinclusionof theseprocessesdoessignificantlyalterthecalculatedimpactof
HSCT emissionsby increasingpolarozoneloss, but the amountof loss variesbetweenmodels
dependingon their methodof parameterization.In this assessmentwe havebegunto quantify
thesepreviouslyunquantifiedeffects,but theuncertaintyis still significant.

CHEMISTRY

Recent measurements suggest inaccuracies in the chemical kinetic rates used in current model

calculations of the partitioning of nitrogen oxides between NO x radical and non-radical species. In

general, models using current rates predict lower concentrations of radicals than observed, a

tendency that would underestimate reductions in ozone. Known deficiencies in both transport and

chemistry appear to lead to underestimation of ozone reduction due to HSCTs. Also, changes in
the total ozone column due to HSCT exhaust result from a balance between ozone increases in the

lower, aerosol-rich lower stratosphere and ozone losses in the NOx-rich middle and upper

stratosphere. Models differ in the magnitude of the vertical and latitudinal contributions to this
critical balance.

TI-IE FUTURE ATMOSPHERE

HSCTs would operate in a future stratosphere that will likely have different trace constituent

mixing ratios and aerosol abundances. Climate change from increasing CO 2 will also change

stratospheric temperatures and winds. Future changes in these and related quantities cannot be

predicted with high accuracy. Since the effect of HSCT exhaust depends on the composition and

meteorology of the background atmosphere, estimates of future changes in ozone are

correspondingly uncertain. Changes in polar regions deserve special attention. In addition, the

response to HSCT emissions has been tested in models with observations from current and past

atmospheric conditions. The applicability to future conditions is less certain.

CLIMATE FORCING

The uncertainty in the HSCT climate forcing is estimated to be about a factor of 3. This is due to

uncertainty in the exhaust accumulation and uncertainty in the temperature adjustment to a non-

uniform perturbation of radiatively active gases in the stratosphere. This level of uncertainty,

combined with the small magnitude of the calculated effect, makes it difficult to assess whether the

HSCT climate impact is a serious concern or not.

F. Where do we stand now?

As a result of the progress on numerous aspects of the HSCT prediction problem, we are now able

to predict the effects of stratospheric aviation with greater certitude than ever before. In this

assessment a central value for the column ozone perturbation has been estimated based on model

calculations, our understanding of the fundamental physics and chemistry of the atmosphere, and

knowledge of the potential exhaust emissions. Uncertainties have been estimated for the key
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processesin calculatingHSCTozoneimpactsandarangeof uncertainty about the central value has
been estimated. The sensitivity of the ozone change to a set of aircraft design and atmospheric

variables has been assessed. Along with the assessment of ozone change, uncertainty, and

sensitivity, we have identified the significant issues and reasons for concern about the accuracy and

reliability of HSCT predictions. Taken together, these results should provide useful guidance for
informed decisions on environmental policy and technology development for the HSCT aircraft.

The status of several specific issues follows.

On stratospheric transport, the new measurement diagnostics and model comparisons allow us to

begin to quantitatively evaluate model performance. Rapid model improvement will follow as

specific shortcomings are addressed. Although the means to improvement are not all apparent, the

new metrics will become part of standard procedure and models will respond. A limited number of

3-D model runs have been made for this assessment. A major emphasis will be diagnosing

transport in 3-D models. These models are now on the verge of major advancement, almost certain

to follow with further analysis and maturity. Until that time, though, stratospheric transport

remains a major uncertainty for HSCT assessment.

Although the formation of particles in HSCT exhaust is not quantitatively predictable, the

parametric studies used in this assessment limit the range of uncertainty in the chemical effect from
this source. Continued process modeling and measurements should allow a mechanistic

understanding of particle formation in current aircraft engine exhaust sufficient to better predict the

formation of particles in HSCT plumes, thereby reducing the range used in this assessment. The

processes controlling the background stratospheric aerosol distribution also need to be better

quantified through systematic analysis of satellite and in situ observations.

Gas-phase photochemical mechanisms are generally understood and most are modeled within the

combined uncertainties of the measurements and rate coefficients. Recent laboratory measurements

are likely to resolve the NOx/NOy chemical issue identified for models used in this assessment.

The possibility of missing chemical processes, which could invalidate our HSCT assessment, is

significantly decreased, but continued observations are needed to minimize the risk.

We continue to be cautious about the potential effects of HSCTs in polar regions because of the

demonstrated high sensitivity of ozone to changes there. This assessment does not find

unexpectedly large changes near the poles, but we allow the possibility that we have not probed the

full possible range of response. An upcoming measurement campaign should help to improve our

ability to simulate ozone in polar regions and enhance HSCT assessment confidence. The natural

evolution of climate research directed toward international climate assessments will further limit

uncertainties in the state of the future atmosphere and the potential climate effects of HSCTs.

In summary, great progress has been made in understanding the potential effects of HSCTs in the

atmosphere. However, we are not yet able to establish statistically rigorous error bounds on the

effects of supersonic aircraft. We can carefully and critically develop a set of expert opinions on

the likely ranges for future effects. To be more quantitative requires improvements in

understanding and model capabilities not yet realized. We believe a strong foundation for future

advances has been built: the enhanced capability to test models should pave the way for improved

models in the future.
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G. What can be done to reduce the uncertainties?

Research objectives consistent with the assessed sensitivities and the largest known uncertainties

should include improved quantitative understanding of:

Transport and dynamics of the stratosphere. Model differences from tracer observations

(especially NOy), underestimates of mean age, and the relation of residence time with HSCT

exhaust accumulation make it a high priority to obtain improved knowledge of the rates for the

residual mean circulation and improvements in data in the tropopause region.

Production of ultrafine aerosol particles by jet engines. We need to understand the mechanism

for particle production in current engines and the dependence on fuel sulfur well enough to

predict HSCT particle production. Progress in understanding this phenomenon will follow

from studying the process in the engine components, through the aircraft near field, and out to
global scales.

Polar studies, especially the mechanism for polar denitrification and the sensitivity of ozone

loss in the Arctic to changes in H20, aerosols, and NOy. These issues are the focus of the
upcoming SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment (SOLVE) mission.

Photochemistry, laboratory studies, atmospheric observations, and analysis should continue

with an emphasis on quantifying uncertainties and evaluating the potential for missing

chemistry. Specific discrepancies in NO/NOy partitioning must be resolved.

Continued development, evaluation, and refinement of models. Fundamental processes

represented in current models, with particular attention to transport, model resolution, and

numerical artifacts require continued scrutiny. Methods for evaluating model performance,

uncertainty quantification, and use of 3-D models should be continued.
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SECTION F

MODELS AND MEASUREMENTS (M&M) INTERCOMPARISON II

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Second Workshop on Stratospheric Models and Measurements (M&M II) is the continuation

of the effort previously started in the first Workshop (M&M I, Prather and Remsberg [1993])

held in 1992. As originally stated, the aim of M&M is to provide a foundation for establishing

the credibility of stratospheric models used in environmental assessments of the ozone response

to chlorofluorocarbons, aircraft emissions, and other climate-chemistry interactions. To

accomplish this, a set of measurements of the present day atmosphere was selected. The intent

was that successful simulations of the set of measurements should become the prerequisite for

the acceptance of these models as having a reliable prediction for future ozone behavior.

The choice of the measurements for M&M I was limited by data availability, and the emphasis

on 2-D and 3-D assessment models. Other models such as climate models, air-trajectory models

and assimilation models were not included in the consideration. In M&M II, the GSFC DAO

assimilation model provided results for a number of transport experiments. In this report, we

emphasize what was accomplished beyond M&M I.

A. New Data Used for M&M II

Almost all the data sets that were used for M&M I have been revised or replaced with better and

more complete compilations. UARS satellite data sets are the primary ones being used for the

middle and upper stratosphere. We chose to use the 1992 data as the basis for our comparison

because it is the only full year for which there is CLAES data available. The CLAES data

provide the very useful global coverage of N20, CH 4, HNO 3, and C1ONO2. In addition, data for

03, C10, H20 and CH 4 were available from MLS and HALOE. Many of the evaluations in

M&M II relied on individuals to compile the UARS datasets for comparisons with the models.

Future model comparisons will benefit from the climatological datasets constructed by the

UARS Science Team, which were not available for M&M II but are now accessible (see

http://hyperion.gsfc.nasa.gov/Analysis/UARS/urap/home.html).

The M&M II exercise has also benefited from additional data from various ER-2 aircraft

campaigns (AASE 17 91/92; SPADE 92/93; ASHOE/MAESA 94; STRAT 95/96; POLARIS

96/97) and balloon launches from the OMS program (Brazil, Alaska, Bill Brune, Geoff Toon).

New data on SF6, CO2 and H20 provide diagnostics for transport rates, mean age of air, and

propagation of seasonal cycles into the tropical lower stratosphere. Enhanced payload of the ER-

2 provided in situ measured concentrations of OH and HO 2. Data from the new CIONO 2

instrument also place additional contraints on partitioning of the chlorine species. Simultaneous

measurements of NO_ and NOy allow determination of the NO_/NOy ratio. New data on aerosol
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surface areas and photolysis rates measurementsprovide additional constraints on our
understandingof photochemicalpartitionings.

A climatology for ozone,consistingof monthly zonalmeancolumnozoneand monthly ozone
profiles asa function of latitude,wasput togetherfor M&M II. Thecolumnozoneclimatology
is basedon ozonecolumn data from 1988to 1996usingTOMS on Nimbus-7,Meteor 3 and
EarthProbe. Theozoneprofile is basedonozonesondedatabetween0 and28km andSAGEII
data between20 and 60 km. In the region where the two datasetsoverlap (20-30 km), a
weighted averageis usedwith a heavierweighting for the sondedataat lower altitudesanda
heavierweightingfor theSAGEII dataat higheraltitudes.

B. Strategy for Model Testing

Ozone is the only species where there is long-term global coverage to derive a reliable

climatology. However, using ozone by itself as a guide to choose the best transport and

chemistry representations in a model is problematic since it is never clear whether a good ozone

simulation in a particular model is achieved by having the correct combination of transport and

chemistry or simply good fortune. A wrong transport rate in the model will give erroneous Cly

and NOy, which will produce an incorrect local ozone removal rate. The combination of the

wrong transport with the wrong ozone removal rate could fortuitously result in a "correct" ozone

simulation. This makes it impossible to use the agreement between observed and calculated

ozone as the only criterion for having the correct transport.

Direct comparison of model simulated tracer distributions with observed distributions has limited

value. In the case of observations from satellite platforms, one must take into account that the

observations represent a specific year while the model results represent a climatological mean.

Comparison Of_37Ddata with 2-D model results requires additional work since straight zonal

averaging of the observation may overlook the effects fromthe wave motions that should be

taken into account. This is particularly important for the winter hemisphere where planetary

wave activities are stronger. In those cases, averaging by potential vorticity (PV) may help (see

e.g. Randel et al., 1998). Finally, observations from aircraft and balloon platforms may be

affected by short term motions so that observations taken at a particular latitude and altitude may

be sampling air that has been transported from another location. In those cases, use of alternative

co-ordinates such as N20 and PV would also help.

Comparison of radical species with model results are even more problematic. For example,

discrepancies between model calculated and observed NO2 concentration at a particular location

could be due either to differences in NOy concentrations, differences m partitioning (because of

differences in local temperature, overhead ozone or air trajectory, treatments of heterogeneous

reactions), or a combination of the two. In this report, the simulation is carried out for 1992, a

period when the stratosphere was heavily perturbed by Pinatubo aerosols. Hence, the exercise

provides a test bed for volcanic perturbations to stratospheric chemistry and the ways in which it

is described in the models. However, the approaches to polar stratospheric cloud and volcanic

heterogeneous chemistry were not 'standardized', and each modelling group made their own

choices.
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A numberof theoreticaldevelopmentsenableus to developa new strategyfor model testing.
Successfulsimulationof ozonedependsonseveralprocesses.Therefore,it is difficult to identify
the causesof the discrepancybetweenmodel resultsandobservation.Thecurrentapproachin
M&M II identifiesa numberof independenttestsfor individual processsimulatedin the model
(seeFigure 1anddiscussionbelow). Having theindependenttestsfor thecomponentsprovides
a theoreticalframeworkin which furtheradjustmentscouldbemade.

Testing components
Transport

I ........... I
Chemistry

Figure 1. Testing different components of the model.

B.1 Focus ON TRANSPORT

Current thinking considers the lower stratosphere as being separated into the tropics, extra-

tropics and the polar regions. The tropical lower stratosphere is dominated by upwelling from

the tropopause. It is the region where source gases from the troposphere are transported into the

stratosphere. In this region, the local concentration of ozone is maintained by a balance between

net photochemical production and transport away from the region. Downward motions occur in

the extra-tropics and the polar region. In both regions, local ozone concentration is determined

by the balance between photochemical removal and transport into the region. In addition to the

large scale motion as determined by advection, neighboring regions also communicate by

irreversible transport associated with wave motions. In 2-D models, these are simulated by

exchange of air between the two regions along isentropes whose rate is related to the horizontal

eddy diffusion coefficient (I_y). If the mixing ratio of a species is different in two neighboring
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regions, this exchangeof air will lead to a net transport of the species. Vertical motion
(downward)andvertical mixing will carry materialout of the extra-tropicallower stratosphere
into the troposphere.Exchangealong isentropesacrossthe middleworld is also thoughtto be
important. This mixing connectsthe extra-tropicallower stratosphereand the tropical upper
troposphere.Within this framework,thetransportcanbedescribedby specifyingthe upwelling
in the tropics,downwardmotionsin theextra-tropicsandpolar regions,vertical mixing in each
region,andthevaluesof Kyy linking neighboring regions.

Progress has been made on understanding the individual components of transport in 2-D models.

Heating rates calculated_from obseryed_ozone, temperature and aerosol [Eluszkiewicz et al.,

1996; Jackman et al., 1996; Rosenlof, 1_)95] can be used to verify the heating rates associated

with the residual circulation used in the models. In fact, several models (e.g. CSIRO, GSFC and

LLNL) use heating raies calculated Usingobserved fields to deriye the residual circulation.

Work by Minschwaner et al. [1996], Volk et al. [1996] and Schoeberl et ai. [1997] provide a

quantitative measure of the mixing rate between the tropics and mid-latitudes. Work by Hall et

al. [1997] and Mote et al. [1998] provide measures of I_z in the tropics in addition to upwelling

velocity and mixing rate from mid-latitudes. With these works, a conceptual framework has

been developed to identify the key transport processes in the lower stratdsp_aere_ Some of these

parameters are related directly to observations (e.g., SF 6, CO2) on the one hand, and can be

derived as diagnostics from model output. Comparison of these model diagnostics with the

values derived from observations provides a measure of how well the transport processes are
simulatedineach mOdeL :: i=:: :::

The combinations of the data on long-lived tracers from satellite, aircraft and balloon platforms

provide ample Opportunity to study the corre!ation diagf_am forothese__species. As shown by

Plumb and- Ko [1992] and Plumb [1996], the slope of the correlation curve can be related to the

ratio of the stratospheric lifetimes of thetwo species. Theknowiedge on the tropospheric growth
rate of SF6 allows one to translate relative lifetime to absolute lifetimes for comparison with

model calculations [Volk et al., 1997].

B.2 Focus ON CHEMISTRY

The local production and removal rates of long-lived species such as ozone, N20, and CH 4

depend on the local concentrations of the radicals and photolysis rates. Partitioning of the

radicals in an air parcel is determined by the local concentration of ozone, H20, Cly, NOy, Bry

and CH4; and the solar illumination to which it is exposed. The solar illumination depends on

the overhead=column ozone and theexact trajectory of the motionS= This isparticularly importafit

near the terminator as excursions in latitude would bring the parcel in and out of sunlight. Away

from the terminator, the observed concenirations of the radicals at a particular latitude and

longitude are found to correspond to the partitioning calculated for the air-parcel by assuming

that the parcel is in photochemical equilibrium while executing exact zonal motion at the same

latitude and altitude. _ ....

In situ observations of atmospheric trace species provided data for process studies of the

partitioning of the radical species over a range of conditions with different sulfate loading and
solar illumination. In a series of studies performed by Ross Salawitch [see e.g. Salawitch et al.,
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1994],it wasdemonstratedthat aphotostationarybox modelconstrainedby observedvaluesof
sulfatesurfacearea,temperature,NOy,Cly, Bry, H20, ozone, overhead column ozone and CH4

can produce the observed partitioning of the radical species under a range of conditions. This

method has been validated in the lower stratosphere using the data from the AASE II,

ASHOE/MAESA, SPADE and POLARIS aircraft campaigns, and in the mid- to upper

stratosphere using balloon data.

The above approach used to analyze the observations can be modified to examine photochemical

partitioning in the models. Specifically, appropriate parameters are taken from the outputs of the

assessment models to constrain the photostationary model. The radical concentrations calculated

by the constrained photostationary model can be compared to the radical concentrations

calculated by the assessment models. To the extent that the photostationary model can simulate

the observed radicals using appropriate rate data, this provides verification of the photochemical

solvers in the assessment models. The production and removal rates of the reservoir species

calculated by the assessment models are also partially verified since they are determined by the

radicals. The limitations of this approach are discussed in section 5.2.

C. Results of M&M II

The numerical experiments for M&M II were chosen so that the results from different models

could be easily compared and that specific diagnostics which can be related to observations

provide guidelines for the correct answers. The experiments can be separated into two groups.

The first group involves simulations of chemical inert tracers and is used to provide diagnostics

for transport. The second group uses the distributions (as functions of latitude, height and

seasons) of chemical tracers simulated in the models (H20, Cly, NOy, various source gases and

ozone) for comparison with observations.

C.1 TRANSPORT EXERCISES

The transport exercises include the following:

(I) simulation of a special tracer for diagnosing the age spectrum, and seasonal variation of the

transport parameters (A-1 and A-2),

(2) simulation of the distribution of an inert tracer using the boundary condition corresponding to

the emission history of SF 6 (A-5),

(3) simulation of the distribution of an inert tracer using the seasonally varying boundary

condition corresponding to that of CO2 (A-6),

(4) simulation of the distributions of inert tracers released in the lower stratosphere, which

represent HSCT emissions (A-3 and A-4).

The age spectrum [Hall and Plumb, 1994] encapsulates all the information required to

reconstruct the stratospheric response to any tropospheric time series of a conserved tracer, and

as such it summarizes transport in a chemistry-independent way. From this, the mean age can be
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directly determinedandcomparedwith determinationsfrom observationsof SF6[e.g.,Elkins et

al., 1996; Harnisch et al., 1996] and from the observed trend in CO2 [Boering et al., 1995, 1996].

The response to a seasonally varying source can also be reconstructed. In principle, the full

seasonal variation of the age spectrum, which cannot be fully determined from the single

experiment A-1, is required to do this, and so experiment A-2 was designed to simulate seasonal

tracers explicitly. However, it was found that the results of the seasonal tracer experiments could

be reconstructed with little error from the age spectrum derived from experiment A-1.

The model calculations of mean age for the stratosphere were found to vary widely, by as much

as a factor of 4. Moreover, compared to mean ages determined from observed SF 6 and COs data,

most models produced air that is too young throughout the stratosphere. Theoretical arguments

indicate that stratospheric ages that are too young could result from a mean meridional

circulation that is too strong, horizontal mixing between tropics and middle latitudes that is too

weak, or vertical diffusion that is too strong [analyses of observed tracers indicates that vertical

diffusion is negligible in the tropical atmosphere [Hall and Waugh 1997], but this may not be

true of all the models]. Controlled comparisons between models differing in one or more of

these circulation features are consistent with these arguments. A contribution from numerical

errors (to which age calculations may be sensitive) cannot be ruled out, as no experiments were

designed to compare transport schemes, but it is noteworthy that one pair of models, essentially

identical except for their advection schemes, produced very similar magnitudes and distributions

of stratospheric age.

The observation of propagation of the seasonal cycle of CO2 [Boering et al., 1996], and that of

H20 [Mote et al., 1998] allows one to examine the upward propagation of a signal into the

tropical lower stratosphere. Most models attenuated the signal too quickly; those that did not

showed too rapid upward phase propagation. From the phase velocity and attenuation, and a

third measurement such as mean age, one can deduce the tropical upwelling rate, the vertical

eddy diffusion coefficient, and the rate extratropical air mixes into the tropics [Hall and Waugh,

1997; Mote et aL, 1998]. Compared to such deductions from observations, tropical upwelling in

most models is too fast, consistent with the circulation being too strong from the age comparison.

Vertical diffusion is also too large in many 2D models. Compared to the mixing rate time

constant of about 15 months derived from several independent analyses of observations, most

models are mixing the tropics and mid-latitudes too fast. This suggests that weak horizontal

mixing is not the reason for the excessively young ages in most models.

Boering et al. [1996] suggested that the model-calculated mean age should be related to the

residence time of materials deposited at the same rate (in mixing ratio unit) in the whole

stratosphere. Indeed, it was found that model simulations of trace gases, not only of those with

stratospheric sources, but also those with tropospheric sources, correlated extremely well with

the age simulations. Model-to-model variation for tropospheric source gases is modest, but that

for gases with stratospheric sources is substantial, being as large as a factor of 2 for Cly in the

lower stratosphere and as much as a factor of 3 for the idealized HSCT emission simulation

(experiments A-3 and A-4). Thus, model deficiencies in the simulation of age are indicative of

serious transport errors that may impact the models' ability to simulate stratospheric

composition, especially the stratospheric burden of HSCT emissions. This is an important step

in the verification of model-computed changes in NOy and H20 due to aircraft emission, and
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theseresultsindicatethat improvementsin the simulationof stratospherictransportshouldbe a
high priority in futuremodeldevelopment.

C.2 CHEMISTRY PARTITIONING

Testing chemistry partitioning in the models is performed as follows. First, the individual model

was asked to simulate the 1992 atmosphere providing the calculated concentrations of the trace

gases including the radical species. Appropriate parameters are taken from the outputs of the

individual model to constrain the photostationary model of Salawitch. The radical

concentrations calculated by the constrained photostationary model are used to verify the radical

concentrations calculated by the assessment models.

The M&M I report identified a 30% difference in model calculated partitioning. Two separate

photochemical benchmark exercises were carried out in 1994 to resolve this. As a result of these

calculations, the participating models have identified the causes of these differences for their

own models and modified them accordingly so that they produce the correct benchmark answers.

As expected, the comparison with the constrained photostationary model confirms that the

photochemical solvers used in most assessment models are in good agreement with the

photostationary model.

In interpreting the chemistry test, one should be aware of the following two caveats. First,

results of the photostationary model depend on the reaction rate constants used. With the current

JPL-97 recommendation, some discrepancies between calculated results and observed results

still exist. Most notable of these is the model ozone deficit at 40 km [Clancy et al. 1987 and

references cited; Natarajan and Callis, 1991; Eluszkiewicz and Allen, 1993; Crutzen et al., 1995;

Dessler et al., 1996; Osterman et al., 1997; Summers et aI., 1997]. There are indications that

models may underestimate the NOffNOy ratio in the summer lower extra-tropical stratosphere

[Sen et al., 1998, Gao et aI., 1999, Danilin et aI., 1999]. Recent laboratory measurements

[Brown et al. 1999 a,b] suggest that the rate recommendations for OH + NO2 and OH + HNO3 in

JPL-97 may have to be revised. Second, the above procedure provides a valid test only for

situations where heterogeneous chemistry is easily parameterized and where local

photochemistry is rapid. It is well-known that behavior of the radicals depends on the air-parcel

trajectory (temperature and solar illumination) in regions when the temperature is cold enough to

trigger heterogeneous chemistry on surfaces. In addition, the long phtochemical lifetimes of

some reservoirs in the lowermost stratosphere (such as HNO3 and HCI) imply that transport can

influence chemical partitioning, and the local photostationary solution may not be appropriate.

There remains a need to find ways to verify the PSC treatments in the models.

C.3 CHEMICAL TRACERS

In the following comparison, we emphasize specific aspects rather than direct comparison with
observed concentrations:

The model calculated atmospheric lifetimes of N20 and several CFCs from the models are

longer than those derived from observations by Volk et al. [1997] and Minschwaner et al.

[1998]. Assuming that the photolysis rates are correct, the models would need a stronger
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upwelling in the tropics and/or lessmixing betweenthe tropics and mid-latitudes to get
longer lifetimes. Unfortunately,this conflictswith therequirementto get greatermeanage
of air at mid-latitudes.

Becauseof zonal asymmetricmotions,computationof the zonalmeanof observedN20 and
CH 4 would underestimate the latitudinal gradient across the tropical barrier and polar vortex.

The alternative way is to use PV to define an equivalent latitude. The gradient across the

barrier defined this way is more pronounced. It is likely that unsuccessful simulations of the

correct gradients across the region boundaries would imply incorrect exchange rates across

the boundary.

Analyses of the HNO 3 and N20 measurements in the polar vortex suggest that correlative

measurements of those two species provides an indication of removal of gas-phase HNO3 by

heterogeneous reactions and recovery of HNO3 on the polar region.

Model results show significant differences in NOy and Cly (>50% at mid-latitudes, larger in

the polar region) in the lower stratosphere. Differences in model calculated NOy and CIy

computed using specified source gases (NzO for NOy, CFCs for Cly) are even larger,

indicating differences in transport as a major contributor.

The UARS measurements provide information on seasonal behavior of NO, NO2, HNO3,

HC1, CIONO2, and CIO. The differences among model calculated concentrations for these

species are large, reflecting the differences in NOy and Cly, and different partitionings

because of different local ozone. Given the large ranges covered by the model calculated

values, the observed values generally lie within the model ranges most of the time. However,

there is no one model that matches the observation in a consistent way.

C.4 OZONE COMPARISON

The comparison between model ozone and the ozone climatology shows the following:

• The model predicted columns are within +5% of the climatology in the tropics, +15% at mid-

latitudes, and as much as 30% in polar region. The general tendency is to underestimate the

tropical column and overestimate the column in the extra-tropics, consistent with too strong a

circulation.

• Models that follow the JPL recommendation underestimate the ozone amount above 40 km

(about 10% too little around 40km, up to 30% less at 60km). Calculations have shown that

including a 6% yield of HCI from OH + CIO will increase the model calculated ozone in this

region.

• The calculated ozone is within 10% of the climatology between 25 km and 35 km in the

tropics and mid-latitudes. The differences are as large as 30% at high latitudes in some

models. Larger differences also occur in the lower stratosphere. The differences are largest

in the extra tropics below 20 km where some models overestimate ozone by as much as

100% around i4 kin.
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• Concentrationsof troposphericozonearemore thana factor of 2 too low for many of the
models.

Severalother exerciseswere also included. While theseresultscannotbe easilycomparedto
observations,theyprovidesomeusefulinsights.

The local ozoneproduction and removal ratesfor the simulation of the 1992atmosphere
from differentmodelswerecomparedto eachother. In spiteof the largedifferencesin NOy,
Cly, Bry and H20 concentrations, the calculated production and removal rates show many

similarities. This suggests that there is internal buffering of the system.

In another exercise, all the models used the same fixed ozone production and loss rates to

compute ozone. This exercise highlighted how differences in transport affect the model

computed ozone. Generally, the column ozone computed in this exercise for a model was

fairly close to the column ozone calculated by the same model for the 1992 atmosphere even

though the ozone production and loss rates used in two simulations were quite different.
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SECTION G

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF OZONE LOSS IN THE ARCTIC

REGION IN SUMMER (POLARIS)
END OF MISSION STATEMENT

This summary is a compilation of research and activities performed by the investigators of the

Photochemistry of Ozone Loss in the Arctic Region in Summer (POLARIS) aircraft campaign.

The campaign was based at the NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California; Fort

Wainwright U. S. Army Base, Fairbanks, Alaska; and Barbers Point Naval Air Station, Hawaii

between March and September 1997. The mission was co-sponsored by NASA's Office of
Mission to Planet Earth and Office of Aeronautics.

INTRODUCTION

The POLARIS aircraft campaign was designed to understand the seasonal behavior of polar

stratospheric ozone as it changes from very high concentrations in spring down to very low

concentrations in autumn. This behavior has been attributed to an increased role of NO x catalytic

cycles for ozone destruction during periods of prolonged solar illumination such as occur at high

latitudes during summer. The detail with which current photochemical models can describe this

large natural change in ozone serves as an indication of how well the role of increased stratospheric

NO_ from anthropogenic sources can be quantifiedl

The campaign primarily utilized the NASA ER-2 and balloon platforms based in Fairbanks, Alaska

to make measurements of select species within the reactive nitrogen (NOy), halogen (Cly), and
hydrogen (HO_) families; aerosols; and other long-lived species in the lower and middle

stratosphere. The POLARIS campaign included a total of 30 ER-2 flights and 3 balloon flights in

3 deployment periods in 1997:17 April to 15 May, 24 June to 13 July, and 3 to 27 September.

The flight dates for each are included in the Appendix. These measurements along with computer

models of the atmosphere as well as meteorological and satellite data are being used to evaluate

spring-summer-fall ozone changes due to chemistry and transport at high latitudes.

The POLARIS web page (http://cloud 1.arc.nasa.gov/polaris/index.html) provides additional details

on the mission, including overview, goals, logistics, schedule, platform payloads, and science and

support team members. The POLARIS flight logs and science and support team lists are included

in the Appendix.
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DEPLOYMENT DESCRIPTIONS

Phase I

ThisER-2 flight series covered a latitude range from 13°N to 900N at cruise altitudes near 20 km in

the lower stratosphere. On most flights, vertical coverage extended from -15 to 21 km at selected

latitudes. Several vertical profiles were obtained between cruise altitude and the surface at the two

deployment sites, NASA Ames Research Center (37°N) and Fairbanks (65°N).

This flight series achieved a numl_erof science goals includihgi ])_:_netratlon into the nortiiern

polar vortex on 26 April !997 (the polar_ vortex had unusually low ozone and persisted for an

exceptionally long period during the spring of 1997; see Geophysical Researc]i Letters, 24, at

http://www.agu.ord/pubs/toc/gl/gl_24_22.html for a series of articles describing these low ozone

values); 2) completion of both sunrise (30 April 1997) and sunset (9 May 1997) flights at high

latitudes in the stratosphere, with the data indicating unusual asymmetries in trace-gas behavior in

low-angle illumination; 3) penetration into stratospheric air masses that had experienced continuous

sunlight for periods ranging from 1 to 12 days (2, 6, and 13 May 1997) and that reveaFed

important observational-model (photochemical steady-state and trajectory) discrepancies with

respect to NO x concentrations; and 4) a launch of the Advanced Earth Observing System (ADEOS)

Validation Campaign balloon payload.

Phase Ii

With the ER-2 based solely in Fairbanks during Phase II, the latitude survey range extended only

from 47.7°N to 90°N in the lower stratosphere. Vertical coverage to 21 km in the Fairbanks region

was quite good because of stacked flights on 30 June 1997 and 10 July 1997, with vertical profiles

over the 15- to 20-km altitude range near 47.7°N and 900N.

This flight series achieved a number of science goals including: i i sampfing of midsummer polar

air that had undergone continuous solar exposure for an extended period; 2) Observations from the

Middle Stratosphere (OMS) balloon flights using the in situ and _ solar absorption

interferometer payloads to altitudes in excess of 30 km (performed coincidentally with the ER-2);

and 3) sampling of winter polar vortex fragments in midsummer.

Phase IlI

Phase ili ER-2 flights included latitudes extending from 90°N to 3°S in the lower stratosphere.

Both sunrise and sunset flights in late summer were Conducted over the Fairbanks region, similar

to those flown in Phase I. In addition, a midday solar zenith angle flight was flown on 19

September 1997, providing a nearly full scan of solar zenith angles from sunrise to sunset.

As the final component of this phase, the ER-2 transited to Barbers Point, Hawaii on 21 September

1997, performed a flight to slightly south of the equator on 23 September 1997, and returned to

Ames on 25 September 1997. Vertical profiles from the ground to 21 km occurred at Fairbanks,

Hawaii and NASA Ames Research Center, with profiles over the 15- to 20-km altitude range near

3°S and 90°N.
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POLARIS SCIENCE SUMMARY

Ozone Evolution during the Summer of 1997

The total ozone values during 1997 generally followed the typical summer evolution. Figure 1

displays longitudinally (zonally) averaged total ozone between November 1996 and October 1997

as observed by the Earth Probe Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) satellite instrument.

Superimposed on the plots are the POLARIS ER-2 flight tracks over the course of the deployment

(dark vertical lines). The TOMS satellite data display the very strong mid-latitude maximum of

ozone during the northern spring. Note also the anomalous polar low of ozone in late March and

April 1997 (see GRL articles referred to earlier). POLARIS flights nearly sampled the entire

equator-to-pole ozone gradient at an altitude of about 20 km during the first deployment. The

TOMS data show the April polar low quickly recovered to normal high values in May. As the

season evolved, total ozone gradually decreased in the mid- to high latitudes, with the largest

decreases in the polar region. This differential decrease led to the development of the normal

summer polar low and mid-latitude belt of high ozone. The second POLARIS deployment

sampled the period of greatest total ozone decline during late June, and covered the region of the

mid-latitude belt of high ozone. The final POLARIS deployment in September sampled the polar

region during the period of minimum ozone values in the Northern Hemisphere annual cycle.

In situ sampling of ozone occurred over the entire POLARIS period via the ER-2, ozone sondes,

and the OMS flights. Remote sensing measurements of ozone were conducted from both ground

and balloon observations. Figure 2 displays ozonesonde profile data taken over the course of the

summer period at Fairbanks, Alaska (triangles at bottom indicate sonde launch dates) with ER-2

flights superimposed as white vertical lines, and the tropopause indicated by the thick white

horizontal line. The contours of ozone partial pressure decrease over the course of the summer

period. For example, 16-nbar contours are apparent during April, but only values of -12 nbar are

present during September. Ozone levels above -28 km show small changes over the entire period,

while the tropopause shows rather minor variations. These ozone partial pressure decreases are

reflected in the decrease of total ozone concentrations during summer as observed by TOMS in

Figure 1, and illustrate how the ozone changes are confined to the lower stratosphere.

1997 Northern Summer Meteorology

The meteorological situation was generally consistent with climatology. The spring (April and

early May) was anomalous because of the persistence of the winter polar vortex. Figure 3 displays

zonally averaged winds for the Northern Hemisphere as determined from the Goddard Space

Flight Center (GSFC) Goddard Earth Observing System-Stratospheric Transport of Atmospheric

Tracers (GEOS-STRAT) analyses over the course of the POLARIS period. The temperature

contours are shown with long dashed lines and the tropopause is shown as a thick horizontal line.

POLARIS ER-2 flight tracks during the respective months are indicated by the white lines.

Westerly stratospheric winds (solid line contours) during April 1997 were much stronger than

expected, since the polar vortex usually breaks down in late March or early April. The first

POLARIS flight to the north pole on 26 April 1997 was able to reach just inside the northern polar
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vortex. Thezonalmonthlymeangivesa somewhatdistortedpicture,sincethevortexwas offset
into theEasternHemisphereovernorthernSiberia,andthewinds considerablyweakenedover the
courseof themonth. By mid-May,thevortexhaddeteriorated,with windsslowed to their normal
easterlycirculation(dottedline contours). By June,thestratospherewasgenerallydominatedby
easterlies,althoughatmosphericwavesof considerableamplitudeextendedinto the stratosphere
over thecourseof the deployment. By the final phaseof the deploymentin September,polar
winds werebeginningto makethetransitionto thewinter westerlycirculation. The descending
westerlyphaseof thequasi-biennialoscillation(QBO)dominatedthetropicalcirculationduring the
entirePOLARIS period. Thesedescendingwesterliesareseenat theequatorabove30 hPa in
April, andcenteredatabout50hPain September.

Twice-dailyballoonobservationsatFairbanksshow thedescentof theeasterlywinds during the
early-Mayperiod. Figure 4 displayszonal winds from thesesondesover the course of the
POLARISperiodoverFairbanks(contoursare10m s_ with westerlywindsassolid line contours,
andeasterlywinds asdashedlinecontours). Thedisappearanceof thestrongwesterly winds is
just apparentat the end of April, with the correspondingappearanceof the normal summer
easterlies.The westerliesreappearover Fairbanksin August, just prior to the third POLARIS
deployment.:_= = _.. _= :.... _i !_::

In addition to the general wind behavior, note that the variability of the winds decreases quite

dramatically with altitude. At altitudes near the tropopause, the day-to-day variation of the zonal

wind is quite large. At higher altitudes this variation is markedly less. Because of the easterly

winds in the stratosphere, synoptic-scale waves cannot penetrate into the middle stratosphere, and

wind variability falls off with increasing altitude. This lessening of wind variability results in

reduced mixing by these synoptic systems. Based on this type of wind variability, mixing ought to

be strongest near the tropopause, and significantly decrease at altitudes above -400 K.

Air will remain on an isentropic surface in the absence of any diabatic heating processes. Typical

diabatic heating rates are quite small during the summer period, hence the cross isentropic mass
flux should be small. The diabatic heating rates have been calculated for the entire summer period

over the polar region (see Figure 5). At the start of the first POLARIS deployment, diabatic

heating rates (contours with thin solid lines denote positive values while those with thin dotted

lines denote negative values) were positive because of the colder polar temperatures resulting from

the persistent vortex. This situation quickly changed, and there were generally small diabatic

cooling rates in the polar region. Typical values of diabatic cooling were approximately -0.5 K/day

or about 15 K per month isentropic change. Since ozone has a vertical gradient of -0.02 ppmvlK

in the lower stratosphere, this diabatic cooling rate leads to an ozone increase of -0.3 ppmv over a

l-month time scale, representing an - 15% increase of ozone on the 480-K isentropic surface solely

from downward diabatic advection. : :

Observations Highlights _ ::

• Stratospheric Nitrogen Chemistry

NO, NO 2, and total odd nitrogen were measured during all three of the POLARIS deployments.

The measurements of the ratio NOx/NOy (NO x = NO + NO2) were consistently higher than
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modeled (photochemical steady-state, trajectory, and three-dimensional (3-D)) values throughout
the POLARIS campaign. Flights in May and September that revisited the same airmass several

times over the course of five hours provide important information on the possible explanations for

this discrepancy. Specifically, we made observations that provide information on the rates of N20 s

formation after sunset, N205 photolysis at sunrise, and on the rate of change of NO_ during the

afternoon. Simultaneous observations of OH in the afternoon provide further restrictions on the

possible mechanisms for the unexpectedly high NO_. Models that reproduce the observations may

be more sensitive (exhibit greater ozone loss) to added nitrogen oxide such as might occur via the

emissions from aircraft than the current generation of models. However, buffering by HO_ and

halogens modify the NO x impact on ozone, and complicate the issue of whether additional NO_,
from aircraft will increase ozone loss.

The NOx/NOy ratio changed dramatically over the three phases of the mission. NO]NOy ratios
varied from 0.07 to 0.28 and maximized around summer solstice when periods of photolysis were

nearly continuous at high latitudes over the course of the day. These observations are consistent

with a reduction in heterogeneous N205 hydrolysis due to the suppression of N205 formation. In

addition, the concentration of BrONO 2 is reduced around summer solstice due to higher photolysis

loss, which further reduces formation of HNO 3.

The NO 2 measurements from the laser-induced fluorescence instrument compared well with the

photolysis-chemiluminescence measurements. In addition, these observations compared well with
simple, constrained models based on measurements of NO, ozone, and the solar radiation field.

Small differences in calibration between the two measurement approaches will be evaluated in the

laboratory over the next few months.

While the NOx]NOy ratio is poorly represented by most models, the observed NO2/NO ratio is

accurately predicted using a photochemical steady-state model. Photolysis of NO 2 (i.e., J(NO2) ) is

derived from standard photolysis models using satellite data, ER-2 constituent observations, and

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) observations from the Composition and Photodissociative Flux

Measurement (CPFM) instrument. These rates show some discrepancies, but generally agree to

within 5%. Calculations of J(NOz) at high solar zenith angles (SZA) (89 ° < SZA < 91 °) have been

evaluated using in situ measurements of NO x and ozone. It was found that the height of clouds

beneath the ER-2 can affect the calculated value of J(NO2) at high SZAs by as much as 20%. With

cloud height values derived from satellite observations, the calculated J(NO2) values agree well

with those derived from NO_ and ozone measurements.

• Ozone Loss Rates

Preliminary calculations using in situ measurements of NOx, HO_, and CIO show that NO,

dominates the destruction of ozone in the summer Arctic stratosphere, with significant

contributions from the HO x cycles. Calculations of mid-latitude spring ozone loss rates during the

Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosol, and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) campaign showed that

HO x catalysis was the dominant ozone loss process. Near the summer solstice, the ozone

destruction rate due to NO_ reached 13% per month, compared to 5% per month by HO, and

halogen cycles combined. The net ozone change reached -16% per month during that period.
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Estimatesof ozoneloss (withoutproduction)havebeencomputedusingtheGSFC 3-D chemical
transportmodel(CTM) which is drivenbywindsderivedfromtheDataAssimilationOffice (DAO)
GEOSdataassimilationsystem(DAS). Figure 6 displaystheseozoneloss rates(percentper
month)as a functionof latitudeandtimeon the525-K isentropicsurfaceover the courseof the
POLARIScampaign(whiteverticallinesshowlatitudinalrangeof POLARIS flights). Shownare
total lossratesfrom all species(top),NOx(middlepanel),andHOx(lowerpanel). Ozonelossesin
themodelareprincipallydrivenby HOx andNO_chemistry. TheNOxcatalyticlossexceedsthat
of theHOxcyclesat polar latitudes. Theselossprocessesare largestin the polar regionduring
periodsof continuoussunlightin midsummerduringthesecondPOLARISdeployment,andfall to
smallervaluesin thethirddeployment.

Thenetphotochemicalchangeof ozoneusingaphotochemicalsteady-statemodelwas-10 to -15%
permonthnear20km, peakingduringPhaseI andat high latitudesduringPhaseII. The altitude
rangeof netphotochemicallossof ozoneextendedto -24 km for thefirstMklV flight duringMay,
andextendedto-30 km for the secondflight during July. The net photochemicalloss rateof
ozoneis sensitiveto theproductionrateof ozone,which increasesasoverheadozonecolumnfalls
andasthenoontimesolarzenithangleexperiencedby anairmassfalls. Indeed,changesin thenet
photochemicalchangeof ozonebetweenvariousphasesof POLARIS,andasa functionof latitude
duringa specificphase,aredriven asmuchby avariationin ozoneproductionas by changesin
NO_. Both theozoneloss ratesbasedon radicalmeasurements,andthemodelbasedozoneloss
ratesgenerallywereconsistentwith theobservedozonedecreasesoverthecourseof thesummer.

• StratosphericChlorineBudget

The payloadof the ER-2 includes a numberof measurementsof chlorine-containingspecies,
includingC10;HCI; CIONOv CFC-I 1, CFC-12, CFC-113, CCI 4, and CH3CCI; plus a number of

other halocarbons. These observations represent a large fraction of both the organic and inorganic

chlorine reservoirs in the lower stratosphere. The CIONO 2 instrument provided its first

measurements during the POLARIS deployments. ER-2 measurements of CIO, HCI, and CIONO 2

are very consistent with measurements of organic chlorine compounds. In addition, the measured

ratio of CIO/C1ONO 2 is in excellent agreement with the modeled photochemical steady-state value.

The sum of the inorganic chlorine species, C10, CIONO 2, and HCI, is in excellent agreement with

the value inferred from organic chlorine measurements from the Airborne Chromatograph for

Atmospheric Trace Species (ACATS) and Whole Air Sampler (WAS) instruments. These

measurements place exacting constraints on our understanding of the chemical mechanisms

involved in chlorine partitioning, and suggest that our current understanding of stratospheric

chlorine chemistry is very good.

In addition to the ER-2 observations, MkIV and Far-Infrared Spectrometer (FIRS) balloon-borne

observations during Phases I and II also showed excellent agreement with our understanding of

chlorine partitioning. The new i_ situ ER-2 measurements of CIONO 2 obtained during POLARIS

add great confidence to our understanding of processes that regulate reactive chlorine at 20 km, and

are entirely consistent with these balloon-borne remote measurements of CIONO 2 obtained by

MkIV and FIRS.
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• SunriseandSunsetFlightsandHOxChemistry

Early summersunrise/sunsetflightswereconductedduring thefirst POLARISdeployment,while
latesummersunrise/sunsetflightswereflown in thethirddeployment.Theseobservationswill be
of valuein addressingthediumal chemistryof radicalsin thelowerstratosphere.In particular,the
flights confirm theimportantrole of theheterogeneousreactionof BrONO2+ H20 in explaining
thebehaviorof HOx,sinceconcentrationsof OH and HO2 aresignificantlyhigherat high solar
zenithanglethanexpected.Theobservationsof HOxradicalsduringthethird deploymentarevery
consistentwith observationsmadeduringPhaseI, suggestingthatour currentunderstandingof
diurnalHOxchemistryin thelowerstratosphereisquitegood.

• PolarVortexSamples

Unusually low ozonevalueswereobservedin March 1997inside the polar vortex by the Earth
Probe TOMS, ADEOS TOMS, and Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) Halogen

Occultation Experiment (HALOE) satellite instruments. Because of these unusual observations,

the first POLARIS flight from Fairbanks on 26 April 1997 was directed at making measurements

inside the stratospheric polar vortex. The ER-2 flight went on a direct path from Fairbanks to the

north pole. Meteorological forecasts showed that the edge of the polar vortex was near the pole,

with the bulk of the vortex offset into the Eastern Hemisphere. The vortex edge was observed near

the pole, based upon various trace gas observations (e.g., methane, N20, SFr, NOy, and CO2).

Nitrous oxide (N/O) dropped to ca. 80 parts per billion by volume (ppbv), while other chemical

and particle tracers showed comparable behavior. Measurements made inside the vortex on this

flight did indeed show low values of ozone with respect to long-lived tracers such as nitrous oxide.

The most convincing evidence for a polar ozone deficit was observed in the polar dive on this

flight, between 400 and 470 K. Measurements of ozone deep within the vortex were inaccessible

because the stationary position of the vortex was beyond the permitted ER-2 operational flight
region.

• Midsummer Vortex Fragments

Long-lived trace-gas measurements during the second POLARIS deployment showed anomalously

low values in a relatively narrow layer near 20 km. A particular filament sampled by the ER-2

showed N20 values down to 50 ppbv. The OMS payload also made measurements in this

anomalous layer and in a higher layer at -30 hPa. These layers are too vertically narrow to be

observed by satellite instruments (such as Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) or

HALOE). Three-dimensional transport model predictions of such layers have been previously

described in the literature, but have heretofore been unobserved. The layers appear to be remnants

of the polar vortex following the late spring breakup. These observations indicate that vortex

fragments can survive at least two months following vortex breakup. Previous analysis using an

advection-diffusion model together with SPADE ER-2 data and trajectory calculations, suggested

that during spring, vortex filaments are mixed into the background field within 25 to 30 days

[Waugh et al., 1997]. Preliminary results indicate that during summer the time scale for the large-

scale flow to reduce the scale of these filaments down to mixing scales is twice as large as during
winter/spring.
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• Ozone Transport Effects

Ozone changes on a potential temperature surface are not solely a result of photochemistry. As

was observed in the second POLARIS deployment, transport significantly altered the CO2-N20

relationship for values of N20 less than 200 ppbv. The CO s data suggest that features of the

ozone-N20 correlation plots are due primarily to end-point mixing between vortex remnants and
mid-latitude air.

Long-lived tracer-tracer relationships are relatively independent of potential temperature. Hence,

CO s data suggest that a significant region of middle stratospheric air at high latitudes was not

significantly affected by transport during the summer, although the influence of transport on ozone

is difficult to define accurately because gradients between mid- and high latitudes are weak.

However, the persistence of winter vortex remnants well into the summer (see previous item)

provides direct support for the idea that high-latitude air is isolated from lower latitudes.

Tracer correlations from the WAS in the lower stratosphere suggest that the Arctic stratosphere was

dynamically isolated during the spring-through-autumn period of POLARIS. One example of this

behavior was the relatively slow increase inferred for hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) (e.g.,

HCFC-141b) in the 20-km region compared to temporal increases in the troposphere and the

stratospheric increases found during the STRAT missions at lower latitudes.

Survey flights to the tropics in early summer and late summer show the development of a very

strong latitude gradient in long-lived trace gases such as N20, CO 2, SF 6, H20, and CH 4. This

gradient development indicates that these long-lived trace gases were continuously injected into the

tropical stratosphere, but had not intruded into the high latitudes,

• Stratospheric Transport

The mean age of air provides extremely important information for our understanding of the

stratosphere, and an important test of transport in two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D models. The

mean age also provides a measure of the time that high-speed civil transport (HSCT) exhaust will

spend in the stratosphere. The mean age of air observed over Fairbanks on 20 June was 6.8 years.

This air is older than calculated by models, indicating that at high summertime latitudes, HSCT

exhaust will likely accumulate m greater amounts than models currently predict.

Tracer-tracer correlations obtained from aircraft and balloons show clear differences among

tropical, mid-latitude, and polar vortex air. These differences are pronounced in correlation

diagrams for species such as CH 4, N20, and CFC-11. These correlation diagrams show evidence

of mixing between the tropics and mid-latitudes, and between the polar vortex and mid-latitudes.

• Gravity Wave Mixing

The POLARIS wind measurements on all three deployments were dominated in the vertical profiles

by inertia-gravity waves with peak-to-peak amplitudes of about 10 m/s. The correlations of these

wind fluctuations with tracer profiles were generally quite low, consistent with the generally

accepted idea that these waves are NOT responsible for the major filamentation of trace constituents
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in the stratosphere. Horizontalexcursionsassociatedwith inertial period fluctuationsof these
amplitudesareat most~100km, creatingrelativelysmall perturbationsof trace-gasprofiles. A
number of observedsmall "dents" in the tracer profiles were associatedwith these wind
fluctuations.

Weakturbulence(as indicatedby high-frequencyverticalwind fluctuations)was correlatedwith
strongverticalshearsassociatedwith the inertia-gravitywaves. This observation,and the small
dentsin thetracerprofilesrelatedto thewaves,suggeststhattheroleof inertia-gravitywavesin the
summerArctic stratosphereis to generatesomeof themixing thatbreaksdown the strong tracer
filaments.

An interestingcasearoseon 10July 1997,wherea fortuitousandunplannedchangein theflight
pathcausedtheaircraftto fly back and forth througha breakingmountainwave. Notably, the
turbulencein thiscasewasfive timesgreaterthanin thestrongestinertia-gravitywavecase. Also,
the amplitudeof the mountainwave decreasedto very small valuesat the highest flight leg,
indicatingthatthemountainwaveenergyis absorbedby the decreasingvery weak winds in the
summerArctic stratosphere.

• OrganicFluorineGrowthRate

Analysisof air from troposphericsamplescollectedin theNorthernHemisphereby L. Heidt and
W. Pollock of the National Centerfor AtmosphericResearch(NCAR) allowed a reasonable
definition of the growth rate of selectedorganic fluorine gases since 1977. Preliminary
examinationof the measurementsfrom POLARIS, still underwayas of this writing, indicate
concentrationdistributionsin the stratospherethat are consistentwith measuredtropospheric
growth rates. As a result,HFC-143a(CH3CF3) appears to have tropospheric growth rates and

mixing ratios of sufficient magnitude that this compound could be used as another independent

tracer of stratospheric age, in addition to SF 6 and CO 2.

• Particle Observations

The Focused Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer-Condensation Nucleus Counter (FCAS-CNC) data

contain many interesting features, including aircraft plumes and large increases in nuclei-mode

particle concentrations near 20 km in mid-latitudes not associated with any obvious plumes or

tracer fluctuations. These regions of unexpectedly high particle concentration are unprecedented in

our measurement record and will be investigated further.

Preliminary analysis of samples indicates that the sulfate aerosol concentration is in agreement with

estimates for this region of the atmosphere. Soot, as collected on wire impactor samples, is found

at concentrations one to two orders of magnitude less than sulfate aerosol. The soot results will be

used to evaluate the potential role of soot surface reactions in the partitioning of reactive nitrogen

and ozone loss rates.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Values of total column ozone from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS)

instrument on the Earth Probe satellite shown as a function of latitude during 1997. Contour lines

are labeled in Dobson Units (DU, m-atm cm) and separated by 25 DU. No observations are

available for the white open areas at high latitudes. The dark vertical lines represent the range of

latitude on individual ER-2 flight tracks during POLARIS.

Figure 2. Values of ozone in nbar as a function of altitude -and pressure during the April to

September period of 1997. Contours are Separated by 2 nbars. Observations are from ozone

sondes launched from Fairbanks, Alaska, (65°N) on dates marked by triangles at the bottom of the

figure. The thin white vertical lines represent the altitude range of ER-2 flights during POLARIS.

The thick white horizontal line represents the tropopause.

Figure 3. Vertical distribution of winds and temperatures as function of latitud_e and month

during POLARIS. Zonally averaged winds for the Northern Hemisphere are determi'n_ed from the

Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Goddard Earth Observing System-Stratospheric Transport

of Atmospheric Tracers (GEOS-STRAT) analyses over the course of ihe POLARIS period.
Contours show wind in units of m s_ with intervals of 5 m s_ (thin solid lines (westerly) and

dotted lines (easterly)). The temperatures are superimposed as dashed lines, while the tropopause

is superimposed as the thick solid line. POLARIS ER-2 flights during the respective months are

indicated by the white lines.

Figure 4. Vertical distribution of zonal winds over Fairbanks, Alaska (65°N) as a function of

time during POLARIS as observed with twice-daily balloon soundings. Contours are in intervals

of 10 m s _ with westerly winds as solid lines and easterly winds as dashed lines, The tropopause

is shown as the thick white line and POLARIS ER-2 flights are indicated by the white vertical

lines. The thin dot-dash lines are potential temperature contours in K.

Figure 5. Vertical distribution of diabatic heating rates as a function of northern latitudes for each

month of POLARIS. Contours with thin solid lines denote positive values and those with thin

dotted lines denote negative values. The thick solid line denotes zero heating rate. Contours

intervals are 0.5 K day l. The tropopause is shown as the unlabelled thick solid line and POLARIS

ER-2 flights are indicated by the white lines. The long dashed lines indicate potential temperature
in K with contour intervals of 100K.

Figure 6. Estimates of ozone loss (without production) using the GSFC 3-D chemical transport

model (CTM) as driven by winds derived from the Data Assimilation Office (DAO) GEOS data

assimilation system (DAS): Ozone loss rates in percent per month are shown as a function of

latitude and time on the 5OO-K isentropic surface over the course of the POLARIS campaign where

the white vertical lines show the latitudinal range of POLARIS flights. Loss rates are shown for "all

species (top), NO x (middle panel), and HO_ (lower panel).
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APPENDIX

POLARIS ER-2 Flight Log

Requested Flight Hours: 190.00

Augment (5/97): 40.00

Total: 230.00

DATE

CYYMMDD_ Sortie POLARIS fit.

Test Flights

970106

970108

970112

970114

Subtotal: 20.00 hours

Phase I

2.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

970416 97-081 97-01 2.00

970418 97-082 97-02 5.00

970422 97-083 97-03 7.75

970424 97-085 97-04 6.00

970426 97-086 97-05 8.00

970430 97-087 97-06 6.50

970502 97-088 97-07 7.58

970506 97-089 97-08 6.83

970509 97-090 97-09 6.17

970511 97-091 97-10 4.92

970513 97-092 97-11 6.67

970515 97-093 97-12 5.33

Subtotal: 72.75 hours

Cumulative: 92.75 hours

Pilot

Collette

Nystrom

Porter

Collette

Nystrom

Collette

Nystrom

Collette

Collette

Nystrom

Collette

Collette

Comments

CIONO2 test flight

CIONO2 test flight

C1ONO2 test flight

CIONO2 test flight

2-hr check flight

5-hr check flight

8-hr south survey from

Ames

Transit Ames to Ft. W.

8-hr to NP/into vortex

SZA flight (2:10-08:45)

Photolysis - Canada

Photolysis - 2 dips, Canada

Sunset flight

Stack flight

Photolysis

Return transit Ft. W. to Ames
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Phase H

970623

970626

970629

970630

970704

970708

970710

970712

Subtotal:

Cumulative:

Phase II1

970902

97O9O5

970906

970907

970908

970909

970910

970911

970912

970913

970914

970915

970917

970918

970919

970921

970923

970925

Subtotal:

Cumulative:

97-115

97-116

97-117

97-118

97-119

97-120

97-121

97-122

51.58 hours

144.33 hours

97-152

97-153

97-154

97-155

97-156

97-157

97-158

97-159

97-160

97-161

62.23 hours

206.56 hours

97-13

97-14

97-15

97-16

97-17

97-18

97-19

97-20

97-22

97-23

97-24

97-25

97-26

97-27

97-28

97-29

97-30

97-31

5.25

7.75

6.75

4.58

8.25

8.00

5.50

5.50

5.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.75

0.00

0.50

4.25

0.00

0.00

6.40

6.70

0.00

8.00

7.30

7.33

8.00

6.00
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Broda

Porter

Broda

Porter

Porter

Broda

Broda

Porter

Barrilleaux

Nystrom

Barrilleaux

Nystrom

Barrilleaux

Nystrom

Barrilleaux

Porter

Nystrom

Broda

Nystrom

Transit Ames to Ft. W.

Photolysis - 77°N-54°N,

2 dips

Photolysis - South to 53*N,

2 dips

OMS intercomparison

Photolysis - north/south

Photolysis to NP, Broda

2000 hours

Stairstep
Return transit Ft. W. to Ames

Transit Ames to Ft. W.

Canceled - control panel

problem

Canceled - autopilot

prob!em

Canceled - autopilot

problem

Photolysis flight

Abort sunset - autopilot

Abort after takeoff - autopilot

Sunset flight
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SECTION H

CHEMICAL KINETICS AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DATA

FOR USE IN STRATOSPHERIC MODELING:

SUPPLEMENT TO EVALUATION NUMBER 12

OF THE NASA PANEL FOR DATA EVALUATION

SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION

In the past, the NASA Panel on Data Evaluation reviewed the entire set of reactions presented in

the previous compilations, updating the recommendations and increasing the scope of the review

in response to changes in the published literature. For the current release, the Panel has focused

on a selected subset of the kinetic and photochemical parameters presented in the JPL 97-4

evaluation [1]. The most important criterion which guided the scope of the present evaluation

was an analysis of the sensitivities and uncertainties of reactions with respect to ozone depletion.

Guidance in this selection was obtained from several recent sensitivity analysis studies including

those of Dubey et al. [2], Thompson and Stewart [3] and Chen et al. [4]. The reaction lists from

these studies were used to identify those processes which play a particularly important role in

ozone depletion calculations. Reactions were selected for inclusion (somewhat subjectively) if

there were significant uncertainties in the laboratory data or if significant time had elapsed since

the last evaluation. Another selection criterion was importance in the interpretation of

atmospheric field measurements. For example, the OH + NO2 reaction has a significant effect on

the ratio of NO_ and NOy which is measured with high precision by aircraft instruments. On this

basis, this reaction and several others were included in the present update.

Because of the significant impact of heterogeneous reactions in the polar and mid-latitude lower

stratosphere and rapid progress in laboratory investigations of these processes, several

heterogeneous reactions were included in the present evaluation. We currently lack guidance

from multi-dimensional model sensitivity analyses as to which heterogeneous processes

contribute the largest degrees of uncertainty to current models of stratospheric chemistry.

However, available box model calculations indicate that uncertainties in heterogeneous reactions

can lead to significant uncertainties in calculated ozone levels. Six reactions were identified as

key heterogeneous processes most often included in current stratospheric photochemical models.
These reactions are:

N20s + H20 _ 2 HNO 3

C1ONO2 + H20 _ HOCI + HNO3

C1ONO2 + HC1 _ C12 + HNO3

HOCI + HCI --_ C12 + H20

BrONO2 + HzO _ HOBr + HNO 3

HOBr + HC1 ---) BrC1 + H20
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While each of thesesix reactionsoccurs to a greateror lesserextent on the full range of
stratosphericaerosolsurfaces,wehaverestrictedthis reviewto thethreemostfrequentlystudied
and/orbelievedto be the mostlikely presentin thestratosphere:waterice,nitric acidtrihydrate,
and liquid sulfuric acid/watermixtures (typically -40 to 80 wt.% H2SO4). This selection of

aerosol surface compositions covers those found in most current stratospheric models.
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Table 1. Rate Constants for Second Order Reactions

Reaction A.Factor a F_/R_+_AE/R k(298 K) a f(298) b Notes c

O(ID) + H20 _ OH + OH

O(1 D) + N20 --> N2 + Oz

---+ NO+NO

2.2x!0 "l°

4.9x10 It

-II

6.7x10

0-J:100

0-&100

0_:i00

- I1)

2.2x10

-II

4.9x 10

-II

6.7×10

1.2 A2 A6

1.3 A2 I_A7

i.3 A2 A7

HO x Reactions

O + HO2 _ OH + 02

OH + 03 _ HO2 + O_

OH + HO2 --+ H20 + 02

HO2 + 03 _ OH + 202

-II

3.0x10

-II

4.8x10

-I1

5.9x10

NO x Reactions

O +NO 2 _NO +O2

OH + HNO3 _ H20 + NO3

NO +03 _ NO 2 + 02

CIO x Reactions

O + CIO --->CI + 02

OH + HC! _ H20 + CI

C! +03 _ CIO + 02

CI + CH4 --->HCI + CH3

(See Note)

3.0x10 _ -(70-2:70) 3.8x10"

t,4 FL0,o

8.0x10 -I3

1.2x10 _ !.15

1.0xl0-t3 -_-

2.6x10 u 3505:100
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TABLE 1. (Continued)

Reaction A_Factor a F_/R._E/R k(298 K) a f(298) b Notes c

BrO x Reactions

BrO + CIO -_ Br + OCIO

--4 Br + CIOO

BrCI + O_

i 1.25

i213Xi0' ,(2605:150)5:5X10_ 1.25

4!iXi0!! _ _ -C2_I50) l+lx10!'2_ 1.25

Units are cm3/molecule-s.

f(298) is the uncertainty factor at 298 K. To calculate the uncertainty at other temperatures, use the
expression:

f(r) = f(298)exp 298'

G36

G36

G36

Note that the exponent is absolute value:

Notes refer to detailed information which is provided in the full NASA Data Panel report issued as a Jet

Propulsion Laboratory Laboratory publication. Shaded areas indicate changes or additions since JPL 97-4.

_+
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Table 2. Rate Constants for Association Reactions

Reaction

O + 02 03

O + NO NO2

OH + NO2 HNO3

NO2 + NO3 N205

Low Pressure Limit a High Pressure Limit b

ko(T) ko 300 (T/300) -n k,(T) = k.. 300 (T/300) -m

ko 300.... n k. 300 m Notes c

(6.0-_.5) (-34)

(9.0+_2.0) (-32) 1.5±0.3 (3.0-2:! .0) (-1 !) 0_1.0

CIO + NO2 CIONO2

CIO + CIO CI202

(1.8_.3) (-3 l) _3-A:±--012_?77 _ 0,5z'-0,4) (-! 1) !,_0,5 F8

BrO + NO2 BrONO2

kf ([ M], T) =

k°(T)[M] ]0 6

The values quoted are suitable for air as the third body, M.

a Units are cm6/molecule2-sec.

b Units are cm3/molecule-sec.

c Notes refer to detailed information which is provided in the full NASA Data Panel report issued as a Jet

Propulsion Laboratory Laboratory publication. Shaded areas indicate changes or additions since JPL 97-4.
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Table 3. Equilibrium Constants

Reaction A/cm 3 molecule-1 B_L,SB/°K Keq(298 K) f(298 K) a Note b
I

NO2 + NO3 ---) N205

CIO + Cio ---) C1202

K/cm 3 molecule- 1 = A exp (Bfl3 [200 < T/K < 300]

a f(298) is the uncertainty factor at 298 K. To calculate the uncertainty at other temperatures, use the

expression:

f(T) = f(298)exp T 298

b Notes refer to detailed information which is provided in the full NASA Data Panel report issued as a Jet

Propulsion Laboratory Laboratory publication. Shaded areas indicate changes or additions since JPL 97-4.
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Table 4. Gas/Surface Reaction Probabilities ('y)

II IIII III I] I

Gaseous Surface Surface

Species T_,l:)e Composition

N205 + H20 ---) 2HNO3

N205 Water Ice H20(s)

Liquid Water H20(I)

Nitric Acid Ice HNO3o3H20(s)

Sulfuric Acid H2SO4 ° nH20(I)

HOCI + HCI(s) ---) CI2 + H20

HOCI Water Ice

Nitric Acid Ice

Sulfuric Acid

T(K)

CIONO2 + H20(s) ---) HOCI + HNO3

CIONO2 Water Ice
Nitric Acid Ice

Sulfuric Acid

Uncertainty
Y Factor

260-295

200

195-300 Note_.t... 3
See

Note

H2OCs) • HCI(s) 195-200 0;-2

HNO3"3H20(s).HCI(s) 195-200 0.1 ?_2-;-iii ....

H2SO4.nH20(I) 198-209 See Note* See
Note

H20(s)

HNO3.3H20(2)

H2SO4 • nH20(1)

180-200 0.3 3

200-265 See Note* See

Note

Notes a

14

15

16

17

40

40

41

43
44

45

C1ONO 2 + HCI(s) ---) CI2 + HNO 3

CIONO2 Water Ice
Nitric Acid Ice

Sulfuric Acid

HOBr + HCI(s) ---) BrCI + H20

HOBr Water Ice

Sulfuric Acid

BrONO2 + H20 --) HOBr + HNO3

BrONO2 Water Ice
Sulfuric Acid

H20(s)

HNO3.3H20.HCI

H2SO4.nH20(I)°HCI(1)

!1'80:2_ !i 0.3 _-_3 ::: 47

J_,Sc 235 See Note* See 49
Note

H20(s) • HBr(s) 228 0.3

H2SO4 ° nH20

(60-69 wt% H2SO4) ]98_'!_81 _'._0_

H20(s)

H2SO4 ° nH20

3 57

57

y is temperature dependent

Notes refer to detailed information which is provided in the full NASA Data Panel report issued as a Jet

Propulsion Laboratory Laboratory publication. Shaded areas indicate changes or additions since JPL 97-4.
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